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Abstract: We review the mathematical speed limits on quantum information processing in many-body

systems. After the proof of the Lieb-Robinson Theorem in 1972, the past two decades have

seen substantial developments in its application to other questions, such as the simulatability

of quantum systems on classical or quantum computers, the generation of entanglement, and

even the properties of ground states of gapped systems. Moreover, Lieb-Robinson bounds

have been extended in non-trivial ways, to demonstrate speed limits in systems with power-

law interactions or interacting bosons, and even to prove notions of locality that arise in

cartoon models for quantum gravity with all-to-all interactions. We overview the progress

which has occurred, highlight the most promising results and techniques, and discuss some

central outstanding questions which remain open. To help bring newcomers to the field up

to speed, we provide self-contained proofs of the field’s most essential results.
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Introduction1

We are all familiar with the idea that there are “speed limits” on physical dynamical processes. For
example, in special relativity, no two parties can send information faster than the speed of light c. This
simple observation allows us to reconcile our notion of causality with Einstein’s observation that there
is no absolute time. Consider events A and B separated (to one observer, in flat spacetime) by time
∆t = tB − tA and distance ∆r = |xB − xA|. If ∆t > 0 for this observer, then all observers will find (in
their own frame)

∆t′ > 0 if and only if ∆r < c∆t. (1.1)

It is no stretch to say that this speed limit on information underpins our confidence in the theory of
relativity, and thus in our understanding of the universe.

Of course, for more “human scale” problems, often the speed of light is effectively infinite: c ≈ ∞.
Still, there can be important emergent speed limits on information transmission. For example, auditory
signals propagate at vsound ∼ 10−6c. Listening to an orchestra, it is not important that some information
content of the music might in principle be transmitted at the speed of light c, because the medium through
which information is transmitted is subject to a stricter non-relativistic speed limit.

This review article discusses how such stricter non-relativistic speed limits arise in quantum many-
body systems. One way this can arise is when the system is effectively described by a model of particles
interacting on a lattice, which is nearly always the appropriate description of a many-body system in
condensed matter or atomic physics. On the lattice, non-interacting particles have dispersion relations
with the schematic form ε(k) ∼ J cos(ka), where J is an energy scale and a is the lattice spacing. The
velocity of information is bounded by

vgroup =
1

~
sup
k

∣∣∣∣ ∂ε∂k
∣∣∣∣ ∼ Ja

~
. (1.2)
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In typical condensed matter systems, this velocity is roughly 10−3c . vgroup . 10−2c.
The particular focus of this review is on the remarkable fact that one can prove such speed limits

in a huge number of physically realistic lattice models (and, with caveats, in some continuum settings
as well!). Because the relevant literature intersects heavily with physics, mathematics, and quantum
information, much of the review may be more formal and precise than a typical physics review article.
However, the subject does not require intense training in modern mathematics, but rather the creative
use of simple mathematics which should be familiar to any physicist who has studied quantum mechanics.
We will begin gently and guide the reader through the formal proofs of central results in the field while
highlighting some more technical but important extensions in recent years, which will almost always be
stated without (a full) proof.

We remark in passing that sometimes the phrase “quantum speed limit” is used to refer to the
Heisenberg energy-time uncertainty principle [1, 2]: namely, if we look at the solution to some time-
independent Schrödinger equation

|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
α

cαe−iEαt/~|α〉, (1.3)

with |α〉 the eigenstates of a Hamiltonian, we can show that if ∆E is the largest difference between two
Eαs represented in the above sum, |ψ(t)〉 and |ψ(0)〉 cannot be orthogonal before a time

∆t &
~

∆E
. (1.4)

The purpose of our review is to explain why even in the thermodynamic limit when ∆E →∞ is extensively
large, there are still meaningful notions of “speed limits” deriving from spatial locality.

For the remainder of the introduction, we tell a historical story that places work on Lieb-Robinson
bounds into its broader context; starting in Section 3, we begin our formal but friendly tour through the
mathematical physics of quantum speed limits.

1.1 The EPR paradox

Probably the first serious consideration of information propagation in quantum mechanics was in the
classic paper [3] by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen. The resulting EPR paradox goes as follows: suppose
Alice and Bob have two qubits prepared in a Bell pair [4]: the wave function of their “universe” is

|ψ〉 =
|0〉A|0〉B + |1〉A|1〉B√

2
(1.5)

where |0〉, |1〉 represent the up and down states (in the z-direction) of a (two-level) spin-1
2 system (i.e.

qubit), and A/B denote the qubit held by Alice/Bob. Now suppose Alice measures her qubit to be |0〉. No
matter how far Bob is from Alice, instantly Bob’s qubit is also |0〉. EPR believed this must communicate
information, and thus quantum mechanics was not compatible with relativity and locality.

Actually, no information has been communicated in this process. In particular, Bob and Alice only
know their measurements agree (and confirm the state was |ψ〉) after sending classical signals to each
other announcing their measurement outcomes: these classical signals travel at most at the speed of light
c.1 EPR’s “paradox” is fully compatible with relativity and locality.

1.2 The Lieb-Robinson Theorem

To further constrain quantum mechanics via locality, we now claim that the Bell state |ψ〉 is not easy
to prepare. As made precise in Section 5, suppose Alice and Bob are separated by distance L with two

1They must also do this experiment many times to confirm that |ψ〉 was entangled (while outcomes may differ, they
always agree)!
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unentangled qubits |00〉, then if

e−iHt|00〉 ⊗ |rest〉 = |ψ〉 ⊗ |rest′〉, (1.6)

with “rest” denoting any additional qubits in the universe. Then, in any lattice model the evolution time
t must obey

t ≥ L

vLR
, (1.7)

where vLR – the Lieb-Robinson velocity – is an L, t-independent constant. This bound holds even in a
non-relativistic spin chain where c =∞. Intuitively, vLR ∼ Ja/~ as in (1.2).

The way the Lieb-Robinson Theorem is stated, as we will do when we prove it in Section 3, is not in
terms of such a Bell pair experiment. In 1972, Lieb and Robinson instead thought more abstractly [5], in
terms of the operator norms of commutators of Heisenberg-evolved operators. They proved that for any
local spin model, there exists a constant µ > 0 such that

‖[A(t), B]‖ ≤ eµ(vLRt−L) (1.8)

where A,B denote Pauli matrices of Alice and Bob respectively, and A(t) = eiHtAe−iHt. In Section 5 we
will, in some detail, explain the connection between this abstract bound, and the concrete constraint on
preparing a Bell pair (along with many other entangled states!). In a nutshell, only when the commutator
is large O(1) can a Bell pair be formed out of |00〉, which implies (1.7).

1.3 Applications of the Lieb-Robinson bound

The broader physics and quantum information community only seemed to become aware of the Lieb-
Robinson Theorem in the past two decades. Perhaps the most immediate reason why the Lieb-Robinson
bound became better known is that in a beautiful pair of papers [6, 7], it was shown that the Lieb-
Robinson bound implies the finite correlation length of any gapped ground state. This took a curious fact
about the dynamics of Heisenberg-evolved operators, and connected it to a completely different kind of
question, of broad and independent interest in the quantum matter community (Section 6)!

The story above focuses on the ground state properties of a many-body quantum system. But, over the
past two decades, an increasingly large fraction of the theoretical physics community has begun to focus on
the dynamics of large quantum systems. Some of this focus has arisen due to developments such as a theory
of many-body localization [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], quantum scars [14, 15], or prethermalization (discussed in
Section 7.2), which suggest that dynamics can be more complicated than textbook hydrodynamics2. Just
as much has arisen out of the rapid and impressive developments in experimental quantum simulation
(and the baby steps toward quantum information processing and computation in the lab). In a quantum
simulator, one often studies highly excited states and, in principle, desires control over much of Hilbert
space – not merely the ground state! Lieb-Robinson bounds then limit how quickly interesting operations
can be done (using unitary quantum mechanics alone) in such a simulator. The consequences of a Lieb-
Robinson bound on information spreading and correlations have been observed in actual experiments on
cold atomic gases [17].

Looking forward, if someday a large-scale quantum computer is built, Lieb-Robinson bounds provide
very non-trivial constraints on how efficiently such a computer could operate. When laying out physical
qubits in a two-dimensional chip, one cannot perform quantum state transfer at the speed of light c – the
effect is limited by the emergent Lieb-Robinson velocity! The implications of Lieb-Robinson bounds on
the resources required to prepare interesting entangled states will be discussed at length in Section 5.

2Yet even this subject is undergoing a revival of interest! See, e.g., the review [16].
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Lastly, the increase in classical computational power has been enormous since 1972, and papers now
routinely use numerical simulation to model complex quantum dynamics, at least in small systems and at
short times; in recent years, researchers have begun to consider potential usage of a quantum computer
for the same task. In Section 4, we explain how the Lieb-Robinson Theorem gives guarantees for classical
simulations accuracy, and, at the same, gives rise to provably efficient quantum algorithms.

The increased attention to Lieb-Robinson bounds has also led to significant developments and ex-
tensions of the original Lieb-Robinson bounds to new settings. Indeed, an unfortunate reality is that
many-body quantum systems realized in the lab usually do not merely consist of spins interacting with
nearest neighbors. Charged particles interact with 1/r interactions, dipolar objects have 1/r3 interac-
tions, and even genuinely neutral objects have 1/r6 van der Waals interactions. For many years, there was
a theoretical effort to extend the Lieb-Robinson Theorem to systems with power-law interactions; this
recently-resolved question will be the focus of Section 10. Many other systems have interacting bosonic
degrees of freedom, which introduces an additional subtlety (Section 11).

Lastly, there is a profound (and not fully understood) connection between the physics captured by
Lieb-Robinson bounds and the holographic theory of quantum gravity. We will briefly describe this story
in Section 9. It is likely that a full resolution of these questions will require powerful generalizations
of Lieb-Robinson bounds to other “norms for operator”; we will explain this perspective in detail in
Section 8.

1.4 Outline

Our review is organized into roughly two parts. In the first part, we introduce more basic content, focusing
on minimal lattice models with nearest-neighbor interactions and finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, to
give the reader a sense of the broad scope and implications of Lieb-Robinson bounds. Section 2 gives a
lightning review of useful mathematical definitions, propositions, and conventions. Section 3 motivates
and proves a standard Lieb-Robinson bound for dynamics on a lattice. The next three sections all
provide key applications of this technique to different problems: the simulatability of quantum dynamics
(Section 4), bounds on entanglement and correlations (Section 5), and the proof that ground states of
one-dimensional gapped systems have area law entanglement (Section 6). We also include discussions of
bounds on thermalization in Section 7, although this is a less developed area of the field.

The second part of the review focuses on more recent extensions of the Lieb-Robinson bound away
from local spin models. In Section 8, we introduce the notion of quantum operator growth and the
Frobenius light cone, which have become of recent interest in studies of chaotic many-body dynamics
(but prove mathematically interesting as well). Section 9 describes all-to-all interacting systems, with no
strict spatial locality, but still a “computer science” notion of k-locality (which can be used to constrain
operator growth and chaos). Section 10 describes the extension of Lieb-Robinson bounds to systems with
power-law interactions, while Section 11 extends Lieb-Robinson bounds to systems at a finite charge or
energy density, and to certain bosonic systems. Lastly, our final section describes our perspective on
important open problems.

Earlier reviews that discuss locality bounds include [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], including their tests in
experiment [24]. Other recent reviews [25, 26] discuss many-body chaos and operator growth. Our review
is complementary: we provide a self-contained introduction to this subject (which can appear rather
formidable to an outsider!), but also illustrate, with some depth, how the Lieb-Robinson bounds can be
applied very broadly. We have found, working in this field, that often one mathematical technique will
find surprising applications to multiple types of problems previously thought unrelated. We hope that
our review, organized around a few key mathematical results and their many applications, will inspire
future scientists and mathematicians to uncover new results, for many years to come.
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Mathematical preliminaries2

We begin by reviewing our conventions and important mathematical facts. The reader may skim this
section and refer to it as appropriate throughout the review.

2.1 Notation

The prevailing notation is summarized by the following, admittedly scattered, collection of facts and
definitions.

We denote the complex numbers by C, the real numbers by R, the non-negative real numbers by
R+ = {t ∈ R : t ≥ 0}, and the integers by Z (non-negative ones by Z+). Sets, subsets, and parties
(Alice/Bob) will always be denoted with uppercase serif font: A,B, etc. The complement of a subset A is
denoted as Ac, which consists of all elements not in A. (The set of all elements that should be considered
will be clear from the context.)

We use roman/upright font e, i, π, to denote mathematical constants (such as i =
√
−1). Variable

names which are problem-specific will be italic (e.g. site/vertex i in a lattice/graph). States in quantum
mechanics are described by vectors in a Hilbert space (denoted with H); this Hilbert space will mostly
be finite-dimensional. Vectors in Hilbert space are described in Dirac’s bra-ket notation: |a〉 or |ψ〉. Note
that we will always use lower-case letters for their arguments. Uppercase italic letters (A, B) are reserved
for operators on a quantum Hilbert space, which one can often think of as matrices. We will reserve the
letter I for the identity operator:

I|ψ〉 = |ψ〉, (2.1)

while H is reserved for the Hamiltonian acting on a quantum system, generating time-evolution via the
Schrödinger equation:

H(t)|ψ(t)〉 = i
d

dt
|ψ(t)〉. (2.2)

Here and henceforth, we set ~ = 1. An entry of matrix A will be denoted as Aij = 〈i|A|j〉.
Sometimes, it is useful to think of the operators acting on H as vectors themselves. Mathematically

this can be stated as follows: the set of linear transformations, which is denoted as End(H), is itself a
vector space.3 When we wish to highlight this fact (starting in Section 8), we will use bra-ket notation
with parentheses to write down operators: for example, we write A as |A). This notation is especially
useful when we wish to use the natural notion of Hilbert-Schmidt inner product on this space:

(A|B) :=
Tr(A†B)

Tr[I]
. (2.3)

The symbol := denotes “the left-hand side of this expression is defined by the right”; the symbol =: would
mean the right is defined by the left. In Section 11, we will find it useful to consider alternative inner
products on this space. Lastly, in the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics, the Schrödinger equation
(2.2) generalizes to

d

dt
|A) = L|A), (2.4)

with the Liouvillian L defined as

i[H,A] =: L|A). (2.5)

3The “End” stands for endomorphism, which is a mathematical generalization of the notion of linear transformation to
more complicated structures.
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Without using this bra-ket notation and assuming H is time-independent, we can integrate (2.4) to find

A(t) := eiHtAe−iHt = eLtA. (2.6)

It is almost always the case in this review that a result derived for t-independent H also holds for t-
dependent H; so we will often write (2.6) even when the result does hold for t-dependent H (where e−iHt

becomes a time-ordered path integral).4 In general, we will denote “super-operators” (transformations
on the space of operators) by curly fonts A,B, etc.

We use D to denote the dimension of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space (often this will be exponentially
large in the number of qubits or degrees of freedom N). The spatial dimension is denoted by d (defined
below), which is never particularly large.

Expectation values in quantum mechanics may be denoted with the following shorthand notation:
with states, 〈A〉ψ := 〈ψ|A|ψ〉, while with density matrices, 〈A〉ρ := Tr(ρA). The symbol E[· · · ] will
denote expectation value with respect to a classical probability distribution, not a quantum state, while
P[· · · ] will denote the classical probability of an event.

We say that f(x) = O(g(x)) if there is a constant c <∞ such that |f(x)| ≤ c|g(x)| for all x and that
f(x) = Ω(g(x)) if there is a constant c > 0 such that |f(x)| ≥ c|g(x)| for all x.

2.2 Qubits

We will often discuss qubits: two-level systems with states |0〉 and |1〉. We define the Pauli matrices

X = |0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0|, (2.7a)

Y = −i|0〉〈1|+ i|1〉〈0|, (2.7b)

Z = |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|. (2.7c)

Of course, the Hilbert space is often the tensor product of N two-level systems (so the Hilbert space has
dimension D = 2N ). The most general operator on this system is the tensor product of the operators on
each of the N two-level systems. On a single two-level system, the most general operator can be expanded
in the Pauli basis: A = a0I + a1X + a2Y + a3Z, where all coefficients ais are real if and only if A is
Hermitian. Therefore we conclude that the most general operator on the 2N -dimensional Hilbert space is
a sum of 4N different possible Pauli strings. Denoting (I,X, Y, Z) = Xa for a = 0, . . . , 3:

A =

3∑
a1···aN=0

Aa1···aNX
a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗XaN , or |A) =

3∑
a1···aN=0

Aa1···aN |a1 · · · aN ). (2.8)

The following fact will prove very useful in Section 8:

Proposition 2.1: Pauli strings are orthonormal

Using the inner product (2.3),

(a′1 · · · a′N |a1 · · · aN ) = I(a′1 = a1, . . . , a
′
N = aN ). (2.9)

The symbol I[· · · ] denotes the indicator function, which is 1 if its argument is true, and 0 if its argument
is false. As is standard, we will denote with Xa

i the Pauli matrix Xa acting on qubit i, tensored with
identity I on all other qubits.

4In the mathematics literature one often finds the notation A(t) = τt(A); we stick to the physics notation A(t).
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2.3 Graphs and local Hamiltonians

Many-body quantum systems are interesting precisely because the Hamiltonian is usually expressible in
a simple way. For most of this review, we will focus on Hamiltonians between N qubits that can be
expressed as

H(t) =
N∑
i=1

3∑
a=1

hai (t)X
a
i +

N∑
i<j=1

3∑
a,b=1

habij (t)Xa
i X

b
j . (2.10)

Because H contains terms that have at most two non-identity Paulis at a time, we call H 2-local.
Each 2-local Hamiltonian can be naturally described via an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is a

vertex set and E is a collection of two element subsets of V. We place a qubit (or more generally, a degree
of freedom) on each vertex v ∈ V; we place an edge {u, v} ∈ E if and only if habuv(t) 6= 0 for some a, b and
t (except for in Section 10). In many physics problems, one actually has a graph G which is pre-specified
- only couplings between certain qubits are permitted, so it will be natural for us to describe notions of
locality and Lieb-Robinson bounds in terms of graphs. A useful notation is to keep track of what edges
are adjacent to each vertex: for v ∈ V,

∂v = {e ∈ E : v ∈ e} ⊂ E. (2.11)

More generally, for any set A ⊆ V,
∂A = {e ∈ E : |e ∩ A| = 1} (2.12)

contains the edges that connect vertices in A to those outside of A. The Manhattan distance (for us,
just “distance”) d(u, v) on a graph is defined as the fewest number of edges that can be traversed to get
between any two vertices. This distance measure obeys the triangle inequality:

d(u, v) ≥ d(u,w) + d(w, v), for any w ∈ V. (2.13)

The diameter of a set S ⊆ V is defined as

diam(S) = max
u,v∈S

d(u, v). (2.14)

We say that the graph is d-dimensional (as measured by constant C > 0) if

|{u ∈ V : d(u, v) ≤ r}| ≤ 1 + Crd, (2.15)

for any v ∈ V; this is, of course, satisfied by the d-dimensional lattice Zd with nearest-neighbor connec-
tivity.

Naturally, one may consider k-local Hamiltonians where each of the interaction terms is k-local (e.g.,
X1X2X3 is a 3-local term). Physically, we often take k as constant independent of the system size N . We
will not focus too much on k-local Hamiltonians in this review: many of the techniques we have described
for k = 2 generalize somewhat straightforwardly. We think an elegant way to generalize what is described
in this review to k-local problems is the factor graph construction: see [27] for details.

2.4 Operator norms and identities

Operator dynamics involve complicated, high-dimensional objects. Nevertheless, we may capture its sizes
using prevailing choices of matrix norms. The operator norm

‖A‖ := sup
|ψ〉,|φ〉

|〈φ|A |ψ〉|√
〈φ|φ〉 〈ψ|ψ〉

(2.16)
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controls the matrix element between any possible states and is equivalent to the maximal singular value;
the Frobenius norm is the root-mean-square of singular values

‖A‖F :=

√
Tr(A†A)

Tr(I)
(2.17)

which corresponds to its strength on random states (see (8.12)). Intuitively, the operator norm and
Frobenius norm respectively capture the strength of the operator over the worst and average inputs
states. Naturally, the above are special cases of the Schatten p-norms at p =∞ and p = 2

‖A‖p :=

(
Tr((A†A)p/2)

Tr[I]

)1/p

for each 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. (2.18)

In the above, we have normalized all norms such that ‖I‖p = 1 as it appears natural in our discussions.
Perhaps the most useful fact about these norms is the triangle inequality:

‖A+B‖p ≤ ‖A‖p + ‖B‖p (2.19)

and Hölder’s inequality.

Proposition 2.2: Hölder’s inequality for Schatten norms

For any square matrices A and B, we have

‖AB‖r ≤ ‖A‖p‖B‖q whenever
1

r
=

1

p
+

1

q
. (2.20)

In particular, setting p =∞ yields the submultiplicativty of operator norm ‖AB‖r ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖B‖r.
Further, since our operator is defined on a Hilbert space with a tensor product structure, it is often

helpful to think about projection superoperators that isolate components of the operator according to
locality.

Definition 2.3: Super-projectors

For any set A, define the projection superoperator PA that annihilates operators acting trivially on
A by

PA|a1 · · · aN ) := I(aj 6= 0, for some j ∈ A) |a1 · · · aN ). (2.21)

Alternatively, let

PA := I − PAc , then PAA = A if and only if A = AA ⊗ IAc (2.22)

where I is the identity super-operator. We will say “operator A is supported on set A” or “operator
A acts non-trivially only on set A” if PAA = A.

It is worth distinguishing the functionality of the two super-projectors. The super-projector PA isolates
the components of the operator that do not vanish in commutators (Section 3.2); for any operator A
supported on A and any operator B, we have

[A,B] = [A,PAB]. (2.23)

Nicely, this superoperator cannot increase any Schatten norm by too much.
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Proposition 2.4: Super-projectors and norms

The projection PA at most increases the Schatten p-norm by

‖PAB‖p ≤ 2‖B‖p. (2.24)

In particular, it is an actual orthogonal projector in the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product such that

‖PAB‖F ≤ ‖B‖F. (2.25)

The super-projector PS has an elegant representation in terms of Haar averages:

Proposition 2.5: Haar representation for super-projector

For any set S and operator A, we can present the super-projector as

PSA =

∫
[dU ]ScU

†AU, (2.26)

where [dU ]Sc is the Haar measure for unitaries supported on set Sc. By the triangle inequality,

‖PSA‖p ≤ ‖A‖p. (2.27)

The following identity will prove immensely useful for us when we prove Lieb-Robinson bounds:

Proposition 2.6: Duhamel’s identity

For any square matrices A and B of the same dimension,

e(A+B)t = eAt +

t∫
0

dse(A+B)(t−s)BeAs. (2.28)

Proof. Call the right hand side C(t), and observe that dC/dt = (A + B)C. Explicitly evaluating the
right-hand side, we find C(0) = I. Then, solving the differential equation leads to (2.28).

2.5 Remark on C∗-algebras

In the mathematics literature, one often discusses Lieb-Robinson bounds using the formalism of C∗-
algebras. In a nutshell, the idea is that in an unbounded graph (e.g., V = Z: the one-dimensional
lattice!), many-body states are not precisely defined, yet local operators are. E.g. it is not possible to
specify the state | · · · 000 · · · 〉 and always correctly set the boundary conditions at infinity; however, we
can always discuss local operators, such as Pauli matrices Xj acting on site j ∈ V, whether or not V is a
finite set.

C∗-algebras provide a rigorous language [28] for discussing the objects that do have precise definitions:
bounded operators O which are supported on finite subsets of a (possibly infinite) vertex set V. The key
observation is that commutators of bounded local operators are also bounded local operators: this closure,
and the fact that time translation is generated by commutators with a local Hamiltonian, suggests that
C∗-algebras are a rigorous way to discuss the limit of infinite system size. We feel, however, that this
mathematical structure often distracts from the crucial intuition and ingredients behind making powerful
Lieb-Robinson bounds relevant to concrete physics problems, and will not focus on it in this review.
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Lieb-Robinson bounds3

We now turn to the core section of this review, where we introduce the famous Lieb-Robinson Theorem.
Assuming only spatial locality, the Lieb-Robinson bounds constrain a large class of many-body quantum
dynamics. Though it will take many pages to fully show it, these Lieb-Robinson bounds are remarkably
versatile, especially since exact dynamics of many-body Hamiltonians are generally analytically intractable
and problem-specific. In contrast, Lieb-Robinson bounds allow us to make statements about all local
systems.

3.1 Warm-up: particle on a line

Before we dive into the many-body problem, it is instructive to consider a single-particle problem on a
1d lattice (r ∈ Z) with the Hamiltonian

H = −h
∑
r∈Z

(|r〉〈r + 1|+ |r〉〈r − 1|) . (3.1)

This is essentially a discrete-space Schrodinger equation, or in computer science literature, the (continuous-
time) quantum walk [29]. We are interested in the Schrödinger picture wave function (presented in the
|r〉 basis)

ψ(r, t) := 〈r|e−iHt|0〉 for r ∈ Z+, t ∈ R+. (3.2)

The amplitude (squared) gives us the probability of the particle being on site r. The time evolution can
be rewritten in the form of Schrödinger equation by inserting a complete basis:

d

dt
ψ(r, t) = 〈r| − iHe−iHt |0〉 =

∑
r′

〈r| − iH |r′〉 〈r′| e−iHt |0〉 = −i
∑
r′

Hrr′ψ(r′, t). (3.3)

There are many approaches to solving this problem. One is to Taylor expand in time t:

e−iHt|0〉 = |0〉 − iht [| − 1〉+ |1〉]− (ht)2

2
[| − 2〉+ 2|0〉+ |2〉] +

i(ht)3

6
[| − 3〉+ 3| − 1〉+ 3|1〉+ |3〉] + · · · .

(3.4)

The coefficients in the above expression – at each order in t – are binomial coefficients, equivalent to
those that count the number of random walks analogous to a random walk (Figure 1). However, if we are
interested in ψ(r, t), the interference between terms at different orders can, a priori, be important:

ψ(r, t) =
(−iht)r

r!
+

(
r + 2

1

)
(−iht)r+2

(r + 2)!
+ · · · . (3.5)

For this particular problem, we can find the exact solution of the oscillatory sum via exact diagonaliza-
tion (3.14). However, in the spirit of a Lieb-Robinson bound, let us only look for an inequality. Then the
argument can greatly simplify. We take absolute values around the Schrödinger equation (3.3):

d

dt
|ψ(r, t)| ≤

∑
r′

|Hrr′ |
∣∣ψ(r′, t)

∣∣ . (3.6)

For this system of ordinary differential inequalities with initial conditions, Gronwall’s Lemma solves it by
exponentiation:

|ψ(r, t)| ≤
∑
r′

(eAt)rr′
∣∣ψ(r′, 0)

∣∣ = 〈r| eAt |0〉 where Arr′ = |Hrr′ | ≥ 0. (3.7)
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Intuitively, this inequality amounts to ignoring the phases in the Schrödinger equation and just adding
up all of the terms in (3.4) coherently. This also explicitly reduces the bound to a combinatorial problem
defined by the weighted adjacency matrixArr′ (which is entry-wise positive). The exponential conveniently
generates all paths connecting sites 0 to r:

〈r| eAt |0〉 =

∞∑
`=0

(h|t|)`
`!
·#(paths from 0 to r with length `)

=

∞∑
m=0

(ht)r+2m

(r + 2m)!

(
r + 2m

m

)
≤ (2ht)r

r!
·
∞∑
m=0

(2ht)2mr!

(r + 2m)!
≤ (2ht)r

r!
e2ht/r. (3.8)

The second line gives precisely the coefficients of Pascal’s triangle (3.4) without phases; the inequality
uses the following convenient bound on binomial coefficients and then that (r + 2m)!/r! ≥ r2m to obtain
the exponential:

Proposition 3.1: Bounds on binomial coefficients

For positive integers a > b ≥ 0, we have (
a

b

)
≤ 2a. (3.9)

To further simplify, apply Stirling’s approximation for the factorial (this will be suitably strong throughout
the paper).

Proposition 3.2: Stirling’s approximation

For non-negative integers ` ≥ 0, we have (
`

e

)`
< `!. (3.10)

We deduce that

|ψ(r, t)| ≤
(

2eht

r

)r
e2ht/r. (3.11)

In other words, we obtain an emergent speed limit : asymptotically, the particle cannot travel faster than
the speed

vLR = 2eh for r →∞. (3.12)

We are calling this emergent velocity vLR, in analogy with the Lieb-Robinson velocities we will soon
introduce. From the single-particle problem to the many-body problem, we will see the Lieb-Robinson
bounds have a similar combinatorial flavor: counting (weighted) paths on the lattice. Since the exact
dynamics of the many-body evolution now has exponentially larger dimensions and is thus much harder
to solve, the bounds that generalize our argument above can become much more important!

Before we move on, let us comment on the tightness of these naive bounds. The reader may find the
triangle inequality approach “wasteful” – perhaps one can do a better counting to get a smaller vLR? In
Section 8.1, we will refine this approach by further utilizing the probabilistic interpretation (constraints)
of |C(r, t)|2, and show that this is indeed possible.

For concreteness, let us now compare with the exact diagonalization results; the eigenvectors of the
Hamiltonian H are the non-normalized plane wave states

|k〉 :=
∑
r∈Z

eikr|r〉, (3.13)
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Figure 1: Quantum walk of a particle on a line with the nearest neighbor Hamiltonian (3.1),
starting at |0〉. The Taylor expansion gives precisely Pascal’s triangle (up to phases).

with eigenvalues
H|k〉 = Ek|k〉 where Ek = −2h cos(k). (3.14)

The maximal group velocity in the problem is

∂Ek
∂k

= 2h sin k ≤ 2h < vLR. (3.15)

How can anything travel faster than the fastest particle in the system? We will return to this issue in
Section 8.1; for now, we simply remark that our estimate’s r-dependence is so tight that we cannot improve
on the factor e in (3.11), although the factor of 2 can be removed using the methods of Section 3.3: see
(8.33) and nearby discussion for more. Moreover, we can solve the problem exactly using these eigenstates.
Define the Fourier transform

ψ̃(k, t) :=
∑
r

eikrψ(r, t). (3.16)

Using the Schrödinger equation, we find

∂tψ̃(k, t) = 2ih cos(k)ψ̃(k, t), (3.17)

which can be solved given our initial condition

ψ̃(k, t) = e2iht cos k. (3.18)

Rewrite in terms of the nth order Bessel function Jn

ψ(r, t) =

2π∫
0

dk

2π
e−ikrψ̃(k, t) = (−i)`Jr(2ht). (3.19)

Using the Bessel function asymptotics, we confirm (3.11) when t� r.

3.2 Lieb-Robinson bounds

Now, let us turn to many-body quantum mechanics. Unlike above, it will now prove more natural to
discuss the time evolution of operators, rather than states. The reason was described in Section 2.5: in
the thermodynamic (large particle number limit), a quantum state is an extremely complicated object.
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C0,4(t)

0 1 2

<latexit sha1_base64="Ac4H/iUe94+PZyFFI2HBd6yoORI=">AAAOMXichZfLbuM2FIY109s0rdtJu+xGqGFgWkwDO0gvmwEmUe5XJ7GdNJERkDJtE6YuoCh2AkF9im7bl+jTzK7oti9RSrQjhsftaGPyfP/h5Yi/ZOGE0VS022+fPH3v/Q8+/OjZxyuffNr47PPnq18M0jjjAekHMYv5NUYpYTQifUEFI9cJJyjEjFzhmVfyK0l4SuOoJ+4TMgzRJKJjGiChQjfeXd5+uVG8EN/cPW+219rV5cJGZ95oOvOre7faWPVHcZCFJBIBQ2l622knYpgjLmjASLGy4mcpSVAwQxOSozBN70NcuK0QiWlqszK4jN1mYvzTMKdRkgkSBUqi2DhjrojdcjvuiHISCHavGijgVE3tBlPEUSDUppfO8nhdOFSBlmtOWRVV1XOWvhI8Iy9dxFgVS19hlpFhPlUTc07GKtMajKMZEcVKywxGSGCKy1laCGNO5IrPSUR+CeIwRNEo9yUJitwvF+KbYW9TRcsVB4jlm4VNtwy6BShinsE9m28tKMYQettG6jagOwbdAQPv1AMD6O0aqbuA7hl0D9B9g+4DemDQA0APDXoI6JFBjwA9NugxoCcGPQH01KCnoFSndakA9M6M1DNAuwbtgoG79cAAeudG6jlIPa9TAfQujNQLkHpRpwLoXRqpl4D2DNoDtG/QPqADgw4AvTLoFaDXBr0G9GfXwKpj8xsD3zym35auTlIlkIirBmVxVD4tHg0gNyvbQ29LpAECYEsD4HeJNcAAeBoAk8ttDYC/5Y4GwL1yVwNgXLmnAfCs3NcA2FUeaACcKg81ACaVRxoAf8pjDYA15YkGwJXyVAPgOXmmAbCb7GoAzCTPNQBWkRcaACPISw2AB2RPA3D8ZV8DcPLlQANw6OWVBuC8y2sNwFGX1VFXBJ5yeaPJDQApnYTzg+r6umNJcK1BXInkUpXk03gxTNks7PdjeYcZGQsrrywxp5OpAMbCUTaf01ctK21awSkSyyBeJEISPowZQli9JSrolQex9ZjuLCDwFI5DMlkUyNcdSzJCk0mhfwgvrJ2y8gywAeF2cXgJ+BKg/gsKSmlx2xnmuqxVyJ8RHn3XXlv/nrx5V9RtdlxdeSh6Z9jeXhTzsFqMXy7WzZudwvWXrDvRwvWhTsmb68VdKV4yXGLKOqVs3ZYxQ8f+Tziu11fLqqc+r56E4IYwhFOtx3Qy0fXSm3ro22t5yKgrrDOMqi1ZvpEzsHOWFJAUD+sm9i5pFlFRc2pzTv8Tqjed4DXtcYCTmN3Xgm7ZAyPcJ7Wi7NiCninoLREgrp4sb+aaOFFLDl0V+7UM+oyGVKR2Ch0VlUz9WuQyS4zpqp59n2k0Kj+h4sXWsXp8qcOoPqI69icTbAzW1zo/rG2cbzRfb80/p545XzlfOy+cjvOj89rZd7pO3wmcyPnN+d35o/Fn423jr8bfWvr0yTznS+fR1fjnXxogaXA=</latexit>

C0,4(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="k1Sw/H54Mvnao5A0ooUHXkux6Sk=">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</latexit>

C0,34(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="MVg1g+Oc4iIoXh5cftfuAJNfrnk=">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</latexit>

C0,23(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="sfiplkWhyKu38hTitazcF6nOJ48=">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</latexit>

C0,12(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="8yVBMX1SZHLOzaVfi9gCohJry9Q=">AAAOMnichZfLbuM2FIY109s0rdtJu+xGqGFgWkwD25jOdDPAJMr96iS2kyYyAlKmbSLUBRTFTiCob9Ft+xJ9mXZXdNuHKCXaEcPjdrQxeb7/8HLEX7Jwwmgq2u0/Hj1+7/0PPvzoyccrn3za+Ozzp6tfDNM44wEZBDGL+SVGKWE0IgNBBSOXCScoxIxc4Fuv5BeS8JTGUV/cJWQUomlEJzRAQoWuvZu8/bzdKZ6Jb26eNttr7epyYaMzbzSd+dW7WW2s+uM4yEISiYChNL3utBMxyhEXNGCkWFnxs5QkKLhFU5KjME3vQly4rRCJWWqzMriMXWdi8sMop1GSCRIFSqLYJGOuiN1yP+6YchIIdqcaKOBUTe0GM8RRINSul87ycF04VIGWa05ZVVUV9DZ9LXhGnruIsSqWvsYsI6N8pibmnExUpjUYR7dEFCstMxghgSkuZ2khjDmRKz4nEfkpiMMQRePclyQocr9ciG+GvXUVLVccIJavFzbdMOgGoIh5BvdsvrGgGEPobRqpm4BuGXQLDLxVDwygt22kbgO6Y9AdQHcNugvonkH3AN036D6gBwY9APTQoIeAHhn0CNBjgx6DUh3XpQLQOzFSTwDtGbQHBu7VAwPonRqppyD1tE4F0DszUs9A6lmdCqB3bqSeA9o3aB/QgUEHgA4NOgT0wqAXgF4a9BLQH10Dq47Nrwx89ZB+W7o6SZVAIq4alMVR+bR4MIBcr2wPvS2RBgiADQ2A3yXWAAPgaQBMLjc1AP6WWxoA98ptDYBx5Y4GwLNyVwNgV7mnAXCq3NcAmFQeaAD8KQ81ANaURxoAV8pjDYDn5IkGwG6ypwEwkzzVAFhFnmkAjCDPNQAekH0NwPGXAw3AyZdDDcChlxcagPMuLzUAR11WR10ReMrllSZXAKR0Gs4PquvrjiXBtQZxJZJLVZLP4sUwZbOw34/lHWZkIqy8ssScTmcCGAtH2XxOX7WstFkFZ0gsg3iRCEl4P2YIYfWWqKBXHsTWQ7q1gMBTOA7JdFEgX3csyRhNp4X+IbywdsrKM8CGhNvF4SXgS4D6MygopcV1Z5TrslYh/5bw6Lv2Wvd78vZdUbfZcXXloeidYXt7UczDajF+uVg3b3YK11+y7kQLuyOdkje7xU0pXjJcYso6paxry5ihY/8nnNTrq2XVU59XT0JwQxjCqdZjOp3qeulN3ffttdxn1BXWGUbVlizfyBnaOUsKSIr7dRN7lzSLqKg5tTmn/wnVm07wmvY5wEnM7mpBr+yBEe6SWlF2bEHfFPSXCBBXT5a3c02cqCWHror9XAZ9RkMqUjuFjotKpn4tcp4lxnRVz77PNBqX31DxYutYPb7UYVQfUR37kwk2ht21zsu1F6cvmm825p9TT5yvnK+dZ07HeeW8cXadnjNwAid2fnF+dX5r/N74s/FX428tffxonvOl8+Bq/PMvuUVppw==</latexit>

C0,01(t)

4

<latexit sha1_base64="810L1l/UXqqYr1UGVEJ9SgbvkJc=">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</latexit>

H23

<latexit sha1_base64="jRCC+t+sitDq1F4qhCctKM8nuCU=">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</latexit>

H01

3

r0 1 2 4

<latexit sha1_base64="jRCC+t+sitDq1F4qhCctKM8nuCU=">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</latexit>

H01

3

<latexit sha1_base64="T5/2G6CasM2YTNHGTeRDmTVcwoA=">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</latexit>

H12<latexit sha1_base64="5VhbWS9t2Awb4GxCmpzgtQjEzwM=">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</latexit>

eL0tA
<latexit sha1_base64="V6nBcRf9bKQLtIzhCWeFaBgQ6bg=">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</latexit>

eL1tA<latexit sha1_base64="fl26PynfXgymAqUL2e5dzfYvT+4=">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</latexit>

eL2tA

<latexit sha1_base64="810L1l/UXqqYr1UGVEJ9SgbvkJc=">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</latexit>

H23

r0 1 2 43

<latexit sha1_base64="Ac4H/iUe94+PZyFFI2HBd6yoORI=">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</latexit>

C0,4(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="k1Sw/H54Mvnao5A0ooUHXkux6Sk=">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</latexit>

C0,34(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="MVg1g+Oc4iIoXh5cftfuAJNfrnk=">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</latexit>

C0,23(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="sfiplkWhyKu38hTitazcF6nOJ48=">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</latexit>

C0,12(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="8yVBMX1SZHLOzaVfi9gCohJry9Q=">AAAOMnichZfLbuM2FIY109s0rdtJu+xGqGFgWkwD25jOdDPAJMr96iS2kyYyAlKmbSLUBRTFTiCob9Ft+xJ9mXZXdNuHKCXaEcPjdrQxeb7/8HLEX7Jwwmgq2u0/Hj1+7/0PPvzoyccrn3za+Ozzp6tfDNM44wEZBDGL+SVGKWE0IgNBBSOXCScoxIxc4Fuv5BeS8JTGUV/cJWQUomlEJzRAQoWuvZu8/bzdKZ6Jb26eNttr7epyYaMzbzSd+dW7WW2s+uM4yEISiYChNL3utBMxyhEXNGCkWFnxs5QkKLhFU5KjME3vQly4rRCJWWqzMriMXWdi8sMop1GSCRIFSqLYJGOuiN1yP+6YchIIdqcaKOBUTe0GM8RRINSul87ycF04VIGWa05ZVVUV9DZ9LXhGnruIsSqWvsYsI6N8pibmnExUpjUYR7dEFCstMxghgSkuZ2khjDmRKz4nEfkpiMMQRePclyQocr9ciG+GvXUVLVccIJavFzbdMOgGoIh5BvdsvrGgGEPobRqpm4BuGXQLDLxVDwygt22kbgO6Y9AdQHcNugvonkH3AN036D6gBwY9APTQoIeAHhn0CNBjgx6DUh3XpQLQOzFSTwDtGbQHBu7VAwPonRqppyD1tE4F0DszUs9A6lmdCqB3bqSeA9o3aB/QgUEHgA4NOgT0wqAXgF4a9BLQH10Dq47Nrwx89ZB+W7o6SZVAIq4alMVR+bR4MIBcr2wPvS2RBgiADQ2A3yXWAAPgaQBMLjc1AP6WWxoA98ptDYBx5Y4GwLNyVwNgV7mnAXCq3NcAmFQeaAD8KQ81ANaURxoAV8pjDYDn5IkGwG6ypwEwkzzVAFhFnmkAjCDPNQAekH0NwPGXAw3AyZdDDcChlxcagPMuLzUAR11WR10ReMrllSZXAKR0Gs4PquvrjiXBtQZxJZJLVZLP4sUwZbOw34/lHWZkIqy8ssScTmcCGAtH2XxOX7WstFkFZ0gsg3iRCEl4P2YIYfWWqKBXHsTWQ7q1gMBTOA7JdFEgX3csyRhNp4X+IbywdsrKM8CGhNvF4SXgS4D6MygopcV1Z5TrslYh/5bw6Lv2Wvd78vZdUbfZcXXloeidYXt7UczDajF+uVg3b3YK11+y7kQLuyOdkje7xU0pXjJcYso6paxry5ihY/8nnNTrq2XVU59XT0JwQxjCqdZjOp3qeulN3ffttdxn1BXWGUbVlizfyBnaOUsKSIr7dRN7lzSLqKg5tTmn/wnVm07wmvY5wEnM7mpBr+yBEe6SWlF2bEHfFPSXCBBXT5a3c02cqCWHror9XAZ9RkMqUjuFjotKpn4tcp4lxnRVz77PNBqX31DxYutYPb7UYVQfUR37kwk2ht21zsu1F6cvmm825p9TT5yvnK+dZ07HeeW8cXadnjNwAid2fnF+dX5r/N74s/FX428tffxonvOl8+Bq/PMvuUVppw==</latexit>

C0,01(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="810L1l/UXqqYr1UGVEJ9SgbvkJc=">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</latexit>

H23
<latexit sha1_base64="jRCC+t+sitDq1F4qhCctKM8nuCU=">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</latexit>

H01
<latexit sha1_base64="T5/2G6CasM2YTNHGTeRDmTVcwoA=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2: (Left) The system of ordinary differential inequalities between the commutator quan-
tities C0,e and C0,r for r = 4. However, this picture is unsatisfying: the commutator quantity
C0,e does not yield a “local operator” interpretation; the operator growth contribution comes
from both directions. (Right) An alternative picture for operator growth with an emphasis on
local approximation (Example 4.2). The growth of eL≤rtA is attributed to eL≤r−1tA and the
interaction Hr−1,r. This is closely related to Lieb-Robinson bounds based on self-avoiding paths
(Theorem 3.8).

Not only does this make it annoying to discuss, but it also makes it fragile: small local perturbations can
completely orthogonalize a quantum state [30]. For example, if |θ〉 = cos θ|0〉+ sin θ|1〉,

〈0 · · · 0|θ · · · θ〉 = cosN θ (3.20)

if there are N qubits, even though |θ · · · θ〉 is obtained from |0 · · · 0〉 by a simple sequence of N single-qubit
rotations. As this is the type of perturbation that will arise in quantum mechanics when we look at time
evolution generated by unitary e−iHt, we will need a different notion of locality.

With operator growth, we find such a notion: a local operator is robust to all but the perturbations
that arise near its starting location. This follows from the trivial (but extremely important) fact that:

Proposition 3.3: Locality gives commuting operators

If a quantum many-body system is defined on set V, and A,B ⊂ V obey A ∩ B = ∅, then operators
A and B, which act non-trivially only on qudits in A and B respectively, commute: [A,B] = 0.

Hence, Lieb-Robinson bounds will capture the dynamics of operators. In particular, we will evaluate
commutators of the form [A(t), B]. By this proposition, the commutator is not zero (as an operator) only
when A(t) has grown enough to act non-trivially (not as the identity) in B. Formally, we often consider
the following quantity

CAB(t) := sup
A,B:‖A‖=‖B‖=1

‖[A(t), B]‖ for any sets A,B ⊂ V. (3.21)

3.2.1. Warm-up: one-dimensional chain

It is instructive to begin by studying a one-dimensional spin chain with nearest-neighbor interactions. In
the language of Section 2, this is a 2-local Hamiltonian with interaction graph G = (V,E), with V = Z
and E = {{n, n+ 1} : n ∈ V}. One could write, assuming that the interactions have bounded norms,

H =
∑
r∈V

Hr,r+1 =
∑
e∈E

He such that ‖He‖ ≤ h. (3.22)

We will calculate the commutator between different operators at different times:

C0r(t) := sup
A0,Br:‖A0‖=‖Br‖=1

‖[A0(t), Br]‖
2

where A0(t) := eiHtA0e−iHt. (3.23)
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This commutator, albeit abstract, bounds numerous interesting tasks, as we show in Section 5: roughly
speaking, it tells us the extent to which a perturbation at site r can modify an observable at site 0 after
time t. Bounding C0r(t) becomes more complicated than the single-particle case. Naively, let us try
Talyor-expanding the Heisenberg evolution

eiHtA0e−iHt = A0+i[H0,1, A0]t+ i[H−1,0, A0]t−
∑
e2,e1

[He2 , [He1 , A0]]
t2

2!
+ · · · . (3.24)

Indeed, the leading order Taylor expansion tells us that the operator only grows “one step further”
(as in Figure 1) as a consequence of the spatial locality of the Hamiltonian. However, the high-order
terms include all possible chains of non-vanishing commutators, which grows factorially fast because –
unlike for a single particle – the operator acts on more sites as we commute with H more times, and
any of these terms can cause a non-vanishing commutator at a later order. For example, the following
fourth-order term is allowed: [H1,2, [H−1,0, [H1,2, [H0,1, A0]]]]. Directly taking absolute values of (3.24)
will give a divergent sum5 at constant time t = O(1).

The key to obtaining the Lieb-Robinson Theorem is unitarity. Indeed, because of the factors of i in
the exponential, many of the terms in (3.24) will destructively interfere with each other. In Section 8,
we will quantitatively use the intuition that Heisenberg operator dynamics amounts to a rotation in a
high-dimensional space: in this picture, it is particularly intuitive that many of the terms in (3.24) are just
“internal rotations” of the operator, that cannot contribute to the commutator C0r(t). Yet this picture
is better suited for the Frobenius light cone, which is a slightly different object than C0r(t) (see Section
8). Therefore, a bound on identifying which terms we can prove interfere requires some care. The key
insight is to use unitarity to move some of the time evolution onto the operator Br. Defining

Hr :=
∑

e∈E:e3r
He = Hr,r+1 +Hr−1,r, (3.25)

we find that

‖[A0(t+ ε), Br]‖ = ‖[A0(t), Br(−ε)]‖ ≤ ‖[A0(t), Br]− iε[A0(t), [Hr, Br]]‖+ O
(
ε2
)

≤ ‖[A0(t), Br] + iε[[A0(t), Br], Hr] + iε[[Hr, A0(t)], Br]‖+ O
(
ε2
)

≤
∥∥[A0(t), Br] + iεe−iεHr [[Hr, A0(t)], Br]e

iεHr
∥∥+ O

(
ε2
)

≤ ‖[A0(t), Br]‖+ 2ε
∑

e∈E:e3r
‖He‖‖[A0(t), B′e]‖+ O

(
ε2
)
. (3.26)

The first inequality Taylor-expands the Heisenberg equation of motion, using that the commutator [H,Br]
can only survive if a term He in H overlaps with site r (r ∈ e). The second inequality uses the Jacobi
identity, while the third line conjugates the argument of the norm by an overall unitary to cancel the
second term in the second line. This unitary rotation only causes additional errors at O(ε2). The fourth
line uses the triangle inequality, along with ‖Br‖ = 1 and the definition

B′e := He/‖He‖ such that ‖B′e‖ = 1. (3.27)

Remarkably, we see that at order O(ε), we have found a kind of “recursive” relation: the bound on C0r(t)
reduces to a system of differential inequalities. Upon taking ε→ 0 and defining sup‖A0‖=‖B′e‖=1‖[A0(t), B′e]‖ =
C0e(t) a la (3.23), we find that

d

dt
C0r(t) ≤ 2h

∑
e:r∈e

C0e(t), (3.28a)

5This is explicitly seen by considering imaginary time evolution, as in eβHA0e−βH . Here the commutator expansion is
genuinely less controlled [31, 32]. A very weak notion of locality is only known in 1d spin chains [33].
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d

dt
C0e(t) ≤ 2h

∑
e∩e′ 6=∅,e6=e′

C0e′(t). (3.28b)

Intuitively, the growth of bound C0r is bounded by C0e: this nearly coincides with the single-particle
recursion (3.6) except that the intermediate bounds are in terms of commutators C0e. In fact, for our
warm-up one-dimensional model, this is not a big deal, since

d

dt
C0,{r,r+1} ≤ 2h

[
C0,{r−1,r} + C0,{r+1,r+2}

]
; (3.29)

however, the manipulations of (3.26) will hold for general graphs too, so we keep (3.28b) general.
We can explicitly integrate (3.29), which is basically identical to (3.6). However, due to the relation

(3.28a) between C0e and C0r, we will multiply by an overall factor of 2 in our final bound to account for
the two terms in (3.28a). Following the derivation of (3.11), we find that

C0r(t) ≤
(4ht)r

r!
e4ht/r. (3.30)

Note that there is a factor of 4h instead of 2h, which arises from the extra factor of 2 coming from the
fourth line of (3.26), which itself comes from bounding the size of a commutator.

In retrospect, it is perhaps surprising that the commutator growth of a many-body quantum system,
like a single-particle system, is controlled by counting over paths (instead of branching trees)! We will
make this picture even sharper in Section 3.3.

At late times, the Lieb-Robinson bounds become very weak. Indeed, in the argument above, it is
always true that

‖[A0(t), Br]‖ ≤ 2‖A0(t)‖‖Br‖ ≤ 2, (3.31)

So Lieb-Robinson bounds are obviously best used outside the “light cone” (defined by where we know
that C0r(t) < 1.

3.2.2. Lieb-Robinson bounds on general graphs

As we have already noted, the manipulations in (3.26) apply to 2-local Hamiltonians on graph G = (V,E)
with arbitrary connectivity. With a slight generalization to our derivation above, allowing the operators
A and B to have support in sets A ⊂ V and B ⊂ V, we obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 3.4: Lieb-Robinson bound on a general graph [34]

For a 2-local Hamiltonian on graph G = (V,E), we have that

CAB(t) ≤
∞∑
`=0

(2|t|)`
`!

∑
paths Γ
|Γ |=`

∏̀
j=1

‖HΓj‖. (3.32)

Each path Γ = (Γ1, · · · , Γ`) of length ` is a sequence of edges Γj ∈ E from the set A =: Γ0 to the set
B =: Γ`+1, satisfying the connectivity rule

Γj ∩ Γj+1 6= ∅, Γj 6= Γj+1, ∀j = 0, · · · , `, (3.33)

Further, defining a symmetric real matrix indexed on V:

huv :=

{ ‖H{u,v}‖, u 6= v∑
w ‖H{u,w}‖, u = v

, (3.34)
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we find that
CAB(t) ≤

∑
u∈A,v∈B

(
e2|t|h

)
uv
. (3.35)

Proof. (3.32) is derived identically to our calculation in Section 3.2.1, so we focus on deriving (3.35) as a
simplification of (3.32). Since the sum over u, v in (3.35) comes straightforwardly from considering all the
initial and final points in A and B, let us focus on Taylor expanding the exponentiated matrix exp[2h|t|]uv,
and confirming that it includes all terms in (3.32) beginning and ending at fixed vertices:

(
e2|t|h

)
uv

=

∞∑
`=0

(2|t|)`
`!

∑
u1,··· ,u`′∈V:

u6=u1,u1 6=u2,··· ,u`′ 6=v

∑
p0,··· ,p`′∈Z≥0:

p0+···+p`′+1=`−`′−1

hp0uuhuu1h
p1
u1u1hu1u2 · · ·h

p`′
u`′u`′hu`′vh

p`′+1
vv

=

∞∑
`=0

(2|t|)`
`!

∑
u1,··· ,u`′∈V:

u6=u1,u1 6=u2,··· ,u`′ 6=v

∑
p0,··· ,p`′∈Z≥0:

p0+···+p`′=`−`′−1

`′+1∏
j′=0

 ∑
w 6=uj′

huj′w

pj′

huj′uj′+1
, (3.36)

where u0 := u and u`′+1 := v. We need to verify that each term in (3.32) is included in (3.36). For
each Γ satisfying (3.33), assign a vertex {u′j} = Γj ∩ Γj+1 to each edge Γj that grows the path further.
For two neighboring edges, we have two possibilities: either u′j−1 = u′j or u′j−1 6= u′j . Γj looks like a
branch for the previous case, and a part of the “core” path for the latter case, as shown in Figure 3.
The sequence (Γ0, . . . , Γ`+1) then corresponds to (u, . . . , u, u1, . . . , u1, u2, . . . , u`′ , . . . , u`′ , v . . . , v), where
uj′ appears pj′ + 1 multiple times with

∑
j′ pj′ = `− `′ − 1, and the subsequence (u′, u′1, · · · , u′`′ , v) obeys

u′j−1 6= u′j . The label (u′, u′1, · · · , u′`′ , v) and (p0, · · · , p`′+1) then corresponds precisely to the second and
the third sum in (3.36). Thus it remains to verify for a fixed label,

`′+1∏
j′=0

 ∑
w 6=uj′

huj′w

pj′

huj′uj′+1
≥

∑
paths Γ corresponding to

(u,u1,··· ,u`′ ) and (p0,··· ,p`′ )

∏̀
j=1

‖HΓj‖. (3.37)

This holds because we can always write any Γ included in the right-hand side as

Γ =
(
{u,w01} , . . . ,

{
u,w0ip0

}
, {uu1} , {u1w11} , . . . ,

{
u1, w1ip1

}
, {u1u2} , . . . {u`′v} , {vw`′+1,1}, . . .

)
,

(3.38)
where {u1w11} , · · · ,

{
u1, w1ip1

}
for example, are branches hanging at vertex u1. The left-hand side of

(3.37) includes all such terms, but overcounts them because, e.g., we are allowed to include the sum h2
uj′

on the left-hand side of (3.37) in a term with pj′ = 2, but on the right-hand side of (3.37) we cannot count
the same edge twice in a row.

3.2.3. Examples

We will improve the bound in Theorem 3.4 and thus (3.35) in Section 3.3, such that the diagonal elements
of huv can actually be eliminated. However, Theorem 3.4 is already useful (although not tight) in many
examples, as we show here. We will drop the absolute value for time t for notational simplicity.

Proposition 3.5: Lieb-Robinson bound on a graph of bounded degree g (loose version)

Suppose the graph G has bounded degree g, i.e., each vertex connects to at most g edges. If ‖He‖ ≤ h
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Self-avoiding paths

S

R

ΓS

R

Γ

paths

Figure 3: (Left) Operator growth is bounded by a sum over paths of Hamiltonian terms. Terms
in blue are the “core” terms corresponding to the hujuj+1 in (3.36), while terms in pink come
from hujuj . (Right) With the more careful expansion of the exponential, the branches and
backtracking steps do not contribute to operator growth.

for any e ∈ E, then for two vertices u, v of distance r = d(u, v) and a constant 0 < K <∞,

Cuv(t) ≤ K
(4(g − 1)ht)r

r!
. (3.39)

Proof. We relax the sum in (3.32) by not demanding the path ends at the fixed vertex v:

Cuv(t) ≤
∞∑
`=0

(2ht)`

`!
·#(paths Γ starting from u with length `)

≤
∞∑
`=r

(2ht)`

`!
(2g − 2)` =

(4(g − 1)ht)r

r!

∞∑
`′=0

(4(g − 1)ht)`
′
r!

(r + `′)!

≤ (4(g − 1)ht)r

r!
e4(g−1)ht/r. (3.40)

The second line uses the fact that each edge connects to at most 2g − 2 other edges. The last two lines
use manipulations analogous to the derivation of (3.8). Lastly, we fix the constant K by noting that if
(g− 1)ht� r, our bound is loose anyway. Since Cuv(t) ≤ 2, we can therefore follow the argument around
(3.31) to replace e4(g−1)ht/r by some finite constant K.

Proposition 3.5 reduces to the calculation of Section 3.2.1 by taking g = 2 (which is a one-dimensional
lattice with nearest-neighbor interactions), and implies that for a general graph, information propagates
under a speed limit proportional to the degree. This scaling is saturated, for example, by translational-
invariant free fermions in a g/2-dimensional lattice.

Example 3.6: Converting factorial to exponential decay

The tail bound of form (vt)r/r! is often relaxed to an exponential Ceµ(vt−r) (with a µ-dependent
prefactor C), where µ can be chosen to be arbitrarily large for sufficiently small t. This follows by
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considering the following chain of inequalities: for r > 1

(ct)r

r!
≤ e−µr

(eµct)r

r!
≤ e−µr

∞∑
n=1

(eµct)n

n!
= e−µr

(
eµvt − 1

)
. (3.41)

for constant v = µ−1eµc. The exponential tail bound is both easier to work with when a Lieb-
Robinson bound is an intermediate step in a calculation (see many examples in later sections), but
is also useful because it allows us to consider exponentially-decaying interactions. This often arises
when one calculates an effective Hamiltonian in the intermediate stages of another proof (see e.g.,
the discussion in Section 7.2).

Often, it is desirable to have a good Lieb-Robinson bound for Hamiltonians that have exponentially
decaying interactions and are not strictly local. A strong bound of this kind is given in Theorem 3.11,
as we will use more sophisticated techniques to streamline the proof. Here we show how to prove such a
bound when the vertices A and B both consist of a single vertex:

Theorem 3.7: Lieb-Robinson bound with exponentially decaying tails

Let a, b ∈ V. For a spatially local Hamiltonian H =
∑

S⊂VHS on a graph V in d spatial dimensions,
suppose that for any u ∈ V, ∑

S3u
‖HS‖eµ

′ (diam(S)−1) ≤ h <∞. (3.42)

We choose to define HS 6= 0 only for connected sets S; this means that terms in HS may not act
non-trivially on all sites within S. Then for any 0 < µ < µ′, there exist constants c, v > 0 such that
for any disjoint A,B ⊂ V,

Cab(t) ≤ ce−µd(a,b)
(
eµvt − 1

)
. (3.43)

Proof. Lieb-Robinson bounds for exponentially decaying interactions are discussed in [6, 7, 18, 35]. We
start with the following observation: for any µ < µ′ and α > d, there exists a constant h′ such that

h′
e−µ(d(i,j)−1)

d(i, j)α
≥

∑
S:{i,j}⊆S

‖HS‖. (3.44)

Moreover, for any two sites i, j in the vertex set V,∑
k∈V\{i,j}

e−µ(d(i,k)−1)

d(i, k)α
e−µ(d(k,j)−1)

d(k, j)α
≤

∑
k∈V\{i,j}

e−µ(d(i,j)−2)

d(i, k)αd(j, k)α
≤ K e−µ(d(i,j)−1)

d(i, j)α
(3.45)

for some constant 0 < K <∞. This latter fact follows from the fact that on a d-dimensional lattice, the
sum over k converges rapidly at large distances as

∫
drrd−1−2α, while at short distances only O(nd) sites

obey the product d(i, k)d(k, j) ≥ nd(i, j). We have also used the triangle inequality (2.13).
Using these facts, we now follow (3.34) to write (here a ∈ S1 and b ∈ S` is implicit):

Cab(t) ≤
∞∑
`=1

t`

`!

∑
Γ of length `

∏̀
j=1

‖HΓj‖ ≤
∞∑
`=1

t`

`!

∑
S1:a∈S1

∑
S2:S1∩S2 6=∅

· · ·
∑

S`:S`−1∩S` 6=∅

2‖HS1‖ · 2‖HS2‖ · · · 2‖HS`‖

≤
∞∑
`=1

(2t)`

`!

∑
v1∈V

∑
S1:{a,v1}⊂S1

∑
v2∈V

∑
S2:{v1,v2}⊂S2

· · ·
∑
S`−1:

{v`−2,v`−1}⊂S`−1

∑
S`:{v`−1,b}⊂S`

‖HS1‖ · ‖HS2‖ · · · ‖HS`‖
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≤
∞∑
`=1

(2t)`

`!

∑
v1∈V

∑
S1:{a,v1}⊂S1

∑
v2∈V

∑
S2:{v1,v2}⊂S2

· · ·
∑
S`−1:

{v`−2,v`−1}⊂S`−1

‖HS1‖ · · · ‖HS`−1
‖

 h′e−µd(b,v`−1)−1)

d(b, v`−1)α

≤
∞∑
`=1

(2h′teµ)`

`!

∑
v1,...,v`−1∈V

e−µ(d(a,v1)+···+d(v`−1,b)

d(a, v1)α · · · d(v`−1, b)α
≤ 1

K

e−µd(a,b)

d(a, b)α

∞∑
`=1

(2Kh′teµ)`

`!
. (3.46)

In the second line above, we perform the sum over set S` by first fixing a vertex v`−1 ∈ S`−1, and then
summing over all sets including that site and b; we can similarly sum over all intermediate sets by including
a site vj ∈ Sj∩Sj+1. Note that since this choice may not be unique, this line is an overestimate in general.
We do this because now we can carry out the sum over S` using (3.44): this is shown in the third line. In
the fourth line, we iterate this argument to reduce the sum to the intermediate vertices v1, . . . , v`−1, which
are then bounded using (3.45). We have also used the triangle inequality on distances in the exponential.
Since d(a, b) ≥ 1, we obtain (3.43).

3.3 Self-avoiding paths

In this section, we describe a simple yet powerful improvement of the proof technique of Theorem 3.4,
based on the notion of self-avoiding or irreducible paths.

3.3.1. General results

In Theorem 3.4, we summed over all “paths” of couplings He, including those paths that grow branches or
backtrack (see Figure 3). In fact, a sharper bound is possible by “ignoring” these “branches” in Figure 3.
One can show that we only need to account for the self-avoiding (originally called irreducible) paths [27]
in Figure 3.

Theorem 3.8: Summing over self-avoiding paths [27]

Theorem 3.4 can be improved to

CAB(t) ≤
∞∑
`=0

(2|t|)`
`!

∑
self-avoiding paths Γ

|Γ |=`

∏̀
j=1

‖HΓj‖ (3.47)

where each path Γ is a sequence of Hamiltonian terms HΓj from the set A to the set B, subject to
the connectivity rule

Γi ∩ Γj = ∅ if |i− j| > 1. (3.48)

The proof of Theorem 3.8 is more intricate, and we only provide a sketch of the construction [27].
The key idea is to artfully manipulate the exponential: resumming most terms into new exponentials,
and keeping only terms that contribute to operator growth. The “irreducible path” is named as the
path for which if a single “irreducible coupling” was dropped, the final commutator would vanish. This
resummation is achieved via the following identity:

i[B,A(t)] = LBeLt|A) = LB
∑

self-avoiding paths Γ

· · ·

· · ·
∫

t<t`<···<t1
`=|Γ |

dt1 · · · dt` eL(t−t`)LΓ`eL`−1(t`−t`−1)LΓ`−1
· · · eL1(t2−t1)LΓ1eL0t1 |A) (3.49)
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for appropriately chosen intermediate unitaries eL`−1(t`−t`−1) (depending on the path Γ ). Remarkably,
each term in the Taylor expansion of eLt is accounted for in exactly one self-avoiding path. With this
identity at hand, we immediately see that the unitaries (containing fictitious terms) do not contribute
to commutator growth after employing the triangle inequality: after all, ‖eLj(tj+1−tj)A′‖ = ‖A′‖ for any
operator A′.

Example 3.9: Irreducible path bounds for the one-dimensional line, and trees

For the 1d nearest neighbor spin chain (3.22), there is a unique irreducible path between any two
points (since the graph has no cycles (a.k.a. loops) in it). Hence, Theorem 3.8 implies

C0r(t) ≤
(2h|t|)r
r!

. (3.50)

This matches exactly the leading order Taylor expansion, without the higher-order terms in time t.
A similar result holds whenever the graph G is a tree.

The following corollary follows straightforwardly from the proof of Theorem 3.8, and is useful since it
bounds not only a particular commutator but also the part of the operator that can grow far away at all.

Corollary 3.10: Lieb-Robinson bound for operator to expand

Denote
Cr := {v ∈ V : d(v,A) ≥ r}. (3.51)

Then for a spatially 2-local Hamiltonian on a graph V with O(1) maximal degree, there exist O(1)
constants 0 < c, u <∞ such that

CACr(t) ≤ c
(ut)r

r!
. (3.52)

To prove this result, one simply sums over all irreducible paths of length ≤ r, which are required to hit
any vertex in Cr. The restriction to self-avoiding paths that Theorem 3.8 allows is only quantitatively
important in spatially local systems but becomes qualitatively crucial in random all-to-all models (Sec-
tion 9) and power-law interacting systems (Section 10). It also helps in the proof of the following result,
which is of high value in the literature:

Theorem 3.11: Lieb-Robinson bound with exponentially decaying tails

For H defined as in Theorem 3.7, for any 0 < µ < µ′, there exists constants c, v > 0 such that for
any disjoint A,B ∈ V,

CAB(t) ≤ c ·min(|∂A|, |∂B|)e−µd(A,B)
(
eµvt − 1

)
. (3.53)

Proof sketch. Since we have already discussed how to handle exponentially decaying interactions in The-
orem 3.7, we explain here how to get the area prefactor min(|∂A|, |∂B|) in (3.53). Any self-avoiding path
from A to B must start by intersecting some site near the boundary ∂A. For exponentially decaying
interactions, the number of such paths can contribute a total weight proportional to |∂A|. Once we pick
the first term in the irreducible path of Theorem 3.8, then we can use Corollary 3.10 to get the factor of
e−µd(A,B) in (3.53).
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3.3.2. Optimizing over equivalence classes

Sometimes in these generalizations, it proves valuable not to choose “self-avoiding paths” in the way
that we have defined above: so long as one can find any exact identity of the form (3.49), the strategy
of Theorem 3.8 can be applied. So far in the literature, this relies on finding an efficient notion of
equivalence class on the set of all possible sequences of Le. To highlight some ways that this equivalence
class construction can be used, let us give two simple examples.

Example 3.12: 1d transverse-field Ising model

The transverse field Ising model

H = −
∑
r∈Z

[JXrXr+1 + hZr] (3.54)

is a standard integrable model with a storied history [36]. Naively applying the Lieb-Robinson bound
of Theorem 3.8 to this problem, one arrives at

vLR . J. (3.55)

However, one can do better [37]. The actual sequence of coefficients that must occur to grow an
operator to the right is [hZ2, [JX1X2, [hZ1, [JX0X1, . . . , ]]]], since all the J terms commute. Our
equivalence class could simply require that the irreducible coefficients in the sequence correspond to
both the J and h terms above, and this leads to

vLR .
√
Jh. (3.56)

Of course, we could simply drop the J terms if J � h: the irreducible terms in the sequence of (3.49)
could amount to hX1, hX2, . . .. This choice leads to

vLR . h. (3.57)

Clearly, there is a lot of creativity in the equivalence class construction!

This example suggests it can be important to consider which operators in the Hamiltonian commute with
other terms. While this point was highlighted in [37], they did not use the factor graph and equivalence
class-based construction of [27]. Marrying these two approaches would be fruitful.

Example 3.13: 1d disordered spin chain

Consider a Hamiltonian of the form (3.22), but now where the magnitudes hr = ‖Hr,r+1‖ are strongly
varying from one site to the next [38]. Assume for simplicity that the hr are independent and
identically distributed. In this case, we should generalize Example 3.12 and look for the weakest
links between any two sites we wish to send signals between. In general, the nature of vLR on
very large distances will depend on the distribution of Jrs. Suppose for example that we know the
cumulative distribution function

F (h) = P[|hr| ≤ h]. (3.58)

Choosing our equivalence classes to only include the couplings where hr ≤ h∗ for any h∗, we can
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bound (in the thermodynamic limit) the Lieb-Robinson velocity by:

vLR ≤ 2e× inf
h∗

h∗
F (h∗)

. (3.59)

Notice that vLR = 0 if F (h∗) ∼ hα∗ for α < 1, which happens when the probability density for small
hr diverges.

Theorem 3.8 has recently been generalized to get stronger bounds on the range/size of operators; such
a technical achievement is important in proving tighter Lieb-Robinson bounds in problems with decaying
interactions [39].

3.4 Generalization to open systems

It is straightforward to find Lieb-Robinson bounds in open quantum systems [40]. We present a modern
version reminiscent of Theorem 3.8:

Theorem 3.14: Lieb-Robinson bounds for open systems

For local Lindbladian L (i.e., generator of a completely positive unital map), defined on a graph
analogous to Theorem 3.8,

CAB(t) ≤
∞∑
`=0

(|t|)`
`!

∑
self-avoiding paths Γ

|Γ |=`

∏̀
j=1

‖LΓj‖∞−∞ (3.60)

where the super-operator norm is defined by

‖L‖∞−∞ := sup
O

‖L[O]‖
‖O‖ . (3.61)

In an open quantum system, the intermediate terms are not unitary but still satisfy ‖eLkt‖∞−∞ ≤ 1 [41]:
the proof of Theorem 3.8 immediately generalizes to open systems! The weaker Lieb-Robinson bounds
discussed in Section 3.2 can then also be derived for open systems by just replacing 2‖He‖ with ‖Le‖∞−∞
as appropriate. It is also straightforward to extend these results to k-local Hamiltonians that couple more
than two sites simultaneously.

Bounds on simulatability4

A general Hamiltonian evolution requires exponentiating a large matrix. Nevertheless, exploiting locality,
Lieb-Robinson bounds provide a rigorous starting point for studying the complexity of simulating many-
body quantum systems on a classical computer and a quantum computer. In this section, we discuss this
issue, along with many interesting extensions of Lieb-Robinson bounds that arise from this perspective.

4.1 Lieb-Robinson bounds and local approximations for dynamics

To guide our discussion, we consider classically simulating the value of a local observable A supported in
finite set A, given an initial state ρ. In particular, we ask what is the expected value of A after a later time
t: in the Heisenberg picture, this is equal to Tr[ρA(t)]. At t = 0, this reduces to the marginal TrA[ρAA],
where

ρA = TrAcρ (4.1)
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is the reduced density matrix of ρ on subset A. If we know how to calculate ρA efficiently (which we often
will), then we will classically evaluate TrA[ρAA] on a computer, which requires far fewer classical bits of
memory. As time evolves (t > 0), intuitively, Lieb-Robinson bounds tell us that the operator A(t) will
not have grown too large at small times t – if it had, then commutators CAB(t) would be large for sets B
far from A. Hence for small t, the calculation of Tr[ρA(t)] should also be tractable.

4.1.1. Local approximants

In this section, we discuss how to formally relate the bounds on commutators to the classical simulata-
bility implied above. In many contexts, the local approximation form of Lieb-Robinson bounds are both
conceptually and technically more powerful (e.g., when the Hamiltonian has a power-law decaying tail:
see Theorem 10.1).

Proposition 4.1: Commutator bounds and local approximant

For any operator A and vertex subset S ⊂ V,

‖PSA−A‖ ≤ sup
‖BSc‖=1

‖[A,BSc ]‖ ≤ 2‖PSA−A‖. (4.2)

Recall the definition of PS in (2.26).

Proof. The first inequality uses the Haar integral representation (Proposition 2.5) where [dU ]S denotes
the Haar measure of unitaries on set S

‖A− PSA‖ =

∥∥∥∥∫ [dU ]S(A− U †AU)

∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∫ [dU ]S · ‖[A,U ]‖ ≤ sup
‖BS‖=1

‖[A,BS]‖ (4.3)

and applies the commutator bound for each U . The second inequality uses that

‖[A,BS]‖ = ‖[A− PSA,BS]‖ ≤ 2‖A− PSA‖ (4.4)

for any operator BS with ‖BS‖ = 1. This is the advertised result.

For the task for obtaining the local marginal, TrA[ρAA], we additionally require an explicit, calculable
form of the local approximation; this will also help implement the unitary dynamics efficiently on a gate-
based quantum computer (Section 4.2). We can already see how to do this by tracing back to Corollary
3.10, which we illustrate again in the following example:

Example 4.2: Local approximation error on a 1d spin chain

Consider the Example of Section 3.2.1. Decompose the Hamiltonian H = Hr−1,r + (H≤r−1 +H≥r).
Consider the dynamics according to a restrcted Hamiltonian Ã(t) = eL≤r−1tA. Here by construction,

P≤r−1Ã(t) = Ã(t), (4.5)

although Ã(t) 6= P≤r−1A(t) in general. Still, we see that

‖A(t)− Ã(t)‖ ≤
∫ |t|

0
ds‖Lr−1,re

L≤r−1sA‖ ≤
∫ |t|

0
ds 2h

(2hs)r−1

(r − 1)!
=

(2h |t|)r
r!

. (4.6)
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The first inequality uses Duhamel’s identity (Proposition 2.6) for L = Lr−1,r + (L≤r−1 + L≥r)

A(t) =

∫ t

0
ds eL(t−s)Lr−1,re

L≤r−1sA+ eL≤r−1tA (4.7)

and the unitary invariance of the operator norm. The second inequality expands Lr−1,re
L≤r−1sA into

a sum over self-avoiding paths (Theorem 3.8).

The local approximation holds more generally. For any Hamiltonian, we define

HB := PBH for each set B (4.8a)

HB:C := HB∪C −HB −HC for any disjoint sets B and C. (4.8b)

Proposition 4.3: Truncated Hamiltonian evolution

For a spatially local Hamiltonian in d spatial dimensions, any regions B with complement C := Bc,
and any operator A supported on A, there exist constants µ, v, c > 0 such that∥∥∥ei(HB+HC+HB:C)tAe−i(HB+HC+HB:C)t − e−iHBtAeiHBt

∥∥∥ ≤ c · |∂A| ‖A‖e−µd(A,C)
(

eµv|t| − 1
)
. (4.9)

Indeed, the error term is reminiscent of the original Lieb-Robinson bound (Theorem 3.11). It is straight-
forward to generalize this result to any case where a Lieb-Robinson bound (3.53) holds (but with an
additional surface area term due to time integration).

Proof. By Duhamel’s identity,

∥∥∥e(LB+LC+LB:C)sA− eLBsA
∥∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥∥∥
t∫

0

ds e(LB+LC+LB:C)(t−s)LB:CeLBsA

∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤
∞∑
`=0

(2|t|)`
`!

∑
self-avoiding paths Γ : A→ C

|Γ |=`

∏̀
j=1

‖HΓj‖. (4.10)

The last inequality is the observation that any path from set A to set C must contain a term in B : C.
The conversion from factorial form to exponential form is analogous to Theorem 3.11.

4.1.2. Classical simulation with controlled error

By approximating A(t) by an operator with strictly local support, we can efficiently simulate the expec-
tation of local observables at short times.

Proposition 4.4: Classical simulation from local approximation

Consider a d-dimensional lattice and local operators A,B with ‖A‖ = 1, ‖B‖ = 1 acting on small
set R with |R| = O(1). Consider the correlation function 〈A(t)B〉ρ0 := tr[ρ0A(t)B] and suppose
the marginals TrSc [ρ0] can be obtained at cost eO(|S|). Then, for any ε > 0, there exists a classical
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algorithm that outputs the local expectation 〈A(t)B〉ρ0 up to error ε with

(classical memory and runtime) ≤ exp

(
O

(
vt+

1

µ
log

c

εµv

)d)
. (4.11)

Proof. By Proposition 4.3, the Heisenberg evolution A(t) can be approximated by a strictly local Ã(t),
that is evolved by the true dynamics restricted to the set of vertices S within distance L:∣∣∣〈A(t)B〉ρ0 − 〈Ã(t)B〉ρ0

∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A(t)− Ã(t)‖‖B‖ ≤ c

µv
eµ(vt−L). (4.12)

Error ε is guaranteed by choosing L to be sufficiently large:6

L = vt+
1

µ
log

c

εµv
. (4.13)

The expectation TrS[ρSÃ(t)B] can be evaluated by standard linear-algebra manipulation (exact diagonal-

ization and matrix multiplication) at cost Poly(2(LD)), which is the advertised result.

4.2 Quantum algorithms for Hamiltonian simulation

Now, suppose we want to simulate the expectation Tr[ρO(t)] on a quantum computer, given some initial
state ρ for a longer time t. The task boils down to Hamiltonian simulation [42, 43], that is, to
approximate the true unitary evolution by a product of simple unitaries

U = e−iHt ≈ V = g1 · · · gG. (4.14)

A Hamiltonian simulation algorithm must achieve the desired accuracy with minimal cost. For simplic-
ity, one may quantify the accuracy by the spectral norm of the difference

‖U − V ‖ ≤ ε (4.15)

which guarantees accurate simulation of any input state with any observable Tr[O(UρU † − V ρV †)] ≤
2ε‖O‖. The cost is often calculated in terms of the number of gates. Such Hamiltonian simulation
algorithms have numerous applications in quantum chemistry [44] and materials science [45].

In this review, we focus on how accurate simulations can be when H itself is a spatially local Hamil-
tonian, as we can then apply a Lieb-Robinson bound to try and prove that the simulation can be done
efficiently. Just as in the classical setting, it makes sense that evolution generated by a spatially local
Hamiltonian should be approximated efficiently by only local gates within the Lieb-Robinson light cone.
The technical question is how to patch local evolution together to approximate continuous time dynamics
well. After all, in a local circuit, there is an exact light cone: information cannot be sent farther than the
depth of the circuit (see Section 9.3).

A first attempt by [46] is to cut the systems into non-interacting pieces, and then put the interaction
back via the interaction picture, which we briefly review:

Proposition 4.5: The interaction picture

Suppose the Hamiltonian consists of two terms H = H0 + V . Then,

eiHt = T ei
∫ t
0 V (s)ds · eiH0t where V (s) := eiH0sV e−iH0s. (4.16)

6A better error dependence is possible by using a stronger Lieb-Robinson bound with factorial decay.
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Here T denotes the time-ordered exponential.

Now, suppose our system is a spatially local Hamiltonian. We may take V to be the interaction HB:C

between two regions B,C and H0 to be HB +HC. Then, we expect the unitary T ei
∫ t
0 V (s)ds to be a quasi-

local (by Proposition 4.3). One may iterate the above to cut the system into quasi-local patches, giving
a quantum algorithm for simulation of spatially local Hamiltonian. The main issue with this approach
is implementing the interaction picture, since the time-ordered integrals will be only quasi-local, and
therefore expensive to simulate by brute force (such as directly using the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm [47],
whose costs generally scale with the Hilbert space dimension).

The more recent HHKL algorithm [48] currently serves as the state-of-the-art method for quantum
simulation of spatially local Hamiltonian dynamics. Its core idea is to split the unitary evolution using
back-and-forth local evolutions that circumvent the explicit interaction picture, achieved via the following
lemma:

Lemma 4.6: Patching local evolution operators without the interaction picture

For a local Hamiltonian supported on disjoint sets A,B,C, with d(A,B) = d(C,B) = 1 but d(A,C) > 1,
and for constant time t = O(1), there is a constant µ > 0 such that

‖eiHABCt − eiHABte−iHBteiHBCt‖ ≤ O
(

e−µd(A,C)‖HA:B‖ |Supp(HA:B)|
)

(4.17)

where HAB := PABH and HA:B := HAB−HA−HB are defined in (4.8a) and (4.8b), and Supp(HA:B)
is the set on which HA:B) acts non-trivially.

Indeed, if the Hamiltonian is commuting, the equality holds; in the non-commuting case, the error is
exponentially small in the distance between region A and C. The terms ‖HA:B‖ and |Supp(HA:B)| scale
only with the surface area and merely contribute a polylogarithmic overhead for algorithmic cost.

Proof. We begin with an elementary identity

eiHABCt − eiHABte−iHBteiHBCt =
(
eiHABCte−iHBCt − eiHABte−iHBt

)
· eiHBCt. (4.18)

The first term can be expanded in the interaction picture by isolating the terms cutting A and B:

eiHABCte−iHBCt = V eiHAteiHBCt · e−iHBCt = V eiHAt (4.19a)

eiHABte−iHBt = V ′eiHAt (4.19b)

where

V := T exp

(∫ t

0
dsei(HA+HBC)sHA:Be−i(HA+HBC)s

)
(4.20a)

V ′ := T exp

(∫ t

0
dsei(HA+HB)sHA:Be−i(HA+HB)s

)
. (4.20b)

Therefore,∥∥eiHABCt − eiHABte−iHBteiHBCt
∥∥ ≤ ‖V − V ′‖
≤
∫ t

0
ds
∥∥∥ei(HA+HBC)sHA:Be−i(HA+HBC)s − ei(HA+HB)sHA:Be−i(HA+HB)s

∥∥∥
≤ O(e−µd(A,C)‖HA:B‖ |Supp(HA:B)|). (4.21)
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O(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="VdqwdHj2dED+wbVIpioySxqjF6w=">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</latexit>

Poly log(L, t, ✏�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="q+5rjnFmNbj9VST23/QMT1xz210=">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</latexit>

t

r

<latexit sha1_base64="q+5rjnFmNbj9VST23/QMT1xz210=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="PcUOLMmhuP2fOTjlP/7O8zuhzBY=">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</latexit>

O(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="VdqwdHj2dED+wbVIpioySxqjF6w=">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</latexit>

Poly log(L, t, ✏�1)

<latexit sha1_base64="mpXJdUXuXAkCY8Nnf7Wr3xAbN0o=">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</latexit>

eiHABCt
<latexit sha1_base64="2rcy3a77ezi+DUm+uHriWUehFQw=">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</latexit>

eiHABt

<latexit sha1_base64="EnMjn9tOuF/fFjjJSajM7wg3Nu0=">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</latexit>

e�iHBt

<latexit sha1_base64="NWRQtuUoE9ug+omTlMmo7ClJYe4=">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</latexit>

eiHBCt

Figure 4: The HHKL decomposition of unitary in one dimension. For each short time O(1)
unitary, the first approximation illustrates one call of Proposition 4.3. Many iterations (the
second approximation) lead to a decomposition in terms of quasi-local unitaries, which can be
implemented at exponential precision using standard Hamiltonian simulation techniques (see,
e.g., [49].) This strategy naturally extends to higher dimensions.

The second inequality applies a telescoping sum over the time-ordered exponential. The second inequality
uses Proposition 4.3 and integrates over constant time t = O(1). This is the advertised result.

Recursively using the above gives the HHKL algorithm for d-dimensional lattices (Figure 4).

Theorem 4.7: The HHKL algorithm [48]

A spatially local Hamiltonian on a L × · · ·L = Ld lattice in d spatial dimensions can be simulated
for time t up to ε error in spectral norm using

gate complexity O(tLdpolylog(tLd/ε)) and depth O(Tpolylog(tLd/ε)). (4.22)

The gate complexity is essentially (up to the polylogarithmic corrections) the space-time volume of the
evolution, coinciding with our physical intuition. A matching lower bound (up to polylogarithmic factors)
is known by constructing a family of time-dependent circuits [48].

Bounds on entanglement dynamics and correlations5

Now, we use Lieb-Robinson bounds on commutators of local operators to derive (in many cases) optimal
bounds on the speed with which various information-theoretic tasks (such as entanglement generation or
quantum correlation/entanglement generation) can be performed.

5.1 Information signaling and quantum state transfer

We start from perhaps the most directly relatable task: transmitting a qubit of quantum information
across some distance in a many-body system. A particularly explicit example is to perform state transfer
during a single logical qubit initially stored on site i is stored on site f after the protocol: see (5.1) below.
The following proposition shows that a quantum state can be transferred no faster than the Lieb-Robinson
velocity v.

Proposition 5.1: State transfer is bounded by the Lieb-Robinson Theorem
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Consider the initial state and final state of the form

|Ψi(α, β)〉 := (α |0〉i + β |1〉i)⊗ |ψ−i〉 , (5.1a)

|Ψf (α, β)〉 := |ψ−f 〉 ⊗
(
α |0〉f + β |1〉f

)
, (5.1b)

where |ψ−i〉 and |ψ−f 〉 are both arbitrary states on all qubits except i and f , respectively, and
|α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Then, for any unitary U ,

U |Ψi(α, β)〉 = |Ψf (α, β)〉 implies
∥∥∥[U †XfU,Zi

]∥∥∥ = 2. (5.2)

Proof. Applying the commutator (5.2) to the initial state (5.1) involves two parts:

U †XfUZi |Ψi(α, β)〉 = U †XfU |Ψi(α,−β)〉 = U †Xf |Ψf (α,−β)〉 = U † |Ψf (−β, α)〉 = |Ψi(−β, α)〉
ZiU

†XfU |Ψi(α, β)〉 = ZiU
†Xf |Ψf (α, β)〉 = ZiU

† |Ψf (β, α)〉 = Zi |Ψi(β, α)〉 = − |Ψi(−β, α)〉 , (5.3)

and subtracting the second line from the first gives the commutator[
U †XfU,Zi

]
|Ψi(α, β)〉 = 2 |Ψi(−β, α)〉 (5.4)

which implies that
∥∥[U †XfU,Zi

]∥∥ ≥ 2. On the other hand,∥∥∥[U †XfU,Zi

]∥∥∥ ≤ 2
∥∥∥U †XfU

∥∥∥ ‖Zi‖ = 2, (5.5)

which follows from
‖[A,B]‖ = ‖AB −BA‖ ≤ ‖AB‖+ ‖BA‖ ≤ 2 ‖A‖ ‖B‖ . (5.6)

The upper and lower bounds on
∥∥[U †XfU,Zi

]∥∥ imply (5.2).

This relates directly to Lieb-Robinson bounds since if the protocol U came from continuous time
evolution with some local time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t), for time t . r/v with r the distance between
i and f , then a Lieb-Robinson bound will forbid (5.2) from being true.

By transmitting a qubit, an agent at i can send a bit of classical message to an agent at f . Thus,
sending quantum information is no faster than sending classical information. On the other hand, one may
wonder if sending classical information could be strictly faster, by some protocol that encodes the classical
bit into a quantum state in some more complicated way and then sends it via quantum dynamics. The
answer is no since classical information also propagates no faster than the Lieb-Robinson velocity. This
is summarized by:

Theorem 5.2: Information signaling bounded by Lieb-Robinson (informal version) [50]

Suppose the Lieb-Robinson bound (3.53) holds. Then information (both quantum and classical)
travels at a speed upper bounded by the Lieb-Robinson velocity v.

Ref. [50] uses the Holevo capacity to quantify the classical information, which is beyond the scope of this
review. Here we give an intuitive argument on why Theorem 5.2 should hold, generalizing the idea of
Proposition 5.1.

Consider Alice and Bob sitting at space-time points (xi, 0) and (xf , t) respectively. The system starts
in the state ρ0 at time 0 when Alice accesses the system locally at site i. It then undergoes local dynamics
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via unitary U until time t, when Bob tries to receive the information at site f . All correlations Bob can
measure are captured by the reduced density matrix ρf at site f :

ρf = Tr{f}c
[
Uρ0U

†
]
. (5.7)

If ρf does not depend much on what Alice did at (xi, 0), then Bob effectively cannot retrieve information.
For example, suppose Alice has a bit of classical information 0 or 1 at time 0, and she either does nothing
to the system if the bit is 0, or flips the spin (applies unitary Xi at time 0) if the bit is 1. Then the final
state at t is either Uρ0U

† or UXiρ0XiU
† based on the classical bit of Alice. Although these two states

may be drastically different globally, they are indistinguishable locally for Bob at f if this site is far from
i. Indeed, for any operator Bf on f , its expectation value differs between the two states by an amount

Tr
[
Bf

(
Uρ0U

† − UXiρ0XiU
†
)]

= Tr [ρ0 (Bf (t)−XiBf (t)Xi)] ≤ ‖[Bf (t), Xi]‖ . (5.8)

Thus if r & vt, the right hand side is vanishingly small for any Bf , meaning that the two states are
“close to each other locally” and Bob cannot distinguish them. In other words, in order to communicate
information, the local “perturbation” by Alice’s gate Xi should be able to reach Bob at time t. The
Lieb-Robinson bound tells us how quickly that can happen.

5.2 Entanglement dynamics

Consider a system made out of two subsystems A and B with Hilbert space H = HA ⊗ HB. For any
unitary U acting on H, one can ask how much it can grow local operators in one subsystem to the other.
According to previous sections, one way to quantify this is to study ‖PBUA‖, where A is some operator
supported in A, and U is the evolution superoperator

UA := UAU †. (5.9)

Note that our choice is different than Heisenberg evolution U †AU for later convenience. In this section,
we ask how much entanglement U generates between the two parties A and B, and connect this to a
Lieb-Robinson bound.

First, to quantify entanglement, consider the Rényi entropy for any pure state |ψ〉 ∈ H and any
0 ≤ α ≤ +∞

Sα(|ψ〉) :=
1

1− α ln TrραA where ρA = TrB|ψ〉〈ψ|. (5.10)

In particular, we recover the von Neumann entropy at α→ 1

S1(|ψ〉) := −Tr (ρA ln ρA) . (5.11)

The entropy Sα(|ψ〉) is decreasing function of α such that

α1 ≤ α2 implies Sα1(|ψ〉) ≥ Sα2(|ψ〉). (5.12)

In the following proposition, we show that the speed of generating the second Rényi entropy S2 is bounded
by operator growth.

Proposition 5.3: Operator growth bound and bipartite entanglement generation

Consider a unitary UAB acting systems AB and an operator A in the form

A = |ψA〉〈ψA| ⊗ IB. (5.13)
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Then, we have

‖PBUABA‖ ≥ 1− e−S2(|ψf 〉)/2 where |ψf 〉 := UAB |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉 (5.14)

for arbitrary |ψB〉.

As a result, UAB cannot generate O(1) entanglement measured by the second Rényi entropy starting
from any product state |ψ〉 = |ψA〉⊗ |ψB〉, unless there is a local operator A that grows sufficiently to the
other party by UAB: ‖PBUABA‖ = O(1). Operator growth bounds then bound the generation of all Rényi
entropies Sα with α ≥ 2, according to (5.12). The bound (5.14) is loose in the situation where UAB is the
SWAP operation between A and B: No entanglement is generated although operators are moved around.
In this case, one can bound ‖PAPBUABA‖ instead, which we leave as an exercise. Namely, in order to
generate entanglement, a local operator needs to become nonlocal instead of just swapping to the other
subsystem.

Proof. For any bipartite system A,B with dimensions DA, DB, consider the Schmidt decomposition of the
final state |ψf 〉

|ψf 〉 =

min(DA,DB)∑
j=1

√
pj |j〉A ⊗ |j〉B where

min(DA,DB)∑
j=1

pj = 1 (5.15)

for some orthonormal basis {|j〉}A, {|j〉}B of A and B. In this basis, we expand the evolved operator as

UABA = PBUABA+

DA∑
i,j=1

Tij |i〉 〈j|A ⊗ IB where Tij =
1

DB
〈i|A TrB(UABA) |j〉A . (5.16)

Then, rearrange and take the operator norm to obtain

‖PBUABA‖ ≥ 〈ψf |PBUABA|ψf 〉 ≥ 1−
DA∑
j=1

pjTjj ≥ 1−

√√√√DA∑
j=1

p2
j

√√√√DA∑
j=1

|Tjj |2 ≥ 1− e−S2(|ψf 〉)/2. (5.17)

The second inequality uses UABA |ψf 〉 = |ψf 〉. The third is Cauchy-Schwartz. The last inequality uses
the definition of second Rényi entropy (5.10) and that

DA∑
j=1

|Tjj |2 ≤
DA∑
i,j=1

|Tij |2 ≤ DA‖
DA∑
i,j=1

Tij |i〉 〈j|A ⊗ IB‖2F ≤ DA‖UABA‖2F = DA‖A‖2F = 1, (5.18)

which concludes the proof.

5.2.1. von Neumann entanglement outside the Lieb-Robinson light cone

There are two other potential directions to improve Proposition 5.3. Are α < 2 Rényi entropies also
bounded by operator growth? Do tighter measures of operator growth, like Frobenius norm ‖PBUABA‖F,
also bound entanglement generation? We give partial negative answers to these questions using explicit
counterexamples.

Example 5.4: Generating large von Neumann entanglement with little operator growth

Consider two systems A,B with dimension dimA = dimB = D and local basis {|j〉}D−1
0 . Consider
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the unitary UAB = U2 ⊕ ID2−2, where the nontrivial part U2 is a 2× 2 matrix

U2 =

( √
1− ε −√ε√
ε

√
1− ε

)
acting on Span{|00〉, |diag〉}. (5.19)

We require that 0 < ε < 1 and define the “diagonal” state to be

|diag〉 =
1√
D − 1

D−1∑
j=1

|jj〉. (5.20)

Then, at large D � 1 and at a constantly small ε > 0, the unitary UAB generates arbitary large von
Neumann entropy

S1(UAB|00〉) = Ω(ε lnD) (5.21)

yet for any local operator A,
‖PBUABA‖ ≤ ‖A‖O(

√
ε). (5.22)

Simply put, the diagonal state |diag〉 has lots of von Neumann entanglement despite being one-dimensional.

Proof. To prove (5.22), observe that UAB is close to identity I: ‖UAB − I‖ ≤ O(
√
ε). Therefore,

‖PBUABA‖ = ‖PB(UABAU
†
AB −A)‖ ≤ ‖UABAU

†
AB −A‖

≤ ‖(UAB − I)AU †AB‖+ ‖A(U †AB − I)‖ ≤ ‖A‖O(
√
ε). (5.23)

But (5.19) leads to

UAB|00〉 =
√

1− ε|00〉+

√
ε

D − 1

D−1∑
j=1

|jj〉,

S1(UAB|00〉) = −(1− ε) ln(1− ε) + ε ln
D − 1

ε
= Ω(ε lnD) (5.24)

which verifies (5.21).

Given the above example, as well as Example 8.5, any improvement of Proposition 5.3 should only
involve Sα with 1 < α ≤ 2, and operator p-norms with p > 2. Such a generalization seems to be an open
problem. See also [34, 51] for further remarks on discrepancies between operator growth and entanglement
generation.

5.2.2. Entanglement generation bounds from interaction strength

In this section, we briefly discuss entanglement generation bounds independently of Lieb-Robinson bounds,
as these are of great importance on their own. Suppose systems A and B have limited bipartite interaction.
Can we bound the rate of bipartite entanglement growth? Here, the spatial locality is not the pronounced
structure but rather the bipartition of the system.

More precisely, suppose we begin with a pure state |ψ〉AB, and we are free to operate any unitary
operator on either set A or B. The goal is to bound the growth rate of entanglement entropy given
bipartite interactions HAB. The answer to this question is thoroughly addressed in a series of works
[50, 52, 53]; here, we provide an elementary argument and state the sharpest result. A technical difficulty
is that the sets A and B can have arbitrarily large dimensions and arbitrary entanglement structure; a
resource theoretical approach appears natural for addressing this.
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Proposition 5.5: Entanglement cost of bipartite Hamiltonian evolution [54]

Any 2-qubit Hamiltonian evolution eiH can be implemented using O(‖H‖)- bits of bipartite entan-
glement entropy.

Further, since bipartite entanglement is non-increasing under local operations and classical communication
(LOCC) (see Section 5.4), internal dynamics in A and B cannot increase the entanglement further:

Corollary 5.6: Limited interaction means limited entanglement

Any 2-qubit Hamiltonian evolution eiHij acting on a bipartite pure state |ψ〉AB for i ∈ A, j ∈ B can
at most generate O(‖Hij‖) bits of bipartite entanglement entropy between systems A,B.

Proposition 5.7: Entanglement rate of bipartite Hamiltonians [55]

For any systems A,B and for all initial pure states, suppose the global Hamiltonian takes the form
Hab +HA +HB where a ⊂ A, b ⊂ B. Then, the bipartite von Neumann entanglement rate is bounded
by

dS1

dt
≤ 8‖Hab‖ log[min(dim(A),dim(B))]. (5.25)

See Section 10 for an application to the entanglement rate in power-law interacting systems.

5.3 Connected correlation functions

Suppose we start from a “short-range correlated” state |ψ〉 such as a product state on all qudits. How
long does it take for two remote regions A and B to become correlated? Unlike Proposition 5.3, the
correlation between the two parties A and B is not bounded by the commutator quantity CAB: operators
in one party do not need to grow to the other in order to build up correlation. In fact, A and B can
be maximally entangled (by sharing |A| = |B| pairs of Bell states) even if CAB = 0! As one example,
in a 1d spin chain with A = {1} and B = {2L}, consider a protocol that first locally prepares a Bell
pair on sites {L,L+ 1} out of a product state, and then transfers the two qubits left and right to 1 and
2L respectively (using SWAP gates for example). In the final state, 1 and 2L share a Bell pair and are
maximally entangled. However, a local operator A1, after the Heisenberg evolution that is backward in
time, only grows “halfway” to site L+ 1. Similarly, B2L only extends to L.

In the above example, two regions of distance 2L can be correlated after time t ≈ L/v. This suggests
that the “correlation speed” is bounded by 2v instead of v. Indeed, this will be proven in Theorem 5.9.
Prior to that, we need to first quantify a useful notion of correlation.

Proposition 5.8: Connected correlations are bounded

Define the connected correlation function for a state |ψ〉

Corψ(A,B) := max
‖A‖,‖B‖≤1

〈AB〉ψ − 〈A〉ψ 〈B〉ψ , (5.26)

where A,B are Hermitian operators acting on systems A and B. Then, the connected correlation
satisfies

0 ≤ Corψ(A,B) ≤ 1. (5.27)
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Indeed, if ψ is a product state between A and B in the sense that Tr(A∪B)c |ψ〉 〈ψ| = ρA ⊗ ρ̃B, then
Corψ(A,B) = 0; otherwise, if A and B are maximally correlated by a Bell state ψ, then Corψ(A,B) = 1.
More generally, Corψ(A,B) measures how correlated A and B are, including both classical and quantum-
mechanical correlation.

Proof. The first inequality Corψ(A,B) ≥ 0 is trivial by choosing A = B = 0 and that the maximum must
be larger. To prove Corψ(A,B) ≤ 1, it suffices to show

〈AB〉ψ − 〈A〉ψ 〈B〉ψ ≤ 1 (5.28)

for any Hermitian operators A,B obeying ‖A‖, ‖B‖ ≤ 1. To see this, consider Hermitian operators

Ã = A− 〈A〉ψ , B̃ = B − 〈B〉ψ (5.29)

Then, we get(
〈AB〉ψ − 〈A〉ψ 〈B〉ψ

)2
=

(〈
ÃB̃
〉
ψ

)2

≤
〈
Ã2
〉
ψ

〈
B̃2
〉
ψ

=
(〈
A2
〉
ψ
− 〈A〉2ψ

)(〈
B2
〉
ψ
− 〈B〉2ψ

)
≤
〈
A2
〉
ψ

〈
B2
〉
ψ
≤ 1. (5.30)

The first inequality is Cauchy-Schwatz |〈ψ2|ψ1〉|2 ≤ |〈ψ2|ψ2〉|2 |〈ψ1|ψ1〉|2. This implies (5.28), which
concludes the proof.

Theorem 5.9: Bounds on correlation generation [50]

Suppose the initial state |ψ〉 has a finite correlation length ξ defined by

Corψ(A,B) ≤ c̃ (|∂A|+ |∂B|) e−d(A,B)/ξ, ∀A,B. (5.31)

If the Lieb-Robinson bound (3.53) holds with constant µ, v, then after time t, the final state |ψf 〉 =
U |ψ〉 roughly has correlation length 2vt+ ξ. More precisely, for any two subsets A,B with

d(A,B) > 2vt, (5.32)

the connected correlation is exponentially suppressed

Corψf (A,B) ≤ (c+ c̃) (|∂A|+ |∂B|) exp

(
−d(A,B)− 2vt

ξ + 2µ−1

)
. (5.33)

Proof. In the Heisenberg picture, correlation in the final state is equivalent to correlation of evolved
operators in the initial state, namely

Corψf (A,B) = max
‖A‖,‖B‖≤1

〈AB〉ψf − 〈A〉ψf 〈B〉ψf = max
‖A‖,‖B‖≤1

〈A(t)B(t)〉ψ − 〈A(t)〉ψ 〈B(t)〉ψ . (5.34)

Define R(A, r) = {i ∈ V : d(i,A) ≤ r} (and similarly for R(B, r)) with a tunable parameter r < d(A,B)/2.
According to (3.53) and Proposition 4.1, there exists an operator Ã supported in R(A, r) (and B̃ in R(B, r)
such that ∥∥∥A(t)− Ã

∥∥∥ ≤ c |∂A| e−µ(r−vt),
∥∥∥B(t)− B̃

∥∥∥ ≤ c |∂B| e−µ(r−vt). (5.35)
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Then, the correlation function in (5.34) is

〈A(t)B(t)〉ψ − 〈A(t)〉ψ 〈B(t)〉ψ =
〈
A(t)[B(t)− B̃]

〉
ψ
− 〈A(t)〉ψ

〈
B(t)− B̃

〉
ψ

+
〈

[A(t)− Ã]B̃
〉
ψ
−
〈
A(t)− Ã

〉
ψ

〈
B̃
〉
ψ

+
〈
ÃB̃
〉
ψ
−
〈
Ã
〉
ψ

〈
B̃
〉
ψ

≤
∥∥∥B(t)− B̃

∥∥∥+
∥∥∥A(t)− Ã

∥∥∥∥∥∥B̃∥∥∥+ Corψ(R(A, r),R(B, r))

≤ c (|∂A|+ |∂B|) e−µ(r−vt) + c̃ (|∂A|+ |∂B|) e
− d(A,B)−2r

ξ . (5.36)

The third line uses (5.28) and the fact that correlation is proportional to the norms of each operator, due
to the linearity of Cor and Proposition 5.8. The last line uses∥∥∥B̃∥∥∥ =

∥∥B(t)− PR(B,r)B(t)
∥∥ ≤ ‖B(t)‖ = 1 (5.37)

together with (5.35) and (5.31). We choose r such that the two terms in (5.36) are comparable:

r =
d(A,B) + ξµvt

2 + ξµ
∈
(
vt,

1

2
d(A,B)

)
, (5.38)

which implies that

µ · (r − vt) =
d(A,B)− 2r

ξ
(5.39)

using (5.32). We plug r into (5.36) and take maximum over A,B in (5.34) to conclude the proof.

5.4 Measurement-enhanced protocols

Theorem 5.9 bounds the total correlation generated between two faraway regions due to time evolution.
This correlation can be either quantum or classical; indeed quantum correlation is also generated by the
Bell pair preparation protocol discussed (Section 5.3).

The distinction between classical and quantum correlation becomes extremely important, however,
when one considers quantum dynamics with local measurements and active feedback. Here, classical
information can propagate through the “experimentalist” who performs projective measurements and
applies local unitaries based on those measurements. Since the experimentalist may only be limited by
Einstein’s speed of light c→∞, we should effectively consider this communication of classical information
to be instantaneous. Does this classical communication, combined with projective measurement, allow us
to beat the Lieb-Robinson bound?

It may seem that the answer is obviously yes. For example, after a measurement done at site 1, one can
immediately apply a gate to site L� 1 that depends on the previous measurement outcome. Moreover, a
local measurement is able to collapse the global quantum state, and one can apply gates adaptively based
on outcomes of arbitrarily faraway measurements.

However, the situation is exactly like the EPR paradox discussed in the Introduction. If no mea-
surement outcomes are used for feedback, local measurements are just local completely positive trace-
preserving (CPTP) maps that do not propagate information. As discussed in Theorem 3.14, Lieb-
Robinson bounds also hold in open quantum systems [40]; one can interpret an open quantum system as
one that is measured, while the measurement outcome is discarded and averaged over.

What if measurement outcomes are used to adjust the unitary dynamics adaptively? For concreteness,
consider the task of teleporting a quantum state from one end (site 1) to the other (site N = L+1) in a 1d
spin chain. First, one should avoid directly measuring site 1 because the state would collapse and destroy
the quantum information. Instead, site 1 needs to interact with its neighbors before some measurement
is done. Thus the task depends on what the initial state is on sites 2, · · · , N . If the sites 2 and N share a
Bell pair, one can perform the following standard teleportation protocol [56] that takes O(1) operations.
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Example 5.10: Standard teleportation protocol

Suppose the initial state on the three relevant qubits 1, 2, N is

|ψ〉 = (α |0〉+ β |1〉)1 ⊗
1√
2

(|00〉+ |11〉)2N

=
1

2
(|00〉+ |11〉)12 ⊗ (α |0〉+ β |1〉)N +

1

2
(|01〉+ |10〉)12 ⊗ (α |1〉+ β |0〉)N

+
1

2
(|01〉 − |10〉)12 ⊗ (α |1〉 − β |0〉)N +

1

2
(|00〉 − |11〉)12 ⊗ (α |0〉 − β |1〉)N , (5.40)

where we have expanded in the Bell-basis on 1 and 2. The first step of this protocol is to measure
1 and 2 in the Bell basis, so that the state collapses to one of the four terms above. This can
be done by measuring the commuting operators X1X2 and Z1Z2. If the measurement outcome is

1√
2
(|00〉 + |11〉)12, and this classical information is transferred to an agent Bob at N , then Bob

knows the state is already the honest qubit Alice at site 1 wants to transfer. If Bob knows that the
measurement outcome is 1√

2
(|01〉+ |10〉)12 instead, he can use an X gate on N to “correct” the state

because X(α |1〉+ β |0〉)N = (α |0〉+ β |1〉)N . This correctability holds for the other two outcomes as
well, so based on the transferred classical information about the measurement outcome, the state is
honestly transferred from 1 to N deterministically, after error correction has been applied.

A long-range Bell pair is consumed in the above process, which is itself hard to generate if the
initial state is a product state. Starting from short-range entangled states and/or product states, it
is then expected that teleportation requires large resources that scale with L.

As it turns out, however, such Bell pairs can be efficiently prepared using measurement-enhanced tele-
portation protocols that operate in constant time. This is, for example, behind the theory of measurement-
based quantum computation [57, 58, 59, 60]. Applying the identity gate on qubit on 1, in MBQC, amounts
to teleporting qubit 1 to L by pure measurements. MBQC is, in its simplest avatar, based on the cluster
state which can be prepared in constant depth. An easier version of this idea to understand is the quan-
tum repeater [61], or entanglement-swapping teleportation protocol (ESTP) [62], which teleports a qubit
to distance

L ≈ (2M + 1)T, (5.41)

using T layers of unitary gates and M local measurements. Fig. 5(a) gives an example of L = 15, T =
5,M = 2, where the spin chain is divided into M + 1 = 3 parts, each of length roughly L/3. In the
leftmost part, the quantum state |ψ〉 is simply transported by SWAP gates. In each of the other parts,
a Bell pair in the middle is generated and then transported to the two ends of the part by SWAP gates.
Then a Bell-basis measurement is performed in each shaded area that connects adjacent parts, and all
outcomes are collected to decide the error-correction unitary R that recovers |ψ〉 at the rightmost site.
Conceptually, one can think of this as a cascade of standard teleportation protocols in Example 5.10,
which first transfers |ψ〉 from site A1 to A2 by measuring A1, B1, and then from site A2 to the final site
by measuring A2, B2.

One can use (5.41) to make a tradeoff between unitary dynamics and measurements in a quantum
teleportation protocol. Is (5.41) the best one can achieve in all possible protocols with M measurements
and unitary dynamics of time T? [62] gives a positive answer by extending Lieb-Robinson bounds to
this setting of quantum dynamics with measurements. The idea comes from examining the ESTP in
the operator language. Fig. 5(b) shows how the final logical operator XN is evolved in the Heisenberg
picture (backward in time). Since the protocol can be schematically written as W = RMU , which does
measurements M and applies an adaptive gate R in the end, XN is first evolved to M†R†XNRM =
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(b)(a)

Figure 5: (a) Circuit design for the entanglement-swapping teleportation protocol (ESTP), il-
lustrated for L = 15 using a two-local Clifford circuit depth T = 5 and M = 2 two-qubit Bell
measurements. Bell pairs are generated on C and D qubits via a Hadamard–CNOT sequence,
and transported to A and B qubits via SWAP gates. The shaded areas indicate the standard
teleportation protocol and include Z measurements; the dashed line denotes classical communi-
cation. The logical qubit |ψ〉 starts at j = 1 and teleports to the rightmost site after applying
the error-correction gate R, which is determined by the measurement outcomes. (b) Heisenberg
evolution of the final logical operator XN for the ESTP depicted in (a). The local ZA1 , ZA2

operators are obtained by the measurement and error-correction procedure. Each of them grows
to a product of two Xs with Lieb-Robinson velocity 1, as depicted by the edges of the shaded
cones. When the light cones overlap, the whole operator becomes X1ZC1ZC2 , which is an initial
logical operator. Figure taken with permission from [62].

XNZA1ZA2 acting on the measurement sites A1, A2. Then these two “seeds” together with XN , will grow
into light cones due to the circuit dynamics U . In order to teleport the quantum information, the evolved
operators W†XNW = U †M†R†XNRMU and W†ZNW need to commute on all sites except 1. This
turns out to require that the light cones not only need to touch site 1, but also need to overlap with their
neighboring light cones, which makes (5.41) optimal. This is formalized by the following Theorem.

Theorem 5.11: Speed limit in quantum dynamics with measurements (informal version)

Consider a teleportation protocol that starts from a product state of all qubits, and teleports a
qubit to distance L using measurements in M local regions and unitary dynamics of time T . The
unitary dynamics is generated by a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) that may depend on previous
measurement outcomes. The measurement regions are also allowed to be adaptive. If the pure
unitary dynamics generated by H(t) has Lieb-Robinson velocity v, then there exist constants M0, T0

that do not depend on L,M, T , such that

L ≤ v(2M +M0)(T + T0). (5.42)

Although we refer to [62] for the detailed proof, we would like to mention one key idea called Stinespring
dilation [63, 64]. To be specific, any quantum channel, like the dynamics with measurement and feedback,
is equivalent to a unitary channel on a “dilated” Hilbert space Hdil = Hphys ⊗ Hss. Here Hphys is the
physical Hilbert space, while Hss is composed of ancilla Stinespring qubits that record the measurement
outcomes. This justifies our previous notations like W = RMU . The above Theorem then comes from
applying the Lieb-Robinson methods to this dilated unitary dynamics. The theorem makes clear that not
only the act of measurement, but also subsequent error correction, is required to beat a Lieb-Robinson
bound; see also [65].
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Theorem 5.11 also has various generalizations and applications [62]. To name a few, the initial state
can be generalized to all states with short-range entanglement. If one wants to teleport Q � 1 qubits
to distance L with Hamiltonian dynamics of time T , although M measurement regions satisfying (5.42)
suffice, the number of measurements done M ′ should scale with Q such that

L . 2vT

(
M ′

Q
+ 1

)
, (5.43)

(with a technical caveat that measurement locations do not depend on measurement outcomes). Beyond
quantum state transfer, (5.42) also bounds the resources needed for preparing long-range entangled states,
including long-range Bell pairs, error correcting code states [66, 67], the GHZ state (6.2), W state (9.2),
and spin-squeezed states [68, 69]. This theorem also has strong implications on the ease with which
many tasks, such as preparing highly entangled quantum states, can be achieved using hybrid protocols
involving both unitary dynamics and measurement. This has been a subject of intense recent interest
[70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77].

Ground states of gapped systems6

So far, we have only applied the Lieb-Robinson bounds to dynamics. Remarkably, we will see that this
temporal bound also implies spatial bounds for properties of gapped systems. Historically, analyzing the
ground states of gapped systems using Lieb-Robinson bounds [6, 7, 78, 79] was what popularized the
Lieb-Robinson Theorem in the broader physics community.

This section assumes that the lattice Hamiltonian H is time-independent, with a Lieb-Robinson bound
given by (3.53). Without loss of generality, we also assume the Hamiltonian is non-negative H ≥ 0 with
ground energy zero; the ground subspace projector P0 satisfies HP0 = 0. As a crucial assumption, we
impose the existence of a spectral gap ∆ > 0 above the ground states.

6.1 Exponential clustering of gapped ground states

We define the connected correlation for any ground state |ψ〉 such that P0 |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 as follows

C̃orψ(A,B) := max
‖A‖,‖B‖≤1

〈AB〉ψ −
1

2

[
〈AP0B〉ψ + 〈BP0A〉ψ

]
,

= max
‖A‖,‖B‖≤1

∑
φ:Eφ≥∆

〈A|φ〉〈φ|B〉ψ +
1

2
〈AP0B〉ψ −

1

2
〈BP0A〉ψ , (6.1)

where 〈·〉ψ := 〈ψ| · |ψ〉, A,B are operators acting in subsystem A,B respectively. The second line exposes
the excited states |φ〉 with energy Eφ ≥ ∆. Technically, the above definition is not equivalent to (5.26):
They coincide if the ground state is unique P0 = |ψ〉 〈ψ|. However, if the ground subspace is degenerate,
a ground state may have long-range correlations, i.e., Cor(A,B) does not decay with the distance between
A and B. For example, consider the Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) state [80]

|ψ〉 = |GHZ〉 :=
1√
2

(|0〉+ |1〉) , (6.2)

where |0〉 is the product state where all sites are in state 0 (analogously for |1〉). |ψ〉 is a ground state

of the Ising Hamiltonian H =
∑
〈ij〉 ZiZj , and is highly entangled. However, C̃orψ(A,B) defined above

vanishes as long as A and B do not overlap.
The following theorem generalizes the above example to arbitrary gapped ground states: the connected

correlations C̃orψ(A,B) decay exponentially in the distance.
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Theorem 6.1: Exponential clustering of gapped ground states [6, 7]

Suppose the Lieb-Robinson bound (3.53) holds for the Hamiltonian H with gap ∆, and ground state
energy 0. Then, for any ground state |ψ〉 and any ε ∈ (0, 1),

C̃orψ(A,B) ≤
(

1 +

√
2

πeε

cµv

∆

)
e−(1−ε)µd(A,B). (6.3)

Proof. To bound the connected correlations with Lieb-Robinson bounds, one begin with expanding the
commutator in the eigenbasis of H

〈[A(t), B]〉ψ = 〈A(t)B〉ψ − 〈BA(t)〉ψ
= 〈AP0B〉ψ − 〈BP0A〉ψ +

∑
φ:Eφ≥∆

e−itEφ 〈A|φ〉〈φ|B〉ψ − eitEφ 〈B|φ〉〈φ|A〉ψ . (6.4)

The second line uses the assumption that the ground state has zero energy P0A(t)P0 = P0AP0.
The insight that converts temporal bounds (Lieb-Robinson) to spatial bounds (decay of correlation)

is spectral filtering [78]: consider a kernel function K(t) whose Fourier transform is denoted by

K̂(E) =

∞∫
−∞

dt K(t)e−itE , (6.5)

with normalization

K̂(0) =

∞∫
−∞

dt K(t) =
1

2
. (6.6)

Then, we may approximate the connected correlation by the weighted time-integral of (6.4)

C̃orψ(A,B) = max
‖A‖,‖B‖≤1

[
〈BK−A〉ψ − 〈AK+B〉ψ +

∫ ∞
−∞

K(t) 〈[A(t), B]〉ψ dt

]
(6.7)

with “error” operators

K+ :=
∑

φ:Eφ≥∆

(
K̂(Eφ)− 1

)
|φ〉〈φ|, (6.8a)

K− :=
∑

φ:Eφ≥∆
K̂(−Eφ)|φ〉〈φ|. (6.8b)

To proceed, we impose two requirements for the kernel K(t). (1 ) The Fourier transform approximates
a step function:

K̂(E) ≈
{

1 if E ≥ ∆
0 if E ≤ −∆

. (6.9)

This ensures both error operators K+ and K− are small. (2 ) The kernel K(t) decays sufficiently fast at
large |t|, so that the last term in (6.7) is tightly bounded. Our choice is the Gaussian filter with tunable
variance

K(t) =
i

2π
lim
ε′→0+

e−αt
2

t+ iε′
. (6.10)

Indeed, it decays exponentially, and satisfies (6.6). Furthermore, one can calculate its Fourier transform:
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Lemma 6.2: Fourier transform of the error function

If Erf(x) := 2√
π

∫ x
0 dξ e−ξ

2
is the error function,

K̂(E) =
1

2

(
1 + Erf

(
E

2
√
α

))
=

1 + O
(

e−E
2/4α

)
, (E > 0),

O
(

e−E
2/4α

)
, (E < 0).

Consequently, the norm of operators |K+| and |K−| are both bounded by e−∆
2/4α/2. Together with (3.53),

we can bound the connected correlation

C̃orψ(A,B) ≤ e−∆
2/4α + ce−µd(A,B)

∫ ∞
−∞
|K(t)|

(
eµv|t| − 1

)
dt

= e−∆
2/4α +

cµv

π
e−µd(A,B)

∫ ∞
0

eµvte−αt
2
dt ≤ e−∆

2/4α +
cµv

π
e−µd(A,B)

√
π

α

=

(
1 +

2cµv√
π∆

√
µd(A,B)

)
e−µd(A,B) ≤

(
1 +

√
2

πeε

cµv

∆

)
e−(1−ε)µd(A,B). (6.11)

The second line’s inequality uses the elementary bound ex − 1 ≤ xex for x ≥ 0. The last line optimizes
the tunable parameter

α =
∆2

4µd(A,B)
(6.12)

and used the estimate
√

2eεxe−x ≤ e−(1−ε)x for x ≥ 0 and ε > 0. This is the advertised result.

6.2 Local properties of gapped systems

Theorem 6.1 on exponential clustering implies that in a (unique) gapped ground state, a region A does
not have much correlation with faraway vertices. Then A basically correlates with Ac only via the vertices
near the boundary ∂A, so one naturally conjectures that the entanglement entropy of A is bounded by an
area law

SA = O (|∂A|) . (6.13)

This area law is proven [81] for general 1D gapped systems originally by Hastings, using Lieb-Robinson
techniques. With refinements [82, 83, 84] afterward, the result is summarized as follows.

Theorem 6.3: Area law of 1D gapped ground states [83]

Consider a chain of q-dimensional qudits with a unique ground state that has a gap ∆. Then the

entanglement entropy across any cut is bounded by O
(

log3 q
∆

)
.

The gap condition is explicitly used in the proof, which we omit here.7 On the other hand, any state in
1D satisfying the exponential clustering condition is proven to obey an area law [86, 87, 88], so an area
law for 1D gapped ground states directly follows Theorem 6.1, if one does not care about the scaling of
the entanglement with the gap, etc. As an application, Theorem 6.3 guarantees that 1D gapped ground
states can be faithfully approximated by matrix product states (MPSs) with bound dimension sublinear
in N [83], in contrast to exp(N) for general states. Based on the MPS representation, efficient classical
algorithms have been developed for calculating the ground state and its properties. For example, the

7Gapless states generically do not have area laws: e.g. a lattice regularization of a conformal field theory [85].
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heuristic algorithm called density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) had been widely used [89]; a
closely related algorithm with provable guarantees was later proposed [90].

In higher dimensions, the area law (6.13) is an important open problem. We refer to the literature
[91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96] on recent progress, for example, a proof for 2D frustration-free systems [96]. For
general graphs, see [97] for a counterexample that violates (6.13) explicitly.

Instead of assuming a gap for a single Hamiltonian H, one can consider a family of Hamiltonians
{H(s) : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1} with the local terms in H(s) depending on s continuously. We assume the ground
states have a gap lower bounded by ∆ for the entire family of Hamiltonian H(s). This assumption is
common in condensed matter settings, where one says that two H belong to the same phase of matter
if and only if this interpolation exists. Intuitively, ground state properties of two Hamiltonians are
qualitatively the same if they are in the same phase, so one can study solvable points in the phase space,
and generalize results to the whole phase.

Remarkably, the above intuition can be made rigorous. As proven in [98], the ground state subspace
(defined by projectors P (0) and P (1)) of H(0) and H(1) are connected by a quasi-local unitary U

P (1) = UP (0)U †. (6.14)

Here U is quasi-local in the sense that it is generated by a finite-time evolution of some sufficiently local
(time-dependent) Hamiltonian H̃ (where local terms decay exponentially with the support size). Local
operators are mapped to local operators by U due to Lieb-Robinson bound, so the local properties of P (0)
and P (1) are smoothly connected. Moreover, H̃ acts nontrivially only near places whereH(s) changes with
s. This implies that the ground states locally only depend on terms in H that lie in the neighborhood of
that local region, dubbed “local perturbations perturb locally”. The quasi-local unitary U is called “quasi-
adiabatic continuation (evolution)”, and has many other applications [78, 99, 50, 100, 101], including a
rigorous proof of quantization of Hall conductance [102, 103].

Above, we have seen the consequences of locality assuming the gap condition. Perhaps surprisingly,
Lieb-Robinson bounds also play an important role in deciding whether a Hamiltonian is gapped or not
(more precisely, how large the gap is), despite the fact that this spectral gap problem is undecidable in
general [104, 105]. In fact, the revisiting of such bounds originates from such a problem. In 1961, Lieb,
Schultz, and Mattis (LSM) proved that a periodic chain of half-integer spins cannot have a Ω(1) gap
above the ground state [106]. Hastings generalized this LSM theorem to higher dimensions using the
quasi-adiabatic continuation method:

Theorem 6.4: Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem in higher dimensions [78, 100]

Consider a local Hamiltonian H on a finite-dimensional lattice. Suppose there is one direction of
length L, along which H is translational invariant with periodic boundary conditions. Suppose the
total number of vertices N = poly(L). Let H have a conserved charge Q and ground state |ψ〉. If
the ground state filling factor 〈ψ|Q |ψ〉 /L is not an integer, then the gap between |ψ〉 and the first
excited state is bounded by

∆ = O

(
logL

L

)
. (6.15)

On the other hand, Lieb-Robinson techniques are also used to prove an Ω(1) gap for some H that is
close to a gapped H0. To be specific, consider H = H0 + V where V is an extensive sum of local terms
each of order ε � ∆. The naive perturbation theory typically diverges for this many-body setting, and
the gap is not stable in general. For example, the gap closes already at ε ∼ 1/N when perturbing the
Ising Hamiltonian H0 = −∑〈ij〉 ZiZj by a magnetic field V = ε

∑
i Zi. It is then a remarkable fact that

for frustration-free H0 with local topological order, the gap is provably stable [107].
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Bounds on thermalization7

In this section, we return to bounds on dynamics. In particular, we will describe the extent to which
Lieb-Robinson bounds can give meaningful constraints on the thermalization time scales [23] observed in
local correlation functions. Results in this area are more limited, and overall this is an interesting area
for further exploration; we will highlight what is known.

7.1 Relaxation times of local observables

Consider a quantum system in initial mixed state ρ evolved under Hamiltonian H. On physical grounds,
we expect equilibration of local observable A after some time tthermal such that

Tr[ρA(tthermal)] ≈ Tr[ρthermalA]. (7.1)

Can we bound this thermalization time tthermal based on Lieb-Robinson bounds? Assuming a Hamil-
tonian of the form (2.10), we have

|Tr[ρA(t)]− Tr[ρA(0)]| ≤ ‖A(t)−A(0)‖ =

∥∥∥∥∫ t

0
dseisH i[H,A]e−isH

∥∥∥∥
≤ t ‖[H,A]‖ ≤ t‖A‖

∑
e∈E:e∩A6=∅

‖He‖ . (7.2)

Allowing ρ to be locally perturbed away from equilibrium, so that |Tr[ρA] − Tr[ρthermalA]| ∼ ‖A‖, we
obtain

tthermal &

 ∑
e∈E:e∩A6=∅

‖He‖

−1

. (7.3)

This also holds for relaxation of time-ordered correlation functions Tr[ρA(t)B(0)], because one can insert
the B(0) in the left-hand side of (7.2), with the result unchanged assuming ‖B‖ = 1.

As a simple generalization, suppose H = H0 + V where H0 does not yield thermal dynamics. We
bound thermalization by the local norm of V alone, which is useful when V is a weak perturbation [108].

Proposition 7.1: Bound on the local thermalization time

Consider a perturbed local Hamiltonian H = H0 + V on a d-dimensional lattice. If H0 obeys the
Lieb-Robinson bounds(3.53), then∣∣Tr[ρA(t)]− Tr[ρetL0A]

∣∣ ≤ cthermal‖A‖‖V ‖local|A|t
(
vt+ c′thermal

)D
, (7.4)

where L0 := i[H0, ·], and

‖V ‖local = max
j∈V

∑
e∈E:e3j

‖Ve‖ , (7.5)

is the local norm of V . The quantities cthermal, c
′
thermal are O(1) constants determined by c, µ and the

lattice geometry.

Proof. We use the Duhamel identity, similarly to (7.2):

∣∣Tr[ρA(t)]− Tr[ρetL0A]
∣∣ ≤ ∥∥∥∥∫ t

0
dseisH i[V, e(t−s)L0A]e−isH

∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∫ t

0
ds
∥∥[V, esL0A]

∥∥ . (7.6)
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If esL0A is supported in a set S, then∥∥[V, esL0A]
∥∥ ≤ ‖A‖‖V ‖local|S|. (7.7)

From (3.53) and its relation to the support of an evolved operator in Proposition 4.1, we know that the
dominant part Ã(s) of esL0A is supported in a set S containing vertices no farther than vs + c′thermal to
the original set A:

esL0A = Ã(s) +
∑

r=bvs+c′thermalc+1

Ãr, (7.8)

where Ãr has support no farther than r to the original set A. Here the constant c′thermal is chosen such

that
∥∥∥[V,

∑
r Ãr]

∥∥∥ ≤ ∑r

∥∥∥[V, Ãr]
∥∥∥ is smaller than the main contribution

∥∥∥[V, Ã(s)]
∥∥∥, which is possible

because the volume increases polynomially with r, while
∥∥∥Ãr∥∥∥ decays exponentially. Then (7.6) becomes

∣∣Tr[ρA(t)]− Tr[ρetL0A]
∣∣ ≤ ∫ t

0
ds 2

∥∥∥[V, Ã(s)]
∥∥∥ ≤ ∫ t

0
ds ‖A‖‖V ‖local|A|c̃thermal(vs+ c′thermal)

D

≤ cthermal‖A‖‖V ‖local|A|t
(
vt+ c′thermal

)D
. (7.9)

Here we have used the fact that S (support of Ã(s)) has the largest volume if A is a set of faraway vertices,
where each vertex grows to a ball of radius vs+ c′thermal.

Proposition 7.1 implies a bound tthermal & (‖V ‖local)
1

D+1 if the unperturbed dynamics Tr[ρetL0A] is
far from the equilibrium of H. We do not expect this bound to be tight; in somewhat more specialized
settings, stronger bounds (Corollary 11.4) can be found. In general, it is important to find stronger
bounds on thermalization.

Up to now we only bounded the local thermalization process. If the initial state is inhomogeneous
with respect to some conserved charge, thermalization is slower. Transport is, firstly, bounded by the
Lieb-Robinson velocity v, so if the length scale of the initial inhomogeneity is L, we have

tglobal thermal & L/v. (7.10)

In usual systems however, this is a serious underestimate of the thermalization time scale, even accessible
via local correlation functions. If in particular there is a single conserved quantity (usually energy, e.g.
whenever H is time-independent), then that quantity will relax diffusively to equilibrium, meaning that
in practice tglobal thermal & L2 [109] for finite-range interactions.

The bounds we have described thus far are rather “simple” in that we simply pointed out that
thermalization of local correlation functions is constrained by operator growth! A difficult open is to
prove bounds on the nature of decay more generally. For example, it seems reasonable that if one takes
the thermodynamic limit of N → ∞ interacting degrees of freedom, we might expect that for any local
operator A,

sup
t≥t0

lim
N→∞

〈A(t)A(0)〉 ≥ Ce−γt0 (7.11)

for some non-negative constants C and γ. This would rule out in particular that correlation functions can
decay as e−t

2
. The physical intuition for this is that in typical many-body quantum systems, there are

poles in the lower half of the complex plane in the Green’s functions for operator A (see e.g. [110]). Any
such pole would lead to at best a finite γ (with hydrodynamic poles leading to algebraic decay). However,
a proof of the finiteness of γ (in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞) and a constraint on γ in terms of
local coupling constants remains an open problem, as far as we know.
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7.2 Prethermalization

In some cases, we can achieve far stronger results than Proposition 7.1. To see how this is possible, we
describe a classic example of a slowly thermalizing system: the Fermi-Hubbard model, with Hamiltonian
H = H0 + V , where

H0 = ∆
∑
i∈V

ni,↑ni,↓, V = ε
∑
{i,j}∈E

∑
σ=↑,↓

c†j,σci,σ. (7.12)

Here ci,σ is the annihilation operator for a fermion of spin σ ∈ {↑, ↓} at site i ∈ V. Consider the limit
where ε → 0 while ∆ stays finite. In this limit, the ground state H = 0 becomes highly degenerate: the
states of finite energy (∆, 2∆, . . .) correspond to those where two fermions of opposite spin sit on the same
site. We call such an excitation a doublon, and a singly-occupied site a singleton.

Suppose that we create one doublon excitation in a sea of singletons: how long will it take to decay,
if ε is very small (but not exactly 0)? If ε � ∆, Fermi’s golden rule suggests we cannot simply split it
into two singletons. Fermions hopping on a lattice have a bandwidth: their maximal kinetic energy is
∼ ε � ∆. There can therefore be no way, via Fermi’s golden rule, to spontaneously decay into just two
energetic singletons. We must instead look for a much higher order process, where the doublon splits
and then virtually transfers its energy ∆ into the increased kinetic energy of k∗ ∼ ∆/ε singletons. In
perturbation theory, this will require at least k∗ powers of the perturbation V , meaning that the doublon
decay rate is expected to be [111, 112, 113]

1

tdoublon decay
∼ ε

( ε
∆

)ε/∆
. (7.13)

An exponential bound tdoublon decay ∼ exp[∆/ε] was rigorously proved in [114]. The proof uses the fact
that H0 is trivially diagonalizable, and extends to Floquet systems and to other settings where H0 (or its
Floquet generalization) is solvable [115, 116, 117, 118].

The intuitive argument we gave above seems to only rely on the existence of a gap in H0. Thus one
expects a general robustness result for all H0 with a many-body gap. Indeed, there is a long history of
the study of false vacuum decay [119], wherein local correlation functions appear consistent with ground
states of a degenerate H0, even when the true Hamiltonian H = H0 + V consists of a perturbation
that has closed the gap. One often takes, e.g., H0 to have a ferromagnetic ground state, while V is a
symmetry-breaking field that selects one of the degenerate vacua as the true ground state.

However, as we have already explained at the beginning of Section 3.2, any robustness of a false vacuum
cannot arise from the local robustness of eigenstates of H. A notion of spatial locality and Lieb-Robinson
bound will play an important role in any proof. The strongest known bound on prethermalization is:

Theorem 7.2: Prethermalization of gapped systems (slightly informal) [39]

Let H0 be a spatially local Hamiltonian in D spatial dimensions, with a gap ∆ in the many-body
spectrum. Let H = H0 + V , with ‖V ‖local = ε, as defined in (7.5). Then, there exists a quasilocal
unitary U , a Hamiltonian H∗ and an operator V∗ such that

U †(H0 + V )U = H∗ + V∗ (7.14)

and for any single-site operator A

‖U †AU −A‖ = O(ε/∆). (7.15)

In particular, the Hamiltonian H∗ is block diagonal between the eigenstates of H0 above and below
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the gap. The operator satisfies

‖V∗‖local ≤
1

t∗
where t∗ ∼

1

ε
exp

[
c

(
∆

ε

)a]
(7.16)

for any a < 1/(2D − 1) and some 0 < c <∞. The unitary can be written as

U = T exp

 T∫
0

dtĤ(t)

 (7.17)

for T = O(ε) and Ĥ(t) quasilocal in the sense that∑
S⊂V
‖ĤS(t)‖ediam(S)α = O(1) for any 0 < α < 1. (7.18)

In other words, there exists some effective Hamiltonian H∗ that effectively describes the dynamics of
local correlation functions for times t � t∗. For example, if we start in one of the degenerate ground
states of H0, |0〉, ∣∣∣〈0|(U †AU)(t)|0〉 − 〈0|A(t)|0〉

∣∣∣ ≤ ‖U †AU −A‖ . ε, (7.19)

meaning that
〈0|A(t)|0〉 ≈ 〈0|U †eiH∗tAe−iH∗tU |0〉+ ‖V∗‖localt. (7.20)

If A acts in a trivial way on the ground states, but non-trivially on typical low-energy states, then we
see that up to error O(ε), 〈0|A(t)|0〉 will evolve very slowly away from its ground state value. For a
non-perturbatively long time, it will appear from 〈A〉 as if the system is in one of its ground states, even if
the perturbation has added a finite energy density to the state! This proves, therefore, that false vacuum
decay is non-perturbatively slow.

Proof idea. To formalize the intuition about a mismatch of energy scales between H0 and V causing
prethermalization, one needs to do perturbation theory in a rigorous way. A convenient technique, used
in [114], is the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [120, 121]. Note that this proof strategy is similar in spirit
to the proof of the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser Theorem [122].

Starting from the original H = H0 + V1 with V1 = V , we first look for a quasi-local unitary U1 = eA1

that block-diagonalizes the system among the gapped subspaces of H0 at order ε1. Note that we do
not want a unitary that block-diagonalizes the system completely, as it cannot be quasilocal due to the
orthogonality catastrophe [30]. More precisely, we look for anti-Hermitian A1 = O(ε) obeying

e−A1(H0 + V1)eA1 = H0 + V1 + [H0, A1] + O(ε2). (7.21)

We demand that for some D2, block-diagonal betewen the high/low energy subspaces of H0:

V1 + [H0, A1] = D2. (7.22)

A1 is not uniquely determined by (7.22), but one solution suffices.
For commuting H0 like (7.12), A1 and D2 can be found easily in the eigenstate representation of H0.

For example, in (7.12), H0 has integer spectrum 0, ∆, 2∆, . . ., and one can choose [114]

D2 =
∆

2π

2π/∆∫
0

dt eitH0V1e−itH0 , (7.23a)
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A1 = −i

2π/∆∫
0

dt

(
1− ∆t

2π

)
eitH0V1e−itH0 . (7.23b)

By the evolution of H0 in (7.23), each local term of V1 grows larger in support, but remains strictly local
because H0 is commuting.

For general H0, a solution similar to (7.23) still holds. One finds a filter function w(t) with compact

Fourier transform [123, 98], which decays reasonably quickly as w(t) ∼ e−|t|/ log2 |t| at large |t|, and chooses
[39]

D2 ∼
∞∫
−∞

dt w(t)eitH0V1e−iH0 . (7.24)

The matrix elements 〈E|D2|E′〉 between eigenstates of H0 are proportional to the Fourier transform of
w(t): ŵ(E−E′); hence our filter function with compact Fourier transform enforcesD2 being block-diagonal
across the gap. However, terms in D2 (and A1) are no longer strictly local, and one needs to invoke a
special Lieb-Robinson bound [39] to control how large they can become. With A1 chosen to satisfy (7.22),
we have rotated the Hamiltonian by U1 to H0 +D2 +V2, where V2 ∼ ε2 is the last term in (7.21). At this
second step, we wish to further block-diagonalize the Hamiltonian, using a quasi-local unitary U2 = eA2

that is determined similar to (7.22). One again needs to invoke locality and Lieb-Robinson bounds to
show that U2 is still quasi-local. This process can be iterated up to some optimal order k∗ ∼ (∆/ε)a,
where the range of operators has become so large that further Schrieffer-Wolff transformations do not
decrease the local strength of Vk anymore. At this optimal order, (7.14) is achieved with H∗ = H0 +Dk∗

and an exponentially small V∗ = Vk∗ .

Based on (7.14), there is a hierarchy of how strongly t∗ depends on ε. First, (7.14) always holds
trivially with U = I and t∗ = 1/ε, so the first nontrivial result would be t∗ ∼ ε−k∗ for some finite k∗ > 1
using finite-order perturbation theory [124]. Usually Fermi’s golden rule implies that t∗ ∼ ε−2.

In integrable models, one can define a decay time in an alternative fashion to (7.14). While perturbing
away from such integrability typically gives rise to t∗ ∼ ε−2 governed by Fermi golden rule [125, 126],
there are exceptions with t∗ ∼ ε−2k for k > 1 [127, 128].

There are even cases with infinite-time stability (t∗ =∞), such as frustration-free ground states with
local topological order [107]. The toric code [129] is the classic example of such a state. Intuitively,
topological order guarantees a macroscopic code distance in the language of quantum error correction:
any operator of size smaller than system length neither couples nor distinguishes different low-energy
sectors that encode quantum information. Thus perturbation theory converges up to dcode-th order, and
the remaining V∗ vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. In addition to preserving the gap, the energy
splitting in the ground subspace is also then exponentially small, making such models robust quantum
memories at zero temperature. Although we believe the frustration-free condition is a technical issue
rather than being physical, Theorem 7.2 is currently the best bound for frustrated systems.

On general grounds, one might have expected the prethermalization time to scale as

tthermal ∼ exp

[(
∆

ε

)d]
(7.25)

in d spatial dimensions, since this is the energy barrier one needs to overcome to tunnel out of the false
vacuum [119]. A rigorous proof of this result would likely require something beyond a Lieb-Robinson bound
to control the validity of the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, and this is an interesting open problem.
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Quantum walk bounds and the Frobenius light cone8

So far, we have discussed a notion of light cone inspired by Lieb-Robinson bounds on operator norms of
commutators, such as ‖[A0(t), Br]‖ = C(r, t). These bounds have been popular because they hold for all
matrix elements of the commutator: therefore, if a Lieb-Robinson bound exists, it serves as a versatile
subroutine whenever a notion of locality is needed.

However, there are many physical settings where one does not want a Lieb-Robinson-like bound, but
rather something different. For example, suppose we wish to calculate a retarded Green’s function in
some finite temperature many-body system:

GR
AB(r, t) :=

i

Z(β)
tr
(

e−βH [Ar(t), B0]
)
, (8.1)

where Z(β) := tr(e−βH) is the thermal partition function.
Especially if temperature T is very small (or inverse temperature β = 1/T large compared to couplings

in H), quite often GR
AB will vanish outside of a light cone with an apparent temperature-dependent velocity.

By definition, this temperature dependence cannot be captured by a Lieb-Robinson bound, as the single
Lieb-Robinson bounds must accommodate all states.

Therefore, it is desirable to incorporate the initial state dependence into a Lieb-Robinsonb bound.
For the most part, this is an open problem in mathematical physics, with preliminary progress just
beginning. The simplest context where many rigorous results – which are notably stronger than optimal
Lieb-Robinson bounds – appear is when studying the Frobenius norm of a commutator: (2.17). This
should not be a surprise: the Lieb-Robinson bounds must hold for all matrix elements of an operator,
while the Frobenius norm simply bounds the average magnitude of a matrix element between any states
in Hilbert space. What is more non-trivial is the qualitatively new methods for bounding the Frobenius
norm, which can both be applied to physically relevant problems and give us new and helpful insight into
the bottlenecks of the underlying quantum dynamics.

In this section, we will review this Frobenius light cone in our usual context: systems with local
interactions on a lattice. In later sections, we will show that it is the Frobenius approach to bounding
commutators that can have elegant generalizations to more challenging problems, including systems with
power-law interactions (Section 10) or bosons (Section 11.2).

8.1 Quantum walk of a single particle on the line

We begin by revisiting the toy problem of Section 3.1; as before, we wish to bound C(r, t) = 〈r|e−iHt|0〉.
This time, we will not try to think of this problem combinatorially. Instead, we observe that |C(r, t)|2
represents the classical probability of measuring the particle on site r at time t. Our strategy – and more
generally, the strategy of existing “quantum walk bounds” – will be to bound this probability distribution
directly, using methods of classical probability theory, as an indirect way of saying something useful about
the underlying quantum dynamics.

Before we explain how such a quantum walk bound could be found, let us emphasize why this shift
in perspective should be quite useful. In the combinatorial approach that underlies the simplest Lieb-
Robinson bounds, we found in (3.8) that C(r, t) was bounded by a sum over all paths. Somewhat
annoyingly in this formula, C(0, t) > 1 once t > 0. Now of course this is merely an artifact of us trying
to express C(r, t) in some elegant way – physically |C(0, t)|2 ≤ 1, as it is the probability of measuring the
particle on site 0. Still, when we derived a bound on C(r, t) at time t, it depended on our bound at time
t−∆t. The overcounting that we are doing is not innocuous – it is “corrupting” our bound for all later
time, artificially inflating the values of all C(r, t). Might it be leading to an overestimate of the velocity
of the “light cone” outside of which C(r, t) is exponentially small?
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To understand whether this concern is justified, we seek a formalism in which (perhaps indirectly) we
are assured that C(r, t) remains the coefficients of some normalized wave function. Yet this is somewhat
awkward since it is |C(r, t)|2 which represents the probabilities. The strategy which has been used so far
is to solve this problem by not bounding C(r, t) directly, but rather by bounding the expectation values
of operators on the Hilbert space. Suppose we define

F :=
∑
r∈Z

Fr|r〉〈r|; (8.2)

then
〈F (t)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|F |ψ(t)〉 =

∑
r∈Z

Fr|C(r, t)|2. (8.3)

Since F is diagonal in the position basis of interest, 〈F 〉 can be interpreted using classical probability
theory as simply the average value of the random variable Fr. But now we can efficiently bound

d

dt
〈F (t)〉 = 〈i[H,F ]〉. (8.4)

While at this point there are a variety of strategies that one could use, two common ones are to seek
functions F where it can be proved that for some constant c > 0

|〈i[H,F ]〉| ≤ c or |〈i[H,F ]〉| ≤ c〈F 〉. (8.5)

In this section, we will focus on this latter possibility, which leads to tighter bounds – the strategies for
dealing with the former are quite similar.

Observe that one choice8 satisfying (8.5) is

Fr = ebr for constant b > 0. (8.6)

Indeed,

|〈i[H,F ]〉| ≤
∣∣∣∣∣h∑

r

(
iψ̄rψr+1 − iψ̄r+1ψr

) (
eb(r+1) − ebr

)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ h

(
eb/2 − e−b/2

)∑
r

(
|ψr|2ebr + |ψr+1|2eb(r+1)

)
= 4h sinh

b

2

∑
r

|ψr|2ebr = 4h sinh
b

2
〈F 〉. (8.7)

The second inequality uses Cauchy-Schwartz (e.g.)∣∣∣iψ̄rψr+1eb(r+1)
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣iψ̄rebr/2∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ψr+1eb(r+1)/2
∣∣∣ eb/2 ≤ eb/2 · 1

2

[∣∣∣iψ̄rebr/2∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣ψr+1eb(r+1)

∣∣∣2] . (8.8)

Now, since Fr ≥ 0 is a non-negative operator, and |ψr|2 is a well-posed classical probability distribution,
we can invoke Markov’s inequality:

P[particle is at x ≥ x0 at time t] =
∞∑

r=x0

|ψr(t)|2 ≤
〈F (t)〉
Fx0

. (8.9)

8We might really wish to use b|r|, not br, in the exponent, but this choice will simplify a few equations and the approach’s
merits are more easily revealed.
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Here and below P[· · · ] is used to denote the probability of an event arising, and we use this notation
(rather than the expected value of a quantum observable) to highlight the close mathematical connections
to probability theory. Combining (8.4), (8.7), and (8.9), we can now choose the optimal value for the
parameter b to get the tightest possible bound on the velocity of the particle:

P[particle is at x ≥ x0 at time t] ≤ exp

[
−bx0

(
1− 4ht

x0

sinh(b/2)

b

)]
. (8.10)

Since sinh(b)/b ≥ 1, we conclude that we should take b→ 0 to get the strongest possible light cone bound.
Our bound is exponentially small when 2ht ≤ x0, implying that the velocity of the particle is

v ≤ 2h. (8.11)

This is tighter than what we could find using our Lieb-Robinson combinatorics in (3.12). This velocity
admits a natural physical interpretation: it is the largest possible group velocity of a particle in the
system: see (3.15).

We call this approach the “quantum walk” approach to bounding dynamics since we aim to use (as
much as possible) the unitarity of the quantum dynamics to constrain the quantum walk of the wave
function. In the many-body setting, this problem can of course become much more complicated, but we
will describe a few examples (F ansatzes) where this method has been used to tightly bound quantum
dynamics. This approach has also been employed in the literature on continuous-space Lieb-Robinson
bounds (Section 11.3).

8.2 Operator growth and operator size

We now turn to the many-body problem. As explained in Section 3.2, a critical difference between our
single-particle warm-up and the many-body problem is operator dynamics appear more natural than state
dynamics. Indeed, we have already seen that local operators evolve “slowly” (at least for short times)
under local Hamiltonian dynamics. This was the key insight behind our derivation of a Lieb-Robinson
bound in Section 3.2. And in recent years, capturing the growth of local operators – beyond the Lieb-
Robinson bound – has become a question of particular interest among physicists. There are a few (related)
reasons why. Firstly, the Lieb-Robinson bounds capture the “worst case” speed of information, but it may
be the case that in typical states signals propagate much more slowly. We will see that this is strikingly
the case in systems with power-law interactions in Section 10. Secondly, the growth of operators has been
conjectured to be related to the emergence of geometry and gravity via the AdS/CFT correspondence
in string theory: we will discuss such theories in Section 9. Thirdly, typical experiments probe thermal
correlation functions and so often times we are only interested in the behavior of the commutator [A(t), B]
averaged over (exponentially) many states.

If the Lieb-Robinson bounds are too specialized, we can try alternatively to study the opposite limit
where we only ask about the typical behavior of a commutator. Indeed, suppose we want to know: how
large should we expect [A(t), B]|ϕ′〉 to be for randomly chosen state |ϕ〉? As usual in probability theory,
it is easier to study the square of this object, where the averaging becomes simple: denoting C = [A(t), B]
for simplicity, along with a finite-dimensional Hilbert space,

Eϕ
[
‖C |ϕ〉‖2

]
= Eϕtr

(
C†C |ϕ〉 〈ϕ|

)
=

tr
(
C†C

)
tr(I)

. (8.12)

Here we have used Eϕ to denote expectation over the Haar measure9 . Note that the final object in (8.12)
is the Frobenius norm, introduced in (2.17). Hence, the Frobenius norm of C will tell us about the size
of typical matrix elements of C.

9Concenptually we often take the “random” average over the Haar measure. However, one only needs a much weaker
randomness Eϕ |ϕ〉 〈ϕ| = I/Tr[I] for (8.12).
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In a system with a many-body Hilbert space, there is a particularly valuable way to think about
this Frobenius norm. Using the elementary properties in Section 2.2, we notice two key facts. Firstly, if
we expand an operator into the |a1 · · · aN ) basis, the coefficients (a1 · · · aN |A) can be thought of as the
elements of an “operator wave function”, which (by Proposition 2.1) will be normalized just as a usual
quantum wave function. In particular, observe that

Proposition 8.1: Dynamics preserves the operator “wave function” normalization

Let |A(t)) = eLt|A) for some Hamiltonian L = i[·, H]. Then

(A(t)|A(t)) = (A|A). (8.13)

Proof. Take the time derivative

d

dt
(A(t)|A(t)) = (A(t)|L† + L|A(t)) = 0, (8.14)

using L† = −L, which follows from the cyclic trace identity.

Secondly, we will make heavy of the super-projector PA (Definition 2.3) instead of commutators; recall

[A,B] = [A,PAB]. (8.15)

This statement holds irrespective of a Frobenius light cone, and indeed such notation was used in [130].
However, this notation of projection is particularly nice when working with the Frobenius inner product,
as P can be thought of as an explicit projection matrix! Therefore, we have the intuitive picture of
the “light cone” for operator growth as associated with a small operator exploring the intersection of
increasingly many Pj hyperplanes for sites j: see Figure 6.

A crude way to capture how much an operator has grown (which has become an object of some study
in its own right) is the operator size. Define the superoperator

S|a1 · · · aN ) =

 N∑
j=1

I(aj 6= 0)

 |a1 · · · aN ). (8.16)

Thus, S counts the number of sites on which a given Pauli string is not the identity. As a superoperator,
size can act non-trivially on a complicated operator (just as not all wave functions are eigenstates of a
general Hermitian operator). But we often care about the average size of an operator: (A|S|A). The
average size of an operator is, fortunately, related to the typical size of commutator matrix elements:

Proposition 8.2: Average operator size

For a quantum system with N qubits,

(A|S|A) =
1

8

N∑
j=1

3∑
a=1

([A,Xa
j ]|[A,Xa

j ]). (8.17)

Hence, the average size of operator A measures the Frobenius norm of an average commutator of A with
a single-site Pauli. While this proposition is for qubit degrees of freedom, for appropriate changes in
constant factors it also holds for qudits. Notice the absence of spatial locality in the problem; often
notions of operator size are most relevant in problems without a notion of spatial locality. We will discuss
much more about operator size and why it was studied in Section 9.2.
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<latexit sha1_base64="1zZBHdYr/JvelE7N+3b1prk9vR8=">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</latexit>

I0Y1

<latexit sha1_base64="XQvlOC4IYdo0QXgvETmer9/YmtU=">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</latexit>

 r(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="Yh/spowkd8TqR51wWZLqpCsSRxY=">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</latexit>

Q0|A(t)) <latexit sha1_base64="j0azWvsoJoE+IHpHzVaDAcVCu9s=">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</latexit>

Q1|A(t))
<latexit sha1_base64="w17nrectWdIIhY1SMTsc60rEmf0=">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</latexit>

Q2|A(t))
<latexit sha1_base64="rvNdeIYKvnwBrGP+94fW5wFg4OI=">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</latexit>

Q3|A(t))
<latexit sha1_base64="n04h6nuGYa+KzkNGzex2e0QzHaE=">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</latexit>

Q4|A(t))

Figure 6: The many-body wave function can be captured in the Frobenius norm. Each projector
Qr (8.29) selects operators whose right most non-trivial site is r, whose precise decomposition is
irrelevant to our quantum walk bounds.

8.3 Many-body quantum walk bounds

In this section, we describe a strategy to efficiently bound Frobenius light cones dubbed the “many-body
quantum walk” in [131]. This technique is very similar to one which has been developed independently
in the mathematics literature (see e.g. [132, 133]), though the notation is rather different. The key idea
is that since the Frobenius norm is simply the length of the “operator” in the “operator Hilbert space”,
we can follow our technique from Section 8.1.

In particular, suppose we want to bound ‖[A0(t), Br]‖F – this can only happen if the operator string
|A(t)) contains terms that act non-trivially on site r.

Proposition 8.3: From the “operator wave function” to Frobenius light cone

Let Pr := P{r}. Then, the following inequality holds:

4(A0(t)|Pr|A0(t)) · ‖Br‖2 ≥ ‖[A0(t), Br]‖2F. (8.18)

Proof. This follows from Hölder’s inequality (Proposition 2.2):

‖[A0(t), Br]‖F = ‖[PrA0(t), Br]‖F ≤ 2‖Br‖‖PrA0(t)‖F, (8.19)

which squares to (8.18).

8.3.1. Frobenius bounds on general graphs

Now that we have related the Frobenius light cone to the expectation value of Pr, it remains to bound
(A0(t)|Pr|A0(t)). This is very similar to what we did in Section 8.1, except that Pr is not the projection
onto a single state.
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Theorem 8.4: Frobenius bound on a graph of bounded degree

In the model studied in Example 3.5,

(A0(t)|Pv|A0(t)) ≤ evBt−d(v,0) (8.20)

where the butterfly velocity vB, which characterizes the Frobenius light cone, is defined as

vB = 2hmin
b>0

b−1[d+ e−b + (d− 1)eb]. (8.21)

Proof. We follow the strategy of Section 8.1. Define

F =
∑
v∈V

ebd(v,0)Pv. (8.22)

Now consider the time derivative

d

dt
(A|e−LtFeLt|A) = −(A(t)|[L,F ]|A(t)) = −

∑
v∈V

ebd(v,0)(A(t)|[L,Pv]|A(t)). (8.23)

The only terms that survive the commutator [L,Pv] are those where either L annihilates the non-trivial
operator on site v, or creates one:

[L,Pv] = (I − Pv)LPv − PvL(I − Pv) =
∑
e∈∂v

[Le,Pv]. (8.24)

So (8.23) becomes

d

dt
(A|e−LtFeLt|A) = −

∑
e={u,v}∈E

(A(t)|[Le, ebd(v,0)Pv + ebd(u,0)Pu]|A(t))

=
∑

e={u,v}∈E

ebd(v,0)(A(t)|(PvLe(1− Pv)Pu − Pu(1− Pv)LePv)|A(t)) + (u↔ v) (8.25)

Here in the second line, we have used (8.24) where (I − Pv)LePv, for example, gets an extra factor Pu in
front because otherwise Le just annihilates the identity operator.

If we define
av(t) :=

√
(A(t)|Pv|A(t)), (8.26)

then observe that for e = {u, v}:

|(A(t)|PvLe(1− Pv)Pu|A(t))| ≤ auav · 2‖He‖ ≤
(
a2
u + a2

v

)
· ‖He‖. (8.27)

Then

d

dt
(A|e−LtFeLt|A) ≤ 2h

∑
e={u,v}∈E

(
ebdu + ebdv

) (
a2
u + a2

v

)
= 2h

∑
v∈V

a2
v

∑
u:d(u,v)=1

(
ebdu + ebdv

)
≤ 2h

∑
v∈V

a2
ve
bdv(d+ e−b + (d− 1)eb) = 2h(d+ e−b + (d− 1)eb)(A|e−LtFeLt|A).

(8.28)

In the second line’s inequality, we have assumed the worst case where v has only one neighbor u that is
closer to the initial vertex 0; all other d− 1 neighbors are farther. Exponentiating (8.28) gives (8.21).
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8.3.2. One dimension

In one dimension, we can get much stronger bounds by thinking only about the right most site on which
an operator acts. Let us define the projector

Qr|{ai}) = I [aj = 0 if j > r, ar 6= 0] |{ai}). (8.29)

Hence Qr projects onto the rightmost site on which an operator acts (Figure 6). Observe that if we define
for any operator |A(t)),

|ψr(t)|2 = (A(t)|Qr|A(t)), (8.30)

then a simple modification of the proof of Theorem 8.4, upon defining

F =
∑
r

ebrQr, (8.31)

exactly reproduces the calculation in Section 8.1. In particular, we find that in one-dimensional models
with nearest neighbor hopping (as in Example 3.9),

vB ≤ 4 max
e∈E
‖He‖. (8.32)

This suggests that there may indeed be a qualitative difference between Frobenius and Lieb-Robinson
light cones.

We don’t know whether there is any one-dimensional model for which the Lieb-Robinson velocity
2eh ≥ vLR > vB. In fact, upon careful inspection, we can find the velocity 2eh in our Frobenius light cone
bound! Suppose that r � 4ht, and choose the value of b which minimizes (8.10), where h should multiply
by 2 for the many-body case. One finds that

(A(t)|Qr|A(t)) . exp
[
−2r log

r

2eht

]
. (8.33)

The only difference between this bound and our earlier Lieb-Robinson bound in Example 3.9 is the
additional 2 in the exponential. This arises from the inner product in (A(t)|Qr|A(t)) – the coefficient of
tr/r! is squared when evaluating the Frobenius light cone.

8.4 Entanglement and the Frobenius light cone

We have seen in Section 5.2.1 that von Neumann entanglement generation could be large even when
operator growth is small (outside the Lieb-Robinson light cone). One might, however, presume that the
Frobenius light cone might be closely related to the second Rényi entropy (5.10), due to the fact that

(ρ|PA|ρ) = e−S2(A). (8.34)

Indeed, [34, 51] discuss how entanglement generation generally appears slower than operator growth; this
is also the case in random circuit models (Section 9.3). However, the following counterexample shows
that operator growth may not always precede entanglement generation.

Example 8.5: Generating a maximally entangled state with little Frobenius operator growth

Consider the same setting as Example 5.4 with ε = 1− 1/D. Then,

U |00〉 =
1√
D

D−1∑
j=0

|jj〉, (8.35)
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is maximally entangled. Yet for any local operator A, its evolution UA = UAU † satisfies

‖PBUA‖F ≤ ‖A‖FO(D−1). (8.36)

Although this is a somewhat tedious calculation, we produce it in full since it has not appeared in the
literature before (to our knowledge).

Proof. Since (8.35) comes from the direct calculation, we focus on proving (8.36). Because (1 − PB)U is
much easier to compute than PBU , we use the equivalence between (8.36) and

‖(1− PB)UA‖F ≥ ‖A‖F[1−O(D−1)]. (8.37)

Let {TJ}D
2−1

J=0 be a normalized operator basis of A, so that the superoperator (1−PB)U can be represented
as a matrix MJ1J :

(1− PB)UTJ1 =
∑
J

MJ1JTJ . (8.38)

(8.36) is then further equivalent to the statement that the eigenvalues ofM are all of the form 1−O(D−1).
We choose TJ to be the matrix-element operators |j〉〈j′|, and denote each J by a pair (j, j′). We prove

that the matrix M has the following structure: (1 ) if j 6= j′,

MJ,jj′ = [1−O(D−2)]I(J = jj′). (8.39)

(2 ) If j 6= 0,
Mj1j′1,jj

= I(j1 = j′1)
[
[1−O(D−1)]I(j1 = j) + O(D−2)

]
. (8.40)

For now, assume these properties are true; we now show that eigM = 1 − O(D−1), and thus (8.36). As
a result of (8.39), M is diagonal outside the subspace Span{(j, j) : j = 0, · · · , D − 1}, with the diagonal
entries being 1 − O(D−2). Thus, it remains to verify whether the sub-matrix M′j1j := Mj1j1,jj has

1 − O(D−1) eigenvalues. According to (8.40), the diagonals of M′j1j are also 1 − O(D−1), while the

off-diagonals are O(D−2). Then any eigenvalue ofM′j1j is indeed 1−O(D−1), from the Gershgorin circle
theorem [134].

Lastly, we verify (8.39) and (8.40) explicitly. U acts on states by (8.35) and

U |jj〉 = (I − |diag〉 〈diag|) |jj〉+

(
−
√

1− 1

D
|00〉+

√
1

D
|diag〉

)
〈diag|jj〉

= |jj〉+ O(D−1/2) |00〉+ O(D−1)
∑
j′ 6=0

|j′j′〉 , (8.41)

for j 6= 0. Then the action on Tjj′ (j 6= j′) is

U
(
|j〉〈j′| ⊗

∑
i

|i〉〈i|
)

= |j〉〈j′| ⊗
∑
i

|i〉〈i|+ (U − I)
[
|jj〉 〈j′j|+ |jj′〉 〈j′j′|

]
= |j〉〈j′| ⊗

∑
i

|i〉〈i|+
[
(U − I) |jj〉 〈j′j|+ |jj′〉 〈j′j′| (U † − I)

]
, (8.42)

where we have used 〈j′j|U † = 〈j′j| for example in the second line. When acting further with 1 − PB,
the first term is unchanged, while only the O(D−1) |jj〉 term of (U − I) |jj〉 survives (j′ similarly), so the
result is proportional to Tjj′ :

(1− PB)U
(
|j〉〈j′|

)
= |j〉〈j′|

[
1 + O(D−1)

1

D
TrB(|j〉 〈j|)

]
= |j〉〈j′|

[
1 + O(D−2)

]
. (8.43)
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Therefore (8.39) holds. Similar arguments also show that the diagonal elements of the sub-matrix
M′j1j is 1−O(D−1), so what remains is to prove its off-diagonals are O(D−2). Similar to (8.42),

U (Tjj) = · · ·+U |jj〉 〈jj|U † = · · ·+

αj |jj〉+ O(D−1/2)
∑
i 6=j
|ii〉

αj 〈jj|+ O(D−1/2)
∑
i 6=j
〈ii|

 , (8.44)

where · · · only contributes to diagonals, and we have combined (8.35) and (8.41). After expanding the
product and project by 1 − PB, the cross terms |ii〉 〈i′i′| (i 6= i′) are eliminated. Furthermore, |jj〉 〈jj|
only contributes to diagonals, so off-diagonals only come from O(D−1)

∑
i |ii〉 〈ii|, which gain an extra

O(D−1) similar to (8.43). Thus the off-diagonals are indeed O(D−2).

8.5 Hamiltonians with random coefficients

In Section 9, we will encounter Hamiltonians with random coefficients, such as the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev
model. Applying the deterministic bounds for random Hamiltonian often yields unphysical results: in
practice, operator growth is “incoherent”, but the Lieb-Robinson bounds use the triangle inequality
throughout, which adds terms “coherently”. Capturing the effects of classical (external) randomness in
the Hamiltonian in an operator growth bound has recently become possible. And, remarkably, it will turn
out that these methods are often valuable even when there is no intrinsic randomness in the problem!

8.5.1. Matrix concentration bounds

We present an instructive example that captures the essential problems with Lieb-Robinson bounds when
we are interested in typical state behavior [135]. Consider

H = Z1 + · · ·+ ZN , (8.45)

where each Pauli Zi is supported on qubit i. The “size” of this matrix depends on the question of interest.
The spectral (infinity) norm gives the largest eigenvalue in magnitude:

‖Z1 + · · ·+ ZN‖ = N. (8.46)

The Frobenius norm gives the average magnitude of eigenvalues:

‖Z1 + · · ·+ ZN‖F =
√
N. (8.47)

In other words, the worst case is qualitatively different from the average case. In fact, in this problem,
the eigenvalue distribution is equivalent to the probability distribution of a sum of independent random
variables SN := x1+· · ·+xN each drawn from the Rademacher distribution P(xi = 1) = P(xi = −1) = 1/2.
Now, we may call a concentration inequality to describe how rarely the random variable deviates from its
expectation

P(λi ≥ ε) ≡ P(SN ≥ ε) ≤ e−ε
2/2N . (8.48)

Therefore, the typical magnitude of eigenvalues |λ| = O(
√
N) � N is much smaller than the extreme

eigenvalues. This simple example illustrates that the “size” of high-dimensional objects could behave
quite differently depending on the norm; this distinction could lead to drastically different implications
(e.g., in power-law interacting systems in Section 10).

To derive concentration for more complicated matrix functions, we highlight a family of recursive
inequalities for their Schatten p-norms, which proved extremely versatile.
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Proposition 8.6: Uniform smoothness for subsystems [135, 136]

Consider matrices A,B ∈ B(Hi⊗Hj) that satisfy the so-called non-commutative martingale condition

Tri(B) = 0 and A = Aj ⊗ Ii. (8.49)

Then, for p ≥ 2,
‖A+B‖2p ≤ ‖A‖2p + (p− 1)‖B‖2p. (8.50)

Remarkably, the martingale condition is compatible with a wide range of matrices beyond independent
sums. At the same time, uniform smoothness delivers sum-of-squares behavior (analogous to independent
sums) that contrasts with the triangle inequality, which is linear

‖A+B‖ ≤ ‖A‖+ ‖B‖. (8.51)

This difference underpins the essential distinction between the worst and typical cases.
For random Hamiltonians, the flavor of the problem changes slightly; we can think of adding indepen-

dent Gaussian coefficients in our guiding example

H = g1Z1 + · · ·+ gNZN . (8.52)

The Gaussian coefficient (i.e., external randomness) requires the following version of uniform smoothness
regarding the expected p-norm |||A|||p := (E[‖A‖pp])1/p that will allow us to control the spectral norm by
setting p & log(dimH) ∼ N .

Proposition 8.7: Uniform smoothness for expected p-norm [137, Proposition 4.3]

Consider random matrices A,B of the same size that satisfy E[A|B] = 0. When 2 ≤ p,

|||A+B|||2p ≤ |||A|||2p + (p− 1)|||B|||2p. (8.53)

Compared with Proposition 8.6, the above contains both classical randomness (the expectation) and
quantum randomness (the trace), which is especially suitable for matrices with random coefficients. His-
torically, uniform smoothness (both Proposition 8.6 and Proposition 8.7) is a descendant of the scalar
two-point inequality or Bonami’s inequality [138], which features in, e.g., Boolean analysis [139]. The
matrix version was first derived [140] and later rewritten in the above form, leading to simple derivations
of matrix concentration for martingales [137, 141]. We expect these robust inequalities to find applications
in numerous quantum information settings, by exploiting the tensor product structure of the Hilbert space
or by the random coefficients: e.g. when studying power-law interacting systems in Section 10, Trotter
error [135], dynamics with random Hamiltonians in Section 8.5, or randomized quantum simulation [142].

8.5.2. Bounds based on self-avoiding paths

Combining matrix concentration inequalities (Section 8.3.2) with the self-avoiding path (Section 3.3)
yields operator growth bounds for random Hamiltonians in the Frobenius norm.

Theorem 8.8: Operator growth bounds for random time-independent Hamiltonian [143]

Consider a random time-independent 2-local Hamiltonian where the terms He are independent for
e ∈ E, zero mean: E[He] = 0, and bounded almost surely: ‖He‖ ≤ be. Then, for any normalized
operators ‖A‖ = ‖B‖ = 1 supported on subsets A and B respectively, the Frobenius norm of the
commutator can be bounded by a weighted incoherent sum over self-avoiding paths of interactions
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Γ = {Γ`, . . . , Γ1}, as in (3.48):

E
[
‖[A(t), B]‖2F

]
≤ 4

∑
self-avoiding paths Γ

∫
t<t`<···<t1

`=|Γ |

dt` · · · dt1
∏

1≤k≤`

(
eβk(tk+1−tk)

8b2Γk
βk

)
(8.54)

where βk = β(Γ`, · · · , Γk) are tunable parameters that can depend on the path and t`+1 := t.

Compared with the deterministic bounds (Theorem 3.8), the expression above has interaction strengths
appearing in squares b2X , entailing the incoherence across different terms. The tunable parameters βk
are slightly distracting, but a convenient choice often suffices. The above bound naturally extends to
the case with p-norms which leads to sharper concentration (Section 9) and Brownian circuits where the
randomness is both spatial and temporal [143].

Systems with all-to-all interactions and holographic quantum gravity9

In this section, we will turn to the study of Hamiltonians that can include few-body interactions between
a small number of the N total degrees of freedom at a time. In particular, we will often focus on k-local
models of the form

H =
k∑
j=1

∑
i1<i2<···<ik

ha1···aki1···ik (t)Xa1
i1
· · ·Xak

ik
(9.1)

that couple together N qubits. Here we assume that each ha1···aki1···ik (t) = O(1). Such models are the extreme
opposite of the spatially local models we have studied thus far, and their study will lead to the ultimate
limits on what quantum systems can achieve using few-body interactions. There is hope that a future
quantum computer might be able to implement such generic kinds of models (at the cost of many local
qubits used for teleportation, as in Section 5.4), although one may also wish to use photons [144] or
trapped ions [145] to realize non-local couplings. However (9.1) is achieved, we come across interesting
theoretical questions both in quantum information and, interestingly enough, in high energy physics.
In this section, we will describe how Lieb-Robinson and Frobenius bounds can be generalized to such
systems, despite the lack of spatial locality.

9.1 Fast state preparation

We first discuss preparing globally entanglement many-body states from product states. We consider the
GHZ state |GHZ〉 (6.2) and the W state [146]

|W〉 :=
1√
N

(|10 · · · 0〉+ |010 · · · 0〉+ · · ·+ |0 · · · 01〉) , (9.2)

as two examples. The fastest protocols, to our knowledge, are the following:

Example 9.1: A O(1)-time GHZ state preparation protocol

The Hamiltonian

H = (I − Z1)
N∑
j=2

(I −Xj), (9.3)
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prepares GHZ state in time t = π/4, starting from |+〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N where |+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/
√

2.

Proof. Observe that
|GHZ〉 = U1N · · ·U13U12 |+〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N , (9.4)

where
U1j = e−iπ

4
(I−Z1)(I−Xj), (9.5)

is the controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate on qubit 1 and j. Since all U1js commute, they combine to
U1N · · ·U13U12 = e−iπH/4 with H given in (9.3).

Example 9.2: A O(N−1/2)-time W state preparation protocol [147]

Consider Hamiltonian

H = iX−1

N∑
j=2

X+
j + (H.c.), (9.6)

where X± := (X ± iY )/2. Starting from |1〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N , we obtain the W state after time t =
1√
N−1

arccos(1/
√
N).

Proof. By direct calculation,

H |1〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N = i |0〉1 ⊗
N∑
j=2

X+
j |0〉2···N = i

√
N − 1 |0〉1 ⊗ |W〉2···N , (9.7)

H |0〉1 ⊗ |W〉2···N = −i |1〉1 ⊗
N∑
j=2

X−j |W〉2···N = −i
√
N − 1 |1〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N . (9.8)

Thus, H/
√
N − 1 acts as the Pauli Y matrix in Span{|1〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N , |0〉1 ⊗ |W〉2···N}. Since for a 2-level

system
e−iθY |0〉 = cos θ |0〉+ sin θ |1〉 , (9.9)

we choose
√
N − 1t = θ = arccos(1/

√
N) so that

e−itH |1〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N =
1√
N
|1〉1 ⊗ |0〉2···N +

√
N − 1

N
|0〉1 ⊗ |W〉2···N = |W〉 , (9.10)

which indeed prepares the W-state.

See [148] for another GHZ protocol with O(1) time. It is an open question whether the above protocols
are asymptotically optimal in terms of the N scaling of time t. There is a separation between them and
the best-known lower bound. For example, the operator growth bound on entanglement generation in
Proposition 5.3 yields t = Ω(1/N) for preparing GHZ. The following Proposition achieves a logN factor
improvement by assuming a local qubit of information (instead of a single product state) is encoded in
the N -qubit repetition code:

U (α |0〉+ β |1〉)1 ⊗ |0〉2,··· ,N = α |0〉+ β |1〉 , (9.11)

Note that Example 9.1 fulfills this condition.
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Proposition 9.3: A lower bound on preparing GHZ using all-to-all interaction

For any H of the form (9.1), if U = e−itH prepares GHZ in the sense of (9.11), then

t = Ω

(
logN

N

)
. (9.12)

Proof. We prove for 2-local Hamiltonians. Similar to Proposition 5.1, we have∥∥∥[UX1U
†, Z2

]∥∥∥ = 2, (9.13)

because UX1U
† and Z2 are logical operators for the repetition code. Note that (9.13) holds for any Zj ,

while only one Zj 6=1 is sufficient to yield our bound.
We want to utilize Theorem 3.4 since (9.13) implies C12(t) = 1. The matrix h defined by (3.34) takes

the form h = aJ + bNI, where a, b are O(1) constants, and J is the N -by-N matrix with all elements
equal to 1. Note that we do not need b = −1/N from the self-avoiding path techniques in Section 3.3,
since it does not change the final scaling. The matrix h can be easily diagonalized: it has eigenvalue
aN + bN for the state |ψ〉 = (1, · · · , 1)T /

√
N , and eigenvalue bN for all other orthogonal states. Then

Theorem 3.4 yields

C12(t) ≤
(

e2th
)

12
= e2t(a+b)N 〈2|ψ〉 〈ψ|1〉+ e2tbN 〈2|(I − |ψ〉 〈ψ|)|1〉 =

1

N

(
e2t(a+b)N − e2tbN

)
, (9.14)

which implies that (9.12) holds whenever C12(t) = 1, as it must be to prepare the GHZ state. Here we
have used the smallness of 〈2|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|1〉 = 1/

√
N to get the extra logN factor.

A stronger bound t = Ω(N−1/2) holds for Frobenius norm growth [149], in comparison to the op-
erator norm growth (9.13). However, it is not obvious such operator growth should be relevant for
state preparation. While naively, the logical X1 must grow to X1 · · ·XN after time evolution, it only
must have such a long Pauli string on states stabilized by Z1Z2, etc., meaning that we could have
X1(t) = X1 · · ·XN

1+Z1Z2
2 · · ·+ · · · which has exponentially small Frobenius weight. Making progress on

this question is an important open problem.
Finally, one can also consider circuit models (instead of Hamiltonian models) with all-to-all connec-

tivity. Assuming each qubit is acted on by at most one local gate at each time step (i.e., do not parallelize
overlapping yet commuting gates as in Example 9.2), the depth of the circuit needs to be Ω(logN) for
preparing any state that is globally entangled. The reason is simply that each qubit needs to build up
correlation with all other qubits, yet the strict light cone is restricted in qubits of number exponential in
depth. Θ(logN)-depth circuits are known for GHZ and W states. GHZ is prepared simply by inductively
applying CNOT gates to double the qubits sharing the GHZ. The W state can be prepared in a similar
fashion [150]. We refer to the literature [151, 152] for further discussions.

9.2 Lyapunov exponents, quantum chaos, and operator growth

In the previous section, we discussed models with all-to-all interactions as valuable for the fast preparation
of interesting entangled states; however, the Hamiltonians involved are not thermodynamically extensive:
‖H‖ ∼ Nk for a k-local Hamiltonian. In this section, we will describe random models with all-to-all
Hamiltonians, but which are thermodynamically extensive: ‖H‖ = O(N). As we will see, this does not
simply mean dividing by Nk−1 in (9.1).
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A paradigmatic model to study is the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [153, 154, 155] of N -interacting
Majorana fermions: N operators chosen to obey the anti-commutation relation10

{ψi, ψj} = 2I(i = j). (9.15)

We then consider the random Hamiltonian

H =
iq/2

N (q−1)/2

∑
i1<i2<···<iq

Ji1···iqψi1 · · ·ψiq , (9.16)

where Ji1···iq are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with variance

E
[
J2
i1···iq

]
=

1

2q

(
N − 1
q − 1

)−1

. (9.17)

Note that the model is chosen so that the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of H scale linearly with N
(thermodynamic extensivity) [156, 157].

The fast scrambling conjecture [158] asserts that the time it takes for an operator to “grow large”
scales should as ∼ logN . A cartoon model for this conjecture comes from considering random circuit
dynamics (Section 9.3), in which we apply one interaction term in each discrete time step. In the first
interaction, a single Majorana fermion grows as

ψ1 → [ψ1 · · ·ψq, ψ1] = ψ2 · · ·ψq. (9.18)

The operator has grown from size 1 to size q− 1, because the Hamiltonian involves q Majorana fermions.
In the next time step, each of these q − 1 seeds can also grow into q − 1 new fermions, and so on; after
discrete time t ∈ Z+, we then estimate that size ∼ (q − 1)t, and the time it takes for the size to scale as
N is then t ∼ logN [159].

There is a remarkable analogy between this cartoon of operator growth, and classical chaos, where
one studies some number of degrees of freedom xj(t) governed by deterministic equations, one often finds
that

∂xi(t)

∂xj(0)
∼ eλLt, (9.19)

where the exponent λL is called the Lyapunov exponent. While we caution that this exponential growth
can also arise from saddle point instabilities [160], it is often associated with the onset of chaotic and
irregular behavior (often known as the butterfly effect). In quantum mechanics, it was first noted a long
time ago [161] that there is a natural analogy between ∂x(t)/∂x(0) and a commutator [x(t), p(0)] (here
p denotes the momentum operator). In recent years, this analogy has been extended to discrete systems
via the study of out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOC) at infinite temperature between two small
operators Ai and Bj , acting on single qubits i and j:

‖[Ai(t), Bj ]‖2F =
Tr
(
[Ai(t), Bj ]

†[Ai(t), Bj ]
)

Tr(I)
≤ 1

N
eλLt. (9.20)

This correlation function is called out-of-time-ordered because, in ordinary many-body quantum physics,
one usually studies either time-ordered or anti-time-ordered correlation functions (e.g. when studying

10There is a simple way, the Jordan Wigner transform, to present 2N Majorana fermion operators in terms of Pauli
matrices: X1 = ψ1, Y1 = ψ2, Z1X2 = ψ3, . . ., Z1 · · ·ZN−1YN = ψ2N . Note however that a Hamiltonian which is k-local in
terms of Majorana fermions may be N -local written in terms of Pauli matrices. We will not spell out in this review, but
it is straightforward to show that all of the notions of locality, operator size etc., continue to make sense in a Hamiltonian
written in terms of Majorana fermions.
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linear response in thermal systems). To actually evaluate the correlation function in (9.20) in an “exper-
iment”, one needs to evolve both forwards and backward in time when evaluating 〈ψ|Ai(t)BjAi(t)Bj |ψ〉
in any state |ψ〉. As such, these are not physically accessible correlation functions in most experiments,
although nuclear magnetic resonance has been able to achieve such a task for a long time (usually in the
study of fairly simple Hamiltonians) [162, 163]: see also [164, 165] for some recent experimental proposals
and progress. Nevertheless, they have been of some interest in the past decade, as we will discuss more
in Section 9.4.

Indeed, we have already seen OTOCs in Section 8 as a natural probe of the Frobenius light cone. Is it
possible that there is a sharper analogy between classical chaos, and exponential growth of OTOCs? We
have already seen in (8.33) that in local quantum systems, OTOC growth may be algebraic: [A0(t), Br] ∼
t2r, rather than exponential. Therefore, genuine exponential growth in OTOCs should only be expected
in special circumstances. One such setting is in systems with either a semiclassical degree of freedom,
such as an infinite-dimensional boson, or a large-S spin model [166, 167, 168, 169]: see [149, 170] for some
rigorous results on engineered models of fast scramblers [171, 172]. Alternatively, one can study systems
with all-to-all interactions among N finite-dimensional systems, such as Majorana fermions or qubits, e.g.
SYK. To the extent that there is an honest period of exponential growth in out-of-time-ordered correlators
in local models, it is likely only the case when there are perturbatively weak interactions in quantum field
theory [173, 174]; see also the cartoon circuit model of [175].

In systems involving all-to-all interactions between N local degrees of freedom, we will define the
Lyapunov exponent in quantum mechanics as the growth rate of operator size:11

(A(t)|S|A(t)) ≈ eλLt, (1� λLt� logN). (9.21)

Using Proposition 8.2, we can relate this to the typical value of an OTOC between A and a randomly
chosen single-site operator.

Let us now return to the SYK model (9.16). From the proof of Proposition 9.3, we find

Tr
(
{ψ1(t), ψ2}2

)
≤ 1

N

(
exp

[
cN (q−1)/2t

]
− 1
)
. (9.22)

Because the exponent scales with N , we cannot prove the fast scrambling conjecture for the SYK model.
This is due to the requirement that H be extensive for typical states, in contrast to the Lieb-Robinson
bound (which assumes worst-case scaling of ‖H‖, and is saturated only by commuting Hamiltonians).
Microscopic calculations, in contrast, do find a finite Lyapunov exponent [176]. New techniques have
been developed to describe operator growth in such systems by incorporating concentration bounds from
probability theory [131, 143].

Theorem 9.4: (Heuristic statement) Fast Scrambling bound

For fixed q and sufficiently large N , there exists a constant c = O(1) such that (9.20) holds for times

|t| < c logN. (9.23)

Therefore, the Lyapunov exponent is constant λL = O(1).

Proof idea. The first proof was done by brute force combinatorics first in [131], and later by more elegant
methods for general random Hamiltonians in [143]. Both proofs rely heavily on the notion of concentration
bounds for random systems, while [143] also introduced matrix concentration methods (Section 8.3.2) for
many-body Hamiltonians. The latter was stated in Section 8.5.

11Note that relative to the classical definition, there is a factor of 2 mismatch. In the quantum chaos literature, however,
the normalization here is fairly standard.
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To give some brief conceptual intuition, one can think of the Lyapunov exponent as being finite because
the growth of operator size is at best exponential (as in our cartoon above). A way to make this rigorous
is to show that [131]

‖QsLQs′‖ ≤
λL max(s, s′)

q − 2
I(|s− s′| < q − 2). (9.24)

where Qs = I(S = s) is the projection onto operators of size s, and λL = O(1). One shows that (9.24)
holds with extremely high probability in the SYK model, demonstrating non-perturbatively the scaling
obtained diagrammatically in [176]. If (9.24) holds, then we find that

d

dt
(A(t)|S|A(t)) = (A(t)|[S,L]|A(t)) ≤ λL(A(t)|S|A(t)). (9.25)

Solving this differential inequality leads to (9.20).

In general, the proof of [131] relies on the randomness of the coupling constants in order to get
strong bounds on λL. In the less rigorous physics literature, the randomness of coupling constants can
be thought of as helping to organize an expansion of calculations in terms of Feynman diagrams, with
dangerous loop diagrams suppressed at large N . There are also non-random quantum systems where
this same diagrammatic suppression can occur. A particularly relevant example is in matrix quantum
mechanics, which is relevant to holography since the matrix degrees of freedom represent the start and end
points of open strings on brane stacks [177]. A recent “cartoon matrix model” [178] has also confirmed
that such models exhibit analogs of Theorem 9.4.

There is a notion of “Krylov complexity” which has been introduced [179], that also appears to
compute the Lyapunov exponent λL, yet appears distinct from operator size.

9.3 Random quantum dynamics

In this section, we briefly review a particularly simple limit of operator dynamics where the problem
has random spacetime evolution. In this case, the problem of operator growth reduces to a completely
classical problem.

The minimal model for operator growth is the random unitary circuit [180, 181, 182, 26]. We will
focus on the dynamics in a model with nearest-neighbor interactions in one spatial dimension, but the
discussion straightforwardly generalizes to arbitrary graphs. As shown in Figure 7, we consider time
evolution in discrete time steps: U = · · ·U(2)U(1), where

U(1) = U12(1)U34(1) · · · , (9.26a)

U(2) = U23(2)U45(2) · · · , (9.26b)

and so on. Here Uij denotes a 2-local randomly chosen unitary matrix acting on sites i and j. We choose
– at every time step – the Uij from the Haar distribution, which means that we choose a unitary matrix
uniformly from all possible choices. The key is that since every unitary shows up exactly once, it is easy
to perform time averages.

To see how, let us further restrict to the case where each site has a single qubit on it. Let us consider
how a Pauli matrix X1 grows under the first time evolution U(1):

U(1)†X1U(1) = U †12U
†
34 · · ·X1 · · ·U34U12 = U †12X1U12

=

3∑
a1=1

ca1X
a1
1 +

3∑
a2=1

ca2X
a2
2 +

3∑
a1,a2=1

ca1a2X
a1
1 Xa2

2 . (9.27)
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Figure 7: A spacetime cartoon of the random unitary circuit (9.26): each gate is usually taken
to be Haar random and is independently chosen at each discrete time step. Six sites of a longer
one-dimensional chain are depicted.

Since X1 is local, the only unitary that evolves it non-trivially is U12. If U12 is Haar random, all operators
acting on the set {1, 2} that square to I are equally likely: in particular, this means that

E
[
c2
a1

]
= E

[
c2
a1

]
= E

[
c2
a1a2

]
=

1

15
, (9.28)

while any two coefficients are uncorrelated.
It is helpful to adopt a “super-superoperator” picture in which

U(0)|X1] =

3∑
a1,a′1=1

ca1ca′1 |X
a1
1 )(X

a′1
1 |+ · · · , (9.29)

since in this picture it is easy to average over U12:
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2|

 . (9.30)

The only terms that show up in this average are “diagonal” in a Pauli basis, meaning that the resulting
dynamics can be mapped to a classical stochastic process, essentially corresponding to what sites have
a non-trivial Pauli on them. This allows for large-scale numerical simulations of the resulting dynamics.
Note that when one considers non-Haar random dynamics, such as dynamics constrained by a conservation
law, there is no longer a simple picture for operator dynamics in general [183, 184, 185], as the coefficients
c become correlated and off-diagonal terms in (9.30) cannot be ignored.

Random unitary circuits are useful as toy models for a broad range of problems, as they often illustrate
more general phenomena. One such phenomenon that we have already encountered is a discrepancy
between a Lieb-Robinson light cone and a Frobenius light cone. In units of lattice spacing, the Lieb-
Robinson velocity in the circuit of Figure 7 is vLR = 1, since in principle there exists a circuit where X1

evolves to X1 · · ·XL at discrete time t = L − 1. However, in a typical circuit, one finds the operator
is supported with overwhelming probability inside a smaller domain [181, 182]: this corresponds to a
butterfly velocity (see Section 8) vB < 1. In these models, vB can (in 1d) be analytically computed.
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It is straightforward to extend this discussion to continuous time dynamics. In this case, as one
example, one considers a Brownian Hamiltonian of the form

H(t) =
∑
e∈E

he(t)Ae(t), (9.31)

where Ae is an operator acting on edge e, while the couplings he(t) are taken to be (usually) Gaussian
white noise obeying:

E
[
he(t)he′(t

′)
]

= δee′δ(t− t′). (9.32)

In this case, again one finds that the operator growth problem reduces to a classical continuous-time
Markov process: see e.g. [159, 186].

9.4 Possible connections to quantum gravity and black holes

We now briefly discuss the historical origin of the interest in quantum operator growth and many-body
chaos. While the observation that OTOCs should probe chaos was first noticed many decades ago [161],
the OTOC became a much more intensely studied object when it was noticed to possibly relate to quantum
theories of gravity.

A bit of background is in order. About 25 years ago, it was first noticed [187] that certain quantum
field theories (QFT) which arise in string theory appear to admit a description in terms of gravity in
one higher dimension. It is widely believed (albeit an open conjecture) that this holographic duality
provides our first explicit model of quantum gravity, and quantum black holes: see [110] for a review on
the subject. Here, we will focus on a peculiar aspect of the duality: a black hole in the gravity theory is
related to a thermal state in the QFT. Suppose, from the gravity side, we toss in a small particle into the
black hole. In the QFT, this is interpreted as applying a spatially local operator such as Ai. Under time
evolution in the QFT, we expect that Ai(t) becomes a large size operator as discussed above, while in
the gravity picture, the particle is falling towards the black hole horizon [188]. It was therefore proposed
in [189, 190] that there must be a relation between the particle motion in gravity and operator size; this
conjecture has some evidence for it in SYK [191] but remains open more generally. See [192, 193] for
related ideas about the black hole interior and quantum complexity.

For the purposes of this review, the key feature of this story is that black hole states are finite tem-
perature states – in fact, the temperature T � J must actually be very low compared to any microscopic
energy scale J appearing in the Hamiltonian! If T ∼ J , the black hole becomes large enough that it is
not believed any semiclassical description of gravity exists. This is parametrically the opposite regime
of the one studied in Section 9.2, where rigorous results on Lyapunov exponents are known. At finite
temperature, it is believed that OTOCs of the form

Tr
(√

ρ[Ai(t), Bj ]
†√ρ[Ai(t), Bj ]

)
.

1

N
e2πTt (9.33)

have a Lyapunov exponent λL ≤ 2πT [194]. While it seems many physicists believe that this conjecture is
proven, the “proof” relies on crucial (but reasonable) assumptions about typical thermal/chaotic systems
which are not proven. In our view, it would be extremely valuable to prove a bound on the Lyapunov
exponent at finite temperature, assuming only k-locality of the Hamiltonian. Such an achievement would
have key implications for quantum gravity since it is known that the holographic models of semiclassical
gravity actually saturate the conjectured bound on the Lyapunov exponent [188]. A rigorous proof of this
bound would imply at least one sense in which black holes are the “fastest scramblers” – more explicitly,
they would be the quantum systems that can most effectively scramble information contained in a local
operator Ai into a non-local operator Ai(t). We expect a rigorous proof of any such bound to be an
extreme challenge; Section 11.4 describes the limited results known to us in finite temperature models.
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charged particles α = 1 (Coulomb)

electrical dipoles, polar molecules [203] α = 3

neutral atoms, Rydberg atom arrays [204] α = 6 (van der Waals)

trapped ion crystals [145] 0 . α . 3 (approximate)

Table 1: A summary of physically realized systems with power-law interactions of various expo-
nents α. All are related to the nature of electromagnetism in three spatial dimensions!

While we have focused on a particular class of random k-local Hamiltonians in this review, we empha-
size that there has been a large literature on OTOCs and operator growth [195, 196, 197, 198] in spatially
local Hamiltonians as well, including via holographic duality [199, 200, 201] and “SYK chains” [202].

Systems with power-law interactions10

While the celebrated Lieb-Robinson bounds have found profound applications in the past decades, one
fundamental caveat is that many physical systems are not, strictly speaking, local but with a power-law
decay tail (Table 1).

For simplicity, our discussion will focus on models defined on some d-dimensional graph of vertex set
V (Section 2.3). However, we emphasize that the interactions will not only couple sites connected by an
edge of the graph. For this section only, we define a Hamiltonian with two-body (2-local) interactions to
have power-law interactions of exponent ≤ α whenever

H =
∑
i 6=j∈V

hij(t)Hij (10.1)

such that

hij(t) ≤
C

d(i, j)α
(10.2)

where Hij acts non-trivially only on sites i and j, with ‖Hij‖ = 1, and 0 < C < ∞ is an absolute
constant. When we say that a system has power-law interactions of exponent α, we mean that α is the
largest possible exponent for which this definition holds.

10.1 Lieb-Robinson light cone

While an understanding of quantum dynamics with power-law interactions will thus be relevant for a broad
range of physical systems and quantum information processing platforms, it is surprisingly challenging to
reasonably extend the Lieb-Robinson Theorem to power-law interacting systems. Let us briefly review
the history of bounds on the commutator ‖[A0(t), Br]‖ := C(r, t), between two local operators separated
by a distance r. In 2005, it was shown [6] that for any α > d, we have

C(r, t) ≤ C0
eλt − 1

rα
. (10.3)

The proof essentially follows that of Theorem 3.7. Since C(r, t) ∼ 1 when t ∼ log r, we say that this
system is bounded by a “logarithmic light cone”. Consequently, we can disprove that, e.g., a Bell pair
can be created between sites separated by distance r before this time. Such a bound is no tighter than
what we saw for systems with all-to-all interactions! A decade later, [205, 206, 207] found a much tighter
bound: for α > 2d, we have

C(r, t) ≤ C0

(
t

rκ

)β
, (10.4)
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where β > 0 and 0 < κ < 1 are constants depending on α, d (see the references for the precise values).
These bounds demonstrated an exponential improvement, but do not yield a linear light for any large
values of α.

In the past four years, the shape of the “light cone” has been essentially tightly established [130, 208,
209], as summarized below.

Theorem 10.1: Lieb-Robinson bounds for power-law interacting systems

Consider r, t large with t/rmin(1,α−2d) fixed. For α > 2d+ 1, the shape of the light cone is linear [208]

C(r, t) ≤ C

(r − vLRt)α
(10.5)

For 2d < α < 2d+ 1, one instead finds an algebraic light cone [209]

C(r, t) ≤ C0

(
t

rα−2d

)β
. (10.6)

The constants C0, β, vLR depend only on α, d. If d < α < 2d, then the shape of the light cone is
polylogarithmic, as bounded by (10.3).

The proofs of these results are exceedingly technical and take up a few hundred pages. Very briefly,
the sharpest results of [208, 209] implement a multiscale decomposition of the unitary, which relies on
alternating two technical ingredients, one in space and one in time: spatially, one adds interaction with
longer ranges via the interaction picture; temporally, one connects short-time Lieb-Robinson bounds into
long-time Lieb-Robinson bounds. In contrast, the naive recursive Lieb-Robinson bounds in terms of
summing over paths (Theorem 3.4), albeit simple, seem to lose some essential physics of the power-law
interaction system.

In 1D, a much shorter alternative proof is possible [130] (and historically precedes the sharpest results
in Theorem 10.1); this requires regrouping the Hamiltonian by scales and expanding the exponential into
a carefully chosen interaction picture (as a variant of the self-avoiding path construction in Theorem 3.8).
Unfortunately, this approach does not seem to generalize to higher dimensions.

10.2 Frobenius light cone

The Frobenius light cone in power-law interacting systems qualitatively differs from the Lieb-Robinson
bounds [210]: see Figure 8. This means that quantum dynamics in power-law interaction systems drasti-
cally depends on whether one considers the fine-tuned (worst-case) or random (average-case) states; there
are even regimes where the distinction is exponentially large!

Right now, the complete shape of the Frobenius is only fully understood in d = 1:

Theorem 10.2: Frobenius bounds for 1d power-law interacting systems [212]

For d = 1, α > 1, and any δ > 0, we have

‖[A0, Br]‖F ≥ δ requires |t| ≥ δ2C ×


r/ ln r α > 2
r/ ln2 r α = 2
rα−1 1 < α < 2

(10.7)

where the constant 0 < C <∞ depends only on α.
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t ≥ r

linearlogarithmic algebraic

∥[Ar, O0(t)]∥∞

Operator norm

Self-avoiding paths

Frobenius norm

t
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<latexit sha1_base64="Bxrl1KyZZ68AXNcSsvCd+IHmDnI=">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</latexit>

↵ = 2d + 1 <latexit sha1_base64="5IWYDx/BI5n4V+whkNd/VV666ro=">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</latexit>↵ = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="5IWYDx/BI5n4V+whkNd/VV666ro=">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</latexit>↵ = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="TUEhWgdvwQH1bWh3+Mp8XRUOnb0=">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</latexit>

↵ � d + 1

<latexit sha1_base64="qqB5Bki1LD7Rs+VIRwd4vt4vSng=">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</latexit>

↵ = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="qqB5Bki1LD7Rs+VIRwd4vt4vSng=">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</latexit>

↵ = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="hn2FPI67zt+tTuacv04ZWNNILY8=">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</latexit>

t � Poly log r
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Figure 8: A summary of known speed limits in d-dimension lattices with power-law exponent
α. The Lieb-Robinson bounds in spectral norm have been completely classified in a series of
works [205, 206, 130, 208] with saturating protocols [211]. The Frobenius bounds have not been
completely classified, but certainly, they exhibit qualitatively different physics (average case
versus worst case) [210]. Scrambling in logarithmic time is impossible in the Frobenius norm at
α > d. So far, the algebraic-to-linear transition is known in 1d [212] at exactly α = 1 + 1, but
the higher dimensional case remains open with a conjectured value α = d+ 1.

Concretely, we see the transition to the algebraic light cone (α = 2) is distinct from the Lieb-Robinson
bounds (α = 3). In higher-dimension (d ≥ 2), the critical value for this transition remains unknown,
but is conjectured to be d + 1. However, we do at least know that the possibility for exponentially fast
scrambling (a la Section 9.2) is forbidden until α = d:

Theorem 10.3: Algebraic Frobenius bounds for power-law interacting systems [213]

For any α > d,

‖[A0, Br]‖F ≤ C
(
t

rκ

)β
(10.8)

where the constants 0 < C <∞, 0 < κ < 1, 0 < β depend only on α, d.

Another setting where the (conjectured, in d > 1) Frobenius light cone is reached is when studying
single-particle quantum walks (which also apply to free fermion models), where single-particle hopping
rates are suppressed by power-law decay with distance:

Proposition 10.4: Single particle quantum walk with power-law interactions [210]

Consider a single-particle walk on a d-dimensional lattice with power-law interactions, generated by

H(t) =
∑
u,v∈V

huv(t)|u〉〈v| (10.9)

where the matrix huv(t) is Hermitian and obeys (10.2). Then for any ε > 0, so long as α > d, there
exist constants 0 < vsp,K <∞ such that

|〈u|e−iHt|v〉| ≤ Kt

(d(u, v)− vspt)α−d−ε
(10.10)
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hypercubes. We choose the interactions between qubits in
Eq. (6) to be identical for simplicity. If the interactions were
to vary between qubits, we would simply turn off the
interaction between C1 and Cj once the total phase accu-
mulated by Cj reaches π [40]. The prefactor 1=ðmr1

ffiffiffi
d

p
Þα

ensures that this Hamiltonian satisfies the condition of a
power-law interacting Hamiltonian. It is straightforward to
verify that, under this evolution, the state of the hypercube C
rotates to

aj0̄iC1
⨂
md

j¼2

j0̄iCj
þ j1̄iCjffiffiffi
2

p þ bj1̄iC1
⨂
md

j¼2

j0̄iCj
− j1̄iCjffiffiffi
2

p ð7Þ

after time t2 ¼ πdα=2ðmr1Þα=V2.
The role of power-law interactions in our protocol can be

inferred from the value of t2. Intuitively, the speed of
simultaneously entangling hypercube C1 with hypercubes
C2;…; Cmd is enhanced by the V2 ¼ r2d1 couplings between
the hypercubes. However, the strength of each coupling,
proportional to 1=ðmr1Þα, is suppressed by the maximum
distance between the sites in C1 and those in C2;…; Cmd .

With a small enough α, the enhancement due to V2

overcomes the suppression of power-law interactions,
resulting in a small entanglement time t2. In particular,
when α < 2d, t2 actually decreases with r1, implying that
step 2 would be faster in later iterations if we were to keep
m constant.
To obtain the desired state jGHZða; bÞiC, it remains to

apply a Hadamard gate on the effective qubit fj0̄iCj
; j1̄iCj

g
for j ¼ 2;…; md. We do this in the following three steps by
first concentrating the information stored in hypercube Cj

onto a single site cj ∈ Cj (step 3), then applying a
Hadamard gate on cj (step 4), and then unfolding the
information back onto the full hypercube Cj (step 5).
Step 3.—By our assumption, for each hypercube Cj

(j ¼ 2;…; md) and given a designated site cj ∈ Cj, there
exists a (time-dependent) Hamiltonian Hj that generates a
unitary Uj such that

ðψ0j0iþ ψ1j1iÞcj j0̄iCjncj!
Uj
ψ0j0̄iCj

þ ψ1j1̄iCj
; ð8Þ

for all complex coefficients ψ0 and ψ1, in time t1 satisfying
Eq. (4). By linearity, this property applies even if Cj is
entangled with other hypercubes. Consequently, backward
time evolution under Hj generates U

†
j , which “undoes” the

GHZ-like state of the jth hypercube:

ψ0j0̄iCj
þ ψ1j1̄iCj

!
U†

j ðψ0j0iþ ψ1j1iÞcj j0̄iCjncj ; ð9Þ

for any ψ0, ψ1. In this step, we simultaneously apply U†
j to

Cj for all j ¼ 2;…; md. These unitaries rotate the state
of C to

aj0̄iC1
⨂
md

j¼2

jþicj j0̄iCjncj þ bj1̄iC1
⨂
md

j¼2

j−icj j0̄iCjncj ; ð10Þ

where j%i ¼ ðj0i% j1iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
.

Step 4.—We then apply a Hadamard gate, i.e.,

1ffiffiffi
2

p
"
1 1

1 −1

#
; ð11Þ

to the site cj of each hypercube Cj, j ¼ 2;…; md. These
Hadamard gates can be implemented arbitrarily fast since
we do not assume any constraints on the single-site terms of
the Hamiltonian. The state of C by the end of this step is

aj0̄iC1
⨂
md

j¼2

j0icj j0̄iCjncj þ bj1̄iC1
⨂
md

j¼2

j1icj j0̄iCjncj : ð12Þ

Step 5.—Finally, we apply Uj again to each hypercube
Cj (j ¼ 2;…; md) to obtain the desired GHZ-like state:

FIG. 1. A demonstration of our protocol for encoding a qubit
into a GHZ-like state in a one-dimensional system C. Initially, the
unknown coefficients a, b are encoded in one qubit (red circle)
while the other qubits are each initialized in state j0i. The first
step of the protocol assumes the ability to encode information into
GHZ-like states in subsystems C1;…; C4 using, for example,
nearest-neighbor interactions. In step 2, we apply a generalized
controlled-phase gate [Eq. (6)] between the subsystems to
“merge” the GHZ-like states into an entangled state between
all sites. The last three steps rotate this entangled state into the
desired GHZ-like state by concentrating the entanglement in each
subsystem onto one qubit, applying single-qubit rotations, and
redistributing the entanglement to the rest of the system.
Repeatedly feeding the resulting GHZ-like state back into step
2 of the protocol yields larger and larger GHZ-like states.
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Figure 9: An algorithm to efficiently prepare GHZ states using power law interactions. The steps
are: (1 ) prepare GHZ states on clusters of O(1) sites using local interactions; (2) entangle the
smaller GHZ clusters using long-range interactions; (3-5) in each cluster, undo and then re-build
the entanglement in order to prepare a large GHZ state. The algorithm then iterates to larger
and larger scales. The shaded regions depict entangled qubits at each step. Figure taken from
[211] with permission.

at sufficiently short time. For α < d+ 1, we may take vsp = 0.

10.3 Applications

As we have emphasized in this review, Lieb-Robinson bounds constrain the minimal time required for
various practical tasks. An important question becomes whether these bounds can ever be saturated.
Remarkably, it turns out to be the case for many of the bounds in this section! Hence we know that these
bounds are optimal.

In particular, it is possible [211] to use power-law interactions to prepare GHZ states (6.2) at the
maximal rate allowed by Theorem 10.1. The algorithm is an iterative process (9), with the parameters
of the algorithm (such as the number of clusters and number of iterations) chosen efficiently, so as to
essentially saturate the limit allowed by Theorem 10.1.

Theorem 10.5: Optimal state transfer protocol with power-law interactions [211]

The shapes of the light cone in Theorem 10.1 are achieved by the state transfer protocols [211].

Example 10.6: Fast W-state preparation with power-law interactions [210, 214]

The basic strategy is to use a free-fermion quantum walk, with all-to-all interactions of power-law
strength between sets Bn of increasing size Dn ∼ 2n leading to a W-state expanding from one bubble
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Figure 10: A W state generation algorithm with power-law interactions builds increasingly large
W states on sets Bn of side length Dn ∼ 2n as illustrated. In the figure, it is also shown that the
W state can be collapsed in such a way as to perform single qubit state transfer. Figure taken
from [214] with permission.

to the next: see Figure 10. In the nth time step, the Hamiltonian takes the form of

H =
∑

u∈Bn,v∈Bn+1−Bn

1

Dα
n+1

(
c†ucv + c†vcu

)
(10.11)

At each time step, due to constructive interference, the time to grow a W-state in Bn into a W state
in Bn+1 scales as

τn ∼ Dα−d
n+1 , (10.12)

meaning that the total runtime of the algorithm scales as Rmin(1,α−d). For α > d + 1, nearest
neighbor hopping algorithms can be employed as an alternative. Note that this quantum walk thus
also asymptotically saturates Proposition 10.4. Two interesting features of this protocol are that it
leads to efficient transmission of multiple qubits (with only

√
m increased runtime needed to send m

qubits), and that it is robust to certain kinds of coherent errors in the protocol [214].

Both the GHZ and W state preparation algorithms can be used to perform state transfer, by simply
reversing the unitary protocol that generates it, but “ending” on a site on the other side of the domain.
An earlier state transfer protocol based on power-law interactions is given in [215].

In addition to preparing a particular entangled state, one may seek to generate as much bipartite
entanglement as possible between two regions exploiting power-law interaction. Naturally, one strategy is
to repeat single-qubit state transfer [211], which turns out to be optimal using resource theory arguments
(Section 5.2.2).

Example 10.7: Optimal generation of bipartite entanglement with power-law interactions

In a d-dimensional model with power-law interactions of exponent α, generating the maximally
entangled state between two adjacent cubes with side length r takes time at least [216]

t = Ω(rmin(1,α−d)), (10.13)

starting from an arbitrary initial state without bipartite entanglement. This is asymptotically satu-
rated (up to sub-algebraic corrections) by sequentially sending 1-qubit at a time using the protocol
of [211].

The above is a direct application of bipartite entanglement generating bounds (Proposition 5.7) by sum-
ming over all interactions.
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Recent work [95, 217] has also discussed bounds on correlations and entanglement in gapped ground
states of systems with power-law interactions. Some results on prethermal behavior in power-law inter-
acting systems can be found in [218, 219].

Bounds at finite energy and finite density11

The Frobenius light cone perspective is closely related to the study of dynamics at finite charge density
or finite energy density. Indeed, while any formal Lieb-Robinson bound would hold for any state at low
energy (e.g.), we usually anticipate a much stronger bound holding in practice. In this section, we will
describe a variety of methods that are used to try and provide stronger bounds on dynamics at low
temperature or low density.

11.1 Dynamics at low charge density

We begin with a discussion of dynamics in a system of N qubits governed by time evolution that commutes
with the total Z-spin (or magnetization):

Q =
N∑
i=1

1 + Zi
2

=
N∑
i=1

ni. (11.1)

If time evolution is generated by a continuous Hamiltonian,

[H(t), Q] = 0. (11.2)

Note that in this section it will be more convenient for us to define ni = 0, 1 rather than Zi = −1, 1.

11.1.1. Formalism for low-density quantum walk bounds

We are interested in “low density” states, or those where 〈Q〉 � N . While it follows from (11.2) that
Q is exactly conserved if we restrict the Hilbert space to states with Q “particles”, the Hilbert space
does not have a product space structure. Notions like operator size become challenging to define, and
more importantly, it is far from obvious how to exploit the low-density nature of the state to derive an
improvement on a Lieb-Robinson-like light cone, restricted to such a low-density state.

For low-density states, the situation seems relatively mild, due to the following proposition:

Proposition 11.1: Grand canonical density matrix

Consider the “grand canonical” density matrix

ρ = e−µQ × normalization. (11.3)

In the N →∞ limit, correlation functions tr(ρA) of operators A that can only create or destroy O(1)
particles are determined by states at density

n̄ =
Q

N
=

1

1 + eµ
. (11.4)

The allowed family of A includes all local k-point functions for fixed k.

Proof. Since ρ is diagonal in the ni basis, this proposition is a statement about the probability that a
state is drawn from ρ has a given density of particles n = Q/N? From the form of ρ, the probability that
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we would draw ni = 1 is independent and identically distributed with respect to any nj (j 6= i). Using a
modification of (8.48), we find:

P
[∣∣∣∣QN − n̄

∣∣∣∣ > c√
N

]
< exp

[
− c2

2n̄(1− n̄)

]
. (11.5)

We say that ρ concentrates on states of density n̄.

This proposition is very helpful because it turns out to be quite natural to calculate expectation values
with ρ using a mild modification of the formalism of Section 8. In particular, using the density matrix
(11.3), consider redefining the operator inner product (2.3) to [220]

(A|B) = tr
(√

ρA†
√
ρB
)
. (11.6)

This inner product concentrates in the thermodynamic limit onto states at density n̄.
Ref. [220] proposed a natural generalization of operator size to a (low-density) system. Defining the

operators

ci = |0〉〈1|i and c†i = |1〉〈0|i, (11.7a)

we notice that the space of operators is

End(B) = span
(
{I, ci, c†i , ni}⊗N

)
. (11.8)

There is then a natural definition of operator size:

S =

N∑
j=1

Sj , (11.9)

where on a single site

S|I) = 0|I), S|c) = |c), S|c†) = |c†), S|ñ) = 2|ñ), (11.10)

where
|ñ) := |n)− n̄|I). (11.11)

Since n = c†c, one can think of this S as counting the number of c and c† in an operator string. |ñ)
is defined to be orthogonal to the identity, which is why we have subtracted off its average. Note that
this definition does not reproduce, when µ = 0, the standard definition of operator size: the Pauli Z has
“twice” the length of X or Y , at µ = 0. After a short calculation, one finds that

(I|I) = 1, (11.12a)

(ci|ci) = (c†i |c
†
i ) = eµ/2n̄ =

√
n̄(1− n̄), (11.12b)

(ñi|ñi) = n̄(1− n̄). (11.12c)

When n̄ � 1, one can heuristically think that the inner product of an operator A of size s has an inner
product (A|A) ∼ n̄s/2.

11.1.2. Operator growth and decay

With these definitions, we are now ready to discuss two useful results that allow us to generalize the
many-body quantum walk bounds to low-density systems.
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Proposition 11.2: Density-dependent inner product is norm preserving

Under the inner product (11.6) and charge-conserving dynamics, (A(t)|A(t)) = (A|A).

The proof of this follows immediately from (11.2) and Proposition 8.1. The Lyapunov exponent λL can
be defined for the µ-dependent notion of size, analogously to Section 9.2. We then find:

Theorem 11.3: Bounds on Lyapunov exponent at finite density

For some 0 < C <∞, in a model subject to the assumptions of Theorem 9.4, together with (11.2),

λL ≤ C
√
n̄. (11.13)

Proof sketch. The idea is rather similar to Theorem 9.4: we expand

|A) =
∑
s

|As) (11.14)

into operators of fixed size: S|As) = s|As), such that

d

dt
(A(t)|S|A(t)) = (A(t)|[S,L]|A(t)) =

∑
s1<s2

2(s2 − s1)× (As2(t)|i[H,As1(t)]). (11.15)

The key observations are that: (1 ) using antisymmetry of L we can always do this, and (2 ), as this inner
product vanishes unless [H,As1 ] has size s2 > s1, we can bound (under similar k-locality assumptions to
Theorem 9.4):

(As2(t)|i[H,As1(t)]) ≤ Cs1 × [n̄(1− n̄)](s2−s1)/4 ×
√

(As2 |As2)(As1 |As1). (11.16)

The constant C will be related by a constant prefactor to the value at n̄ = 0, but due to the fact that
the analog of Pauli Z has both size-0 and size-2 components under our current counting, it may have
quantitative (though not qualitative) n̄ dependence. The new factor of interest in (11.16) is the n̄(s2−s1)/4

scaling. The reason we have this prefactor is that the inner product (As2(t)|i[H,As1(t)]) is between two
operators of size s2, whereas (As1 |As1) is normalized to a size s1 operator, so we need additional factors
from (11.12).

Lastly, due to [H,Q] = 0, if [A,Q] = kA, then [A(t), Q] = kA(t). In particular, this means that under
time evolution, we can only modify A by operators that do not contribute an odd number of “c or c†”,
as defined in (11.7). Therefore, in (11.15), we must have s2 − s1 ∈ 2Z+. The smallest value that can
contribute to the Lyapunov exponent is s2 − s1 = 2. Hence we obtain (11.13).

The fact that λL must vanish at low density is qualitatively similar to the proposal of [194] that
dynamics must slow down at low temperature, although it is far from clear how to generalize this argument
to finite temperature states. Using the same technique, one can prove the following corollary, which states
that in typical states, the time it takes for a single-particle operator to decay into a many-particle operator
is slow. This is reminiscent of a conjecture of [221] about the slow decay of “small operators” in finite
temperature dynamics.

Corollary 11.4: Decay time bound at finite density

For times t < τ = Cn̄−1/2, the time evolution of a size-1 operator (“creation/annihilation operator”),
is well approximated by single-particle dynamics. Namely, if S|A) = |A), then there exists |B(t)) =
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S|B(t)) such that for t < τ , (A(t)|B(t)) ≥ 1
2

√
(A|A)(B|B).

Using Fermi’s Golden Rule, we might expect to have the stronger scaling τ ∼ n̄−1, but such a result has
not yet been proved in generality (as far as we know). Intuitively, this scaling would then be optimal,
since a particle traveling at constant velocity (see the next subsetion) will encounter another particle in
a time ∼ n̄−1, at which point we expect single-particle correlation functions to decay.

11.1.3. Butterfly velocity

One might expect that, similarly to how the Lyapunov exponent decreases with increasing n̄, the butterfly
velocity also decreases as vB ∼ n̄. Indeed this is expected on heuristic grounds [185]. However, we
emphasize that this is quite non-trivial to prove (in fact an outstanding question). The challenge can
be seen by considering just one particle (the Q = 1 subspace). In this setting, the quantum dynamics
reduces to a single particle quantum walk, which we have seen has a finite velocity in Section 8.1. So there
cannot, in a strict sense, be any bound on signal propagation at low density where the velocity vanishes
with n̄.

What was conjectured in [185] is that for short times τ . n̄−1, an operator indeed behaves as if it
propagates in this Q = 1 Hilbert space, with a finite velocity. After t ∼ τ , however, the operator grows
more complex, and destructive interference sets in between operators of different sizes, in such a way that
the effective operator growth front propagates with a velocity vB ∼ n̄. It would be interesting if this can
be shown rigorously in any context. The fact that there is a fast velocity for operator growth at short
times, and a slow velocity at late times, poses a challenge to attempts [200, 222] to universally bound
diffusion constants in terms of vB and λL.

11.2 Models of interacting bosons

We now turn to a very similar story, where we study the dynamics of interacting bosons. Starting for the
moment with a single boson, the Hilbert space is that of the quantum harmonic oscillator, labeled by an
infinite tower of states |n〉, for n ∈ Z+. We define the operators

b|n〉 :=
√
n|n− 1〉, (11.17a)

b†|n〉 :=
√
n+ 1|n+ 1〉. (11.17b)

Next, we consider an interacting boson model on a graph G = (V,E). On every vertex of the graph,
we consider a bosonic Hilbert space as above. The creation and annihilation operators obey

[bu, b
†
v] = I(u = v). (11.18)

For convenience, we will restrict our study to (time-dependent) Hamiltonians of the form

H(t) =
∑
{u,v}∈E

Juv(t)
(
b†ubv + b†vbu

)
+
∑
v∈V

f
(
b†vbv

)
, (11.19)

where f is an arbitrary function. The results we describe below can be generalized to slightly more
complex H; for pedagogy, we stick to the above. However, the essential features of (11.19) are that: (1 )
only one boson can move at a time, and (2 ) the energy in f will in general be unbounded; however it

only depends on the boson number operator b†vbv. For u 6= v, we have [b†ubu, b
†
vbv] = 0, so the interaction

terms in the Hamiltonian commute. (11.19) generalizes the classic Bose-Hubbard model [223], in which
Juv = J does not depend on time, while for some constant U ,

f(n) = Un(n− 1). (11.20)
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Even with these restrictions, however, it is non-trivial to imagine a Lieb-Robinson bound for such
a problem. Every single operator in (11.19) is unbounded in operator norm, so the conventional proof
of a Lieb-Robinson bound as in Section 3.2 will not work. Moreover, there is a physical construction
[224, 225, 226] that leads to propagating velocity v ∼ n̄, if n̄ is the mean number of bosons per site
in the system. Therefore, for some time, Lieb-Robinson bounds with bosons were only found in quite
restrictive settings, such as classical models [227], harmonic (non-interacting) models or models with
bounded interaction strength [35], or models with a bounded boson number [228].

Recently, the nature of Lieb-Robinson light cones in interacting boson models has been rigorously
established. A nearly linear light cone was presented in [229], while the exact linear light cone (in a sense
described below) was proved in [230]. The proofs of all results are rather involved so we leave them to
the literature, and just highlight the conclusions here with some prototypical examples.

Theorem 11.5: Linear light cone for interacting bosons in typical states

Let Au and Bv denote local operators consisting of a finite number of raising and lowering operators,
acting on single sites u, v ∈ V. Then for some constants 0 < C, v, a <∞, [230]

Tr
(√

ρ[Au(t), Bv]
†√ρ[Au(t), Bv]

)
≤ C

(
vt

r

)ar
(11.21)

When Au and Bv are single boson creation or annihilation operators, there exist 0 < c1,2 <∞ such
that

v ≤ c1 + c2n̄. (11.22)

This scaling is known to be asymptotically optimal [224].

Theorem 11.6: Lieb-Robinson light cone in finite density states in one dimension

Consider two arbitrary states |ψ1,2〉 of bosons on a one-dimensional lattice, restricted to the form

|ψ1,2〉 =

M∑
ni=0

c1,2(n)| · · ·n1n2 · · · 〉 (11.23)

Namely, there are in the initial state, no more than M bosons on any given site. Then for any M
and some 0 < C, v, a <∞ which can depend on M , [230]

|〈ψ1|[Au(t), Bv]|ψ2〉| ≤ C
(
vt

r

)ar
. (11.24)

All matrix elements of commutators are small in one dimension.

One can prove, as a consequence of this theorem, that gapped ground states have exponential cor-
relations [230], and that bosons are not too much more difficult to simulate than spins, at low density.
However, the analogy between the locality in the Bose-Hubbard model and in interacting spin models
does not persist in higher dimensional settings.

Theorem 11.7: No Lieb-Robinson light cone beyond one dimension [231]

There exist states |ψ1,2〉 of the form (11.23), and time-dependent H of the form (11.19), on a d-
dimensional lattice (d > 1), for which |〈ψ1|[Au(t), Bv]|ψ2〉| ≥ 1 for r = btd, for O(1) constant b.
Hence, there is an effective velocity veff ∼ td−1. However, up to logarithmic corrections, one cannot
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find any protocol for which veff is faster.

The basic idea behind this theorem is to imagine propagating information in the x1-direction, and
starting with a state with one boson on every site at time t = 0. For time 0 < t < T/2, we pile up bosons
in x1 = const. planes, as much as possible, along the axis x2 = · · · = xd = 0. At time T/2, we have
∼ T d−1 bosons on every site. Then we use the protocol of [224] (see (11.22)) to send signals at a speed
v ∼ T d−1 along the x1-axis. However, it is also known that while “signals” can be sent very quickly in
higher dimensions, a large number of bosons cannot be:

Theorem 11.8: No fast particle transport (informal) [132, 133]

Let R ⊂ V have diameter r. Then in any state with N bosons in region R at t = 0, the time τ needed
to move a finite fraction (e.g. N/2 bosons) out of R obeys τ ≥ Cr for some 0 < C <∞.

Even in one dimension, it is known that the finite speed limit at low density arises only due to the
particular nature of the Hamiltonian (11.19). One way to violate any Lieb-Robinson-like bound is to

include number-conservation-violating terms such as b†ib
†
i+1 + H.c. [232], which can cause the effective

velocity to grow exponentially with time: v ∼ exp(t). But even if we conserve number, a density-

dependent hopping term fi(ni + ni+1)b†ibi+1 + H.c.) will destroy many notions of locality. Recall for
example that with f = 1, the time it would take to get from a state where all bosons are piled up on the
left end of a 1d chain (|n0 · · · 0〉), to a state where they are all piled up on the right (|0 · · · 0n〉) would scale
with the length of the chain, and independently of n. However, by simply choosing fi = ni+ni+1, we can
make the time arbitrarily small by decreasing n. We expect that using similar strategies to Theorem 11.7,
especially in higher dimensions, one will find little remains of a notion of locality once the interacting
terms incorporate boson hopping.

Lastly, we remark that special Lieb-Robinson bounds have been derived [233] for Hamiltonians of the
schematic form

H = b†b+ bA+ b†A† (11.25)

where A is a k-local many-body operator, and b is the boson annihilation operator. One can generalize
to multipole boson modes as well. Such Hamiltonians arise when modeling trapped ion crystals [145].

11.3 Lieb-Robinson bounds in continuous space at finite energy

Now, we turn to bounds that only hold at finite energy (density). This is an extremely hard problem,
albeit one of significant physical importance. We begin by briefly reviewing the efforts to extend the Lieb-
Robinson Theorem into the continuum. This literature has mainly remained restricted to the mathematics
community [234, 235, 236, 237, 238]; however, we will give an intuitive sketch of the ideas in the context
of the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation (which seems to us to capture the essence of many of the
ideas developed there). The key insight is, as we explain shortly, such bounds are only plausible at finite
energy. Hence, this provides a nice gateway into the study of bounds on finite temperature dynamics
more generally. We will avoid technical discussions of functional spaces and smoothness, which are of
course discussed at length by mathematicians, and focus on aspects of the literature that seem relevant
for finite-dimensional quantum systems as well.

We now prove the following theorem, which represents the minimal model of a continuum Lieb-
Robinson-style bound, applicable to the motion of a single particle.

Theorem 11.9: Continuous space Lieb-Robinson bound at low energy
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Consider the time-independent Hamiltonian operator

H = −1

2
∂2
x + V (x) such that V (x) ≥ 0. (11.26)

Define a projector onto low-energy states

PE := I (H ≤ E) . (11.27)

Then,
‖PE [H,x]PE‖ ≤

√
2E, (11.28)

and for any state obeying |ψ〉 = PE |ψ〉,

〈ψ|eiHtxe−iHt|ψ〉 ≤ 〈ψ|x|ψ〉+
√

2Et. (11.29)

Proof. Since H does not depend on time, [eiHt,PE ] = 0, so (11.29) follows immediately from (11.28). To
prove (11.28), observe that

[H,x] = −1

2

[
∂2
x, x
]

+ [V (x), x] = −∂x. (11.30)

Now using (11.26), we see that (for any normalized states 〈ϕ|ϕ〉 = 〈ϕ′|ϕ′〉 = 1):∣∣〈ϕ|PE∂xPE |ϕ′〉∣∣2 ≤ 〈ϕ|PE∂xP2
E∂
†
xPE |ϕ〉 ≤ 〈ϕ|PE

(
−∂2

x

)
PE |ϕ〉 = 〈ϕ|PE (2(H − V ))PE |ϕ〉

≤ 2〈ϕ|PEHPE |ϕ〉 ≤ 2E. (11.31)

Since we have bounded the largest possible matrix element of PE [H,x]PE , we obtain (11.28).

What this theorem implies is that, if we can restrict to low energy states, there is a Lieb-Robinson-like
bound that depends on energy E. Note that in the present proof, we have assumed V does not depend
on time t. This assumption was important to ensure that the potential does not inject energy into the
system.12 We also note (but do not show) that by studying 〈ψ|eax(t)|ψ〉 using quantum walk techniques,
we find that |ψ(t)〉 must be exponentially localized in space.

This bound has been generalized to higher dimensions and more recently to a weakly nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [239]. This technique can also be straightforwardly extended to certain many-body
fermion models [240, 241], similar to the Bose-Hubbard model.

11.4 Butterfly velocity and finite temperature bounds

An idealistic goal would be to generalize Theorem 11.9 to many-body systems. Of course in principle this
is possible formally: one could study for example a first-quantized model of N particles interacting on a
lattice, or in the continuum, and apply this bound. However, there is a crucial problem. If we have N
particles interacting on the line, then E ∼ N in a physically reasonable state (e.g. one drawn from the
finite temperature ensemble, with high probability). Our energy-dependent velocity bound would then
diverge in the thermodynamic limit. This problem arises because we cannot rule out the possibility that
all of the energy in the system is dumped into a single particle’s kinetic energy, which then can propagate
very fast.

While this scenario is almost certainly unphysical, ruling it out has been a mathematical challenge.
It is noted in [241], following earlier work [132, 133] on particle transport in the Bose-Hubbard model,

12It is likely that certain time-dependent potentials are mild, however: see e.g. [239] for a nonlinear Schrödinger equation
where an effective time-dependent potential does not qualitatively change the nature of (11.28).
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that if one asks about average particle velocity, this effect disappears and one can show that the typical
particle cannot move faster than allowed by the average energy per particle.

Conjecturing, however, that one can achieve this goal of finding an energy-dependent velocity bound
in many-body systems, what should we expect to find? We conjecture that the correct bound would be
of the form

‖PE [H,xi]PE‖ . vB ≈ Tξ, (11.32)

where T is the temperature and ξ is the thermal correlation length. For single-particle motion, we can
“derive” (11.32) from Theorem 11.9 as follows: the energy E of the particle is roughly the temperature
T , while the thermal correlation length ξ ∼ 1/〈|∂x|〉 ∼ 1/

√
T . In lattice models, this scaling of ξ can be

derived rigorously using a Chebyshev expansion [242] of the thermal density matrix e−βH [243].
For single particle motion, (11.32) was proved in [241] subject to some rather special constraints on

H. Roughly speaking, suppose one has H ∼ ∂zx, where z = 2, 4, 6, . . . is an even integer. Then one expects

ξ ∼ T−1/z. (11.33)

Using methods analogous to the proof of Theorem 11.9, [241] has demonstrated a family of spatially
inhomogeneous lattice and continuum models where (11.32) can be derived with (11.33). Using non-
rigorous methods, this scaling has been demonstrated for the dynamics of free fermions in [201], and in
holographic models (see Section 9.4) of quantum matter [200].

We believe that (11.32) is quite intuitive: at low temperatures, one might expect an effective descrip-
tion of the dynamics with a Hamiltonian where local terms have energy of at most T : the price we must
pay is that this effective Hamiltonian will be non-local on a scale set by the thermal correlation length ξ.

Note that the thermal correlation length ξ has been bounded to always be less than T−1 in local
lattice models with a finite-dimensional local Hilbert space dimension [244]; unfortunately, with this
scaling, (11.32) simply reproduces the Lieb-Robinson bound. Indeed, the proof that ξ . T−1 uses Lieb-
Robinson bounds! Other recent work [244, 243, 245] has studied entanglement in thermal states. It is
possible that these methods could be helpful in proving rigorous bounds on the butterfly velocity.

The authors of [246] have taken a somewhat different attempt to bound the butterfly velocity; however,
their approach is not known to reproduce the desired scaling of (11.32).

Open problems12

We have given a fairly detailed overview of Lieb-Robinson bounds, along with their known extensions
and applications. Now, we conclude with a brief discussion and recap of interesting open problems and
directions.

(1 ) As discussed in Section 7, we do not know how to bound the decay times of simple correlation
functions. Solving this problem may lead to qualitatively new methods for locality bounds in quantum
dynamics, and seems like an important issue to address in the near future.

(2 ) As we just discussed, bounds on finite temperature dynamics are both notoriously difficult (as are
statements about even equilibrium properties such as entanglement!), yet they have been the inspiration
for many of the important developments in this field in recent years. We hope that it is possible to
generalize the Frobenius light cones described in Section 11 to generic finite temperature Hamiltonian
systems, but this is likely to be an extraordinary challenge. A particularly motivating problem would be
a proof of the chaos bound of [194] in all-to-all interacting models, without ergodicity assumptions (see
also [186]).

(3 ) It is not known how to prepare the W state (9.2) as quickly as the GHZ state (6.2), using both
unitary dynamics and local measurement. We expect that it is provably harder to prepare W states.
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Whether or not a clever application of Lieb-Robinson bounds can prove this result or one needs a more
fine-grained bound on multipartite entanglement, is an important open problem. More generally, we
expect that deeper incorporation of Lieb-Robinson bounds into error-corrected quantum dynamics with
measurement can be a fruitful endeavor.

(4 ) It would be interesting if the techniques of Section 7.2 can rigorously address actively debated
questions about the existence and robustness of many-body localization [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

(5 ) There is rather extensive literature on quantum walks [29]. Sometimes, this literature makes deep
connections to the classical theory of random walks and Markov chains [247], although certain notions
such as hitting time have been delicate to extend to the quantum setting. It might be fruitful to revisit
some of these questions with the recent developments of Section 8 in mind.

(6 ) Recent work [248] uses cluster decomposition techniques (more well-known in equilibrium statis-
tical mechanics) to study quantum dynamics. Combining these techniques with Lieb-Robinson bounds
may be a fruitful direction for future research.

(7 ) Preparing squeezed states [68, 69] is notoriously difficult in experiments, and we expect that Lieb-
Robinson bounds, and the corresponding notions of locality, could help find efficient ways to generate
highly squeezed states, likely using error correction as part of the protocol [249, 250].

(8 ) The linear-to-algebraic transition in the Frobenius light cone for power-law interactions (Sec-
tion 10) remains open for d ≥ 2 dimensions.

(9 ) Understanding whether there are any more general classes of interacting boson models where
sharp Lieb-Robinson bounds can be derived in thermodynamically reasonable states is an important
problem, especially since many future quantum computers (whose operation speed might be constrained
by a Lieb-Robinson light cone) will contain bosonic degrees of freedom.
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